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FOREWORD

Adjournment of the Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leadership Conference on
August 16, 1974 completed the twentieth session of the conferences first held
in 1955. It is difficult to measure the value gained from this series of con-
ferences over the past twenty years. Each of the 1,261 delegates who have atten-

ded must judge the inspiration, knowledge, and values gained.

Perhaps we could best approach a look at this series of meetings by listing
the themes over the years for the reader to judge their importance for their

particular time in this ever-changing world of education. Did they, as they

were p1anned, reflect a look at the future in the field?

THEMES OF THE TWENTY VEARS OF THE OKOBOJI CONFERENCE

1955 1974

1955 No specific theme.
Sub-topics were:

Scope of the Audio-Visual Field
What is the Role of Audio-Visual Materials in School Education?
What i:; the Role of the Audio-Visual Programs in Improving Instruction?
What is thc Role of th Audio-Visual Specialist?

1956 No specific theme.
Sub-topics were:

What are the Major Problems Facing American Education and How Can We Help
Solve Them Through the Use of Audio-Visual Materials?

What are the Dasic Functions of Audio-Visual Programs?
flow Can We Involve the Users of our Services in the Development of Audio-

Visual Programs?
What is the Role of the Audio-Visual Specialist?

1957 No specific theme in advance. At the start of the conference, the
delegates decided to develop an Audio-Visual Credo which included:

"WE BELIEVE that the role of education in a democratic society is to provide for
the continuing development of the individual in our rapidly changing and expand-
ing world.

It is apparent the goals of education include the following:

a, to assist the individual to be a healthy and happy person;
b. to Hevelop action interest in the health and happiness of all other persons;
c. to develop confidence in the individual's ability to recognize and analyze

the big and little problems which confront him in daily living;
d. to develop confidence in the ability to apply his past opportunity for his

optimum development as a useful citizen.

WE BELIEVE because the way content is taught is impc-tant - that an atmosphere
should be developed in which individuals can grow in curity and acceptance so
that they can cope with insecurities and non-acceptance; that rich living exper-
iences should be provided so that individuals develop skills in problem solving
today that will enable them to solve the unknown problems of an unpredictable
hut challenging future.

WE BELIEVE the function of a learning experience is to serve as a means of
attaining the goals of education, and should provide a continuum of learning
experiences in terms of the needs of the individual and society.

V



WE BELIEVE that the emphasis on audio-visual techniques as an integral part of all
education must derive its set of valu s and take its direction from the goals of edu-
cation in our democratic society.

WE BEllEVE that the selection of instmctional materials for providing learning
experiences is a responsibility of the teacher with such service and assistance from
the audio- vbai speci;dist as the teacher may require."

1958 No specific theme in advance. The group decided to divide into
small groups and work on only one topic, "Audio-Visual Competencies
for Teachers." Ali the small discussion groups reports were edited
by a committee to compose the summary report for that year.

1959 - Theme: "Research in the Audio-Visual-Television Area"
Sub-topics:

ways to Improve Research and Experimentation
Dissemination of Research
Identification of Areas of Needed Research

1960 Theme: "implications of Research for Curriculum Change"
Sub-topics:

What are the Implications of the New Media for Curriculum Planning
and Development?

What are :he Implications f the New Media Concerning the Changing
Role of the Classroom Teircher?

W hat arc the Iniplications of New Media for the Organization and
Administration of the Schools?

What are the Implications (or Improvement of the New Media?
Implementing and Applying Media Research

1961 Theme: "The Role of Lhe Communications Specialist in the 1960s"
Sub-topics:

Professional Education for Educational Media Personnel
Committee on State Departments
School Districts, County Systems, Individual Schools

1962 Theme: "Programed Learning as a Concern to Educators"
Sub-topics:

Summary of Responsibilities of the Educational NIedia
Specialist in Prograrned Instruction: Knowledge and Skills
Requirvd tor Role Performance

Programed Instruction: Its Impact on 2ducational Practices
Progiamed Instnaction in College Curricula for Teacher Education
Suggested Criteria for Selection of Programed Materials

1963 Theme: "Learning Theory as it Relates to New Media and the
Learner"

Sub-topics:

Learning Objectives
Content Characteriqics
Teacher Learbin; Characteristics
Media Characteristics - A Rationale
Environment (Physical)

0
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1964 - Theme: "Learning Space and Educational Media in Instructional
Programs"

Sub-topics:

Learning Space for Instructional Resources
Learning Space for Individual Small Grcups and Large Group Learning
Sources of and Need for Information and Research Pertaining to 1.:,rning Space
Preliminary Curriculum and Space Considerations Based Upon Beha6oral

Analysis Approach
Ronovating and Adartion of Existing Facilities
Role of the Educatve in Promoting the Acceptance of New Concepts of

Learning Space

1965 - A three-part theme: "Manpower Requirements in the Media Field,"
"The Okoboji Conference: Its Development of Leadership,"
and "Prob1em3 of Teacher Re-education and Media"

Sub-topics:

Functioning of the Educational Media Program
Manpower
Pre-Service and In-Service and Continuing Professional Education
Educational Media Leadership

1966 - Theme: "The Impact of Federal LTislation on Educational Media"
and "Our Responsibility to Other Medla Oriented Groups"

Sub-topics:

Our Responsibilities and Inter-Relationships to and with Other Professional
Groups to Promote Effective Learning

Impact of Federal Legislation on Educadonal Media

1967 - Theme: "Systems, Automation, and the Future of Educational Media"
Sub-topics:

Kinds of Systems
Redefining Roles for a Systems Approach-the Need for a Transitional Stage
Climate of Acceptance
Training for Systems
The Futures Committee
Developing Instructional Systems

1968 Theme: "Education-Industry Dialogue"
Sub-topics:

Defining Roles for Education and Industry
Providing Options in Education Through Media
Technology and Dehumanization
Adapting Instructional Materials and Equipment to an Era of Change
Criteria
Continuing Education-Industry Forum

1969 - Theme: "Curricula-Media.Dialogue for Meeting Changing Community
Needs"

Sub-topicb:

The Role of Media to Help Solve Urban Educational Problems
Prescribing Media's Role in Making Suburban Education Relevant to the Total

Human Condition
Developing a Curricula-Media Dialogue to Meet the Instructional Needs of the

Individual and Society
Higher Education

vii



1970 - Theme: "Redesign of Education: Media and the Learner"

Sub-topics:

Learners and Their Environments
The Role and Functions of the Instructional Technologist hi the 70's
Re-design of Education - The Teacher/Director of Learning
Rationale, Trends and Prototype for Re-design of Education
Related Concerns of Re-design

1971 - Theme: "Accountability and the Media Professional"
Sub-topics:

The M lia Professional: Accottntable to Whom?
Accountability as a Factor in Humanizing the Learning Process
Accountability and the Media Professional: An Operational Philosophy
Accountability Implementation Processes
Accaintability: Teacher Education -Preparation, Performance, and Certi-

fication Standards; Certification and Accountability
The Effects of Accountability on Curriculum Development and instructional

Design

1972 Theme: "Leadership Devulopment for the Media Profession"
Sub-topics:

AECT Goals and Program Development
Interrelationship of OrganiLational Structures
Functional Leadership
Leadership at Local, State and Regional Levels
Selected Comp,tencies Which Should be Demonstrated by the Educational

Leader
RecNniring, Nurturing and Rewarding Potential/Emerging Leadership as it

Pertains to AECT

1973 Theme': "T r. Enstructional Technology"

The Future of Society - 2002 A. D.
Tho Future Educadkm arid Curriculum Trends
Future Strategies for Improving Instructional Technology
Th,l,',Iture NIanagern.nt and Funding of :Aedia Programs
Instructional Technologist: A Concept for A.D. 2000
Changing Processes: An Exploration into Strategies Moving into the Future
The Future of Instructional Technology: A Mediated Package

1974 Theme: "Instructional Technology - Issues and Concerns"
Sub-topics:

Free to Be
Political Action Committee
Ideas for the Development of Pre-service and In-service Programs
An ,E.xamination of the Problems .'issociated with the Implementation of

Instructional Development (I.D.) and Some Suggested Solutions
Accreditation and Certification
Research in Instructional Technology: Product, Process, and Implementation
A Program for the Training of Instructional Technologists as Agents of Change
The State Affiliate Media Merger Muddle
Alternative Systems
Morality and the Profession

* * *
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As Chairman of the Iowa Committee for Okoboji Conference for the past

twenty years, I wish to thank the dedicated delegates who have traveled long
distances, often at their own expense, to make these meetings possible. Thc

roster of delegates reads like a "Who's Who in the Communication and Technology

Field." The many hundreds of letters received over the years indicate the feel-

ing that the Okoboji Experience has provided a needed "think tank" type meeting.

I am positive the delegates attending this conference in future years will give

even greater dedication. With a new generation taking over in this expanding

field, its future is assured. My one hope is that the Okcboji Conference has

made a contribution to education and to the Association for Educational Communi-

cations and Technology.

The new Chairman of the Iowa Committee, William Oglesby, will, no doubt,

give Okohoji new inspiration and guidance in the years to come. Best wishes.

8
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PERSONS ATTENDING THE 20TH LAKE OKOBOJI
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

August 11-16, 1974
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory, Lake Okoboji, Milford, Iowa

YEAR1S)RERESENTING
ATTENDED

. MNSLEY, Lucy Instructional Media Center Voted back 73, 74
Birmingham Public :.. iools, 1525 Covington, Birmingham, MI 48010

2. ANDERSON, Joyce Assistant Professor of Educatinn Voted bach 73, 74
Portland State University, P.O. Box 751, Portland, OR 97207

1. AULDS, Lou Head, Instructional Materials Center, Miami University, Ohio 74
King Library, Oxford, OH 45056

4. BAKER, John C onsultant California 74
Los Angeles County Schools, 9300 East Imperial Highwa,,, Downey,
CA 90242

5. BARR, R. Daniel Coordinator of AV Services Kentucky 69, 74
Department of Education, Transylvania University, Lexington, KY
40508

6. BENNION, Roy B. Graduate 74
W-164 STAD, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602 student

7. BILLINGS, Rolland Director of Instructional Media Planning 72, 73, 74
Ann Arbor Public Schools, 2555 South State, Ann Arbor, MI 48103 Committee

S. BIRMINGHAM, Frank Program Leader Minnesota 74
Instructional Media I; Technology, Mankato State College,
Mankato, MN 56001

t). BLONDIN, Jacqueline, Sr. Director, Southeast Asia Instructional Philippine 74
Development Institute, P.O. Box 1757, Manila, Philippines Islands

10. BOYD, Warren, Jr. Advancement Center Planning 73, 74
Hartford Insurance Group, Hartford Plaza, Hartford, CT 06115 Committee

11. BRATTON, Barry D. Instructional Media Center Special 71, 74
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48823 delegate

12. BRONG, Gerald Assistant Director, Audiovisual Center AEC1 72, 74
Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99163

13. BRUNING, Wayne School of Education South 74
University of Scuth Dakota, Vermillion, SD 57069 Dakota

14. BRUNS, Robert W. Distribution Supervisor, Educational Media Center Graduate 74
University of Colorado, Stadium Building, Boulder, CO 80302 student

15. BUSSE, Norman L. Audio Visual Department Graduate 74
Educational Service Center, Minneapolis Public Schools, student
807 N. E. Broadway, Minneapolis, MN 55413

16 CAFTARELLA, &ward, Jr. Director, Instructional Systems Center Maine 74
Univers -1,, of Maine, Orono, ME 04473

17. CASHELL, Jane G. S-U-N Project Graduate 74
P. 0. B( x 82446, Lincoln, NB 68501 student

1 S. COLTON, Frank V. Associate Director, Center for Professional AECT 74
Development, University of Kentucky, 104 Taylor Education
Building, Lexington, KY 40506

19. deKIEFFER, Robert Director, Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction Leadership 55, 56, 58,
University of Colorado, Stadium 355, Boulder, CO 80302 C ommittee 64, 73, 74

20. DUNN, Thomas College uf Education Resource 74
University of Toledo, Toledo, OH 43606 person
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REPR ES ENTING
YEAR(S)

A TT INDEI)

21. EVANS, Arthui Vire President, Oxford Hines, Inc. Voted bar 71, 74li

1116 N. Las Palmas Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 00028

22. FLANAGAN, Francis B. Assistant Superintendent Niassachusetts 74

Sr uthbridge Public Schools, 41 Elm Street, Box 665,
Southbridge, MA 01550

21, GREEN, Clyde Office of SouthFV, State Department of Education 74

Room 205, Rutledge Building, Columbia, SC 29201 Carolina

24. GRIFFIN, Robert Instructional .Specialist Graduate 74

College of Business Administration, The Pennsylvania State student
University, 409-G Business Adnm. Bldg. , ;Iniversity Park, PA 16802

GRIFFIS, loan Media Coot.. ,I. Cregon 74

Portland Public Schools, C. E. Clackamas Street, Portland,
OR 97365

26. HANLEY, Melanie R. Louisiana 74

2.s45 Purvis Drive, Baton Rouge, I. A 70809

27. HANLEY, William C -if Education Graduate 74

Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, IA 70803 student

2s. HARTSELL, Horiu_e University of Texas Dental Branch Resource 56, 57, 58, 59,
6516 !chit Freeman Avenue, Fouston, TX 77025 person 63, 64, 73, 74

29. HILL, Harold I lead, R etio-TV Area AECT 63-72, 74
Department of Gorninuni, ati.ms, University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO sii30:'

30. HILL, Harry , 111 )ir,ctc'r of instructional Services
Penn-Delco School District, 95 Concord Road, Aston, PA 1)014

31. HITCliENS Howaro Executive Director
AFrT, 1201 Sixteenth Street, NW, 11:ashington, D.C. 20036

32. HUBBARD, Richard Prtriessor, Educational Communications
State University College, Oswego, NY 13126

33. IRVINE, Robert. L. Assistant Director, Instructional Materials
Highline School District 401, 15675 Ambaum Blvd. SW,
Seattle, WA 9S166

34. KUBALAK, Richard Supervisor of Teaching Materials Center for
Arlington County Public Schools, 1426 N. Quincy Street,
Arlington, VA 22207

35. LAMBERSKI, Richard J.
Instructional Services Building, Penn State University,
University Park, PA 16502

36. LAM:BERT, Virginia Dircctor of Media Services
Lamphere Public Schools, 235 East 13 Mile Road,
Madison Heights, MI 48071

37. LAWSON, James R. Project Director
Metrics Education in San Diego County, 6401 Linda .'a Reno,
San Diego, CA 92111

38. LEEAN, Connie College of Education, Teaching-Learning Specialties
University of Vermont, 541 Waterman Blvd. Burlington, VT 05401

39. LEONARDELLI, Dic Director, In-Service Education
Westein Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI 49001

LINDEMEYER, Robert Assistant Director, Media Resource Center
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50010

41. McBEATH, Ron J. Director, instructional Resources Center
San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192

1 0
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Pennsylvania 71, 74

AECT 66-69, 72, 74

Planning
C ommittee

Planning
C ommittee

58-60, 70,
71, 73, 74

71-74

Virginia 74

Graduate 74
student

Michigan 74

Planning 72-74
Committee

Planning 73, ;1
Committee

Resource 74
person

Iowa 71, 74

Resowce 73, 74
person



YEAR(S)
R EPRES NEI NC; A.1-1,1i.NDF1)

McFAII s, .Arnold e oardinat.vr at Media Services l'onneaticut if
Winilsor Sage Park lunior 111.,,h school, Wiudsal, 000"5

IA. Mc ILILIEN, csley I. PI inning 72 74
Route 7, 11o .N0011, Haton Rouge, LA 70507 ommittee

II, h1cMAR"FIN, Itudi G. Itheetor of Instructional Resources North
Dalwtariaigo ic 'lc hauls, 1104 Seeoild Avenue Sot di, Virgo, ND S81.02

MADISON, Liarald IilScvi e Training !Montana Al

School District 504 N. 29111, Billings, MT 59(01

Tex as.16, MILL Bob W, Director, C ommunity College Pia-I:Jams 74
North T.i\ as State University, 316 Circle Viet., Drive South
Hurst, TX 76053

17. MOAK1 EY, Fraikli, X. Audiovisual Center Vote, I back 73, 74
kaiii Franck, a State Ilniyersity, 1600 ilolloway Avenue,
San Franekco, CA 14132

mow Graduate 74
Rayu.ni 1,r1ve, etuinw I, IA 712501 student

4'l \illS I--:)N, Ray Asok.-Iite Doan, (.. Illego of Education
e

PoisourLe 74
1 he Ilnivetsity of loi. -a, Iowa City, IA 52242 p rson

67, 69,50. MYERS, Ivnni Ass:stain Professor '. Direci n at the Teacher Center Resource
University .1 Toledo, Toledo, Oh 43601 person 71, 74

PENNINGTON, William %V, [lead Librarian, Desolopm.intal 11, ,.arch Florkla 74

S. h,,iol, Florida State II-iversity, Tallahassee, FL 321t.:16

01,:lahoma72, RAGAN, Tillman Colle.ge at Elucation 74
University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 71069

53. REYNO1 DS, Christopher Director, FAHcational Media Georgia 74

Srelman L.Lie Allapta, GA 30314

54. ROGERS, Donald D. I )ivision ot Evaluation Special 72-74
St. Louis Puhln S. hoofs, 1517 S. Theresa Avenue, St. Louis, delegate
SIC 63104

53. SAKS, I ass is Director, Audiovisual AECT 70, 74
Eart Detroit Public Cchools, 17400 Third, Detroit, W. 48203

SARETSKY, Gary Center for Evaluation, Development Research Voted back, 73, 74
Phi Delta Kappa International, Eighth 1. Union Streets,
Bloomington, IN 47401

57. SATTERTHWAITE, Lester l'rof,ssor, College of Educatim Arizona
Arizona State University, Tempe, A7 85281

55, SCADDEN: Willis Director of Instructional Media Wisconsin 74
Hartford Union High School, 805 S. Cedar Street, Hartford, WI 53027

59. SCHMIDT, William. Coordinator, Media Production Services Washington 74

Central Washington State College, Bouillon Library, Ellensburg,
WA 98926

60. SILBER, Kenneth University Professor of Irrnructional Communic-17ions Planning 73, 71
Governors State University, Park Forest South, IL 60466 Committee

61. SIMONSON, Michael R. Instructor of Secondary Education Graduate 72, 74
Instructional Resources Center, 321 Curtiss Hall, Iowa State student
University, Ames, IA 50010

62. SMITH, Philip D. Registrar AECT 72, 74
Bob Jones University, Greenville, SC 29614

63. SNOWBERG, Richard Chairman. Department of Educational Found,,tions Arkansas
University of Arkansas, 33rd and University Street, Little Rock,
AR 72204
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1. CLARE, Ali, Se, ie'ar-, Audiovisual Center 62-74
1Hisep,:t Cif-, IA 7,2241:1 I onmittec

COC1 1N, 0 ',A. Doctor Emeritus, AV Centel 1 Chairm.m, Iowa low
Court, Iowa City, IA 52240 Committee

S \sst. Prof, 1, C op .ultant in Instructional Technology Lsv, a 6(1-74
t. oile.,,, 17 p.ation, The Univer d ., of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242 C ommittee

COCTLR, 1,..its Campy: Service, Audiovisual Center Hwa
1 he Universit-, of Iowa, IOW.1 City, IA 52242 . ornmittee

FORIff.%, Loren 'Amager, Campus !".ervice, Audiovisual Center Iowa 71-74
it' 11::,:vcr,ity of Iowa, lossa City, IA 52242 Committ,e

6. ILARrtMAN, RoLert Head, Educational Media Center low a 74
I;niversity of Northern low:, Cedar Falls, IA 50613 C ommittee

7, OGLESBY, William Direct,r, Audiovisual Center Iowa 6S-74
The University .74 Iowa, owa City, IA 52242 Committee

S. PONCa0W, Ch.cle,: Educa tonal Media, College of Education Iowa 74
'Plc Ilniverity of Io,s'a, :ma City, IA 52242 Committee

SEAT, Gill.;t Graphic ArLs, Aildiovi5ual Center Iowa 74
Th.. 11uvorsity 01. Iowa, 10w,i City, IA 5224 2 Committee

SFEN11.717 I, Charl..,; Nlariaer, Photo Service, AndiLvisual Center Iowa 7t -74
1-A0 1.Iniversits! of Iocsa, Iowa City, IA 52242 Committee

11. STEENLACE, Ian0r Secretary, Media Library, Audievisial Center Iowa 72-74
The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242 C ommittee
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1974 OKOBOJI CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE

The Planning Committee for the 1974 conference was appointed by AECT
President Robert Jarecke, at the request of President-Elect Gerald Torkelson,
who was not present at the 1973 meeting.

The first meeting was held prior to adiournment of the 1973 meeting at
Okoboji. At this meeting the theme was selected from several suggestions
recommended by the delegates to the 1973 conference. The theme selected was
"Instructional Technology: Issues and Concerns." A time schedule was arran-
ged and members of the committee were given specific assignments regarding
studies that should be carried out to determine the type of conference desired

the 1973 delegates.
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1974 Okoboji Conference Planning Committee

The second meeting of the Planning Committee was held in Atlantic City,
New Jersey, during the AECT Convention, March 19, 1974. Chairman Hubbard pre-
sided, and further discussion was held on the type of meeting desired. It was
decided that in place of a keynoter, a panel of resource delegates would open
the conference. It was also thought that a person well versed in "group
dynamics" be obtained, if possible, to open the meeting. Previous to this
meeting, the chairman had requested concerns from all delegates invited prior
to the meeting. These concerns were studied, and a number of common topics
for sub-group discussion were listed as possible subjects for study groups
during the conference. The committee adjourned to meet next on August 10,
1974, the day prior to the opening of the 1974 conference.

On August 10, 1974, the Planning Committee met to make final decisions
regarding the opening of the conference. Chairman, Richard Hubbard, had
arranged for Dic Leonardelli, Western Michigan University, to open the con-
ference in a "group process" exercise for the entire group of delegates.
Resource delegates who had arrived on campus were invited to meet with the
Planning Committee and provide suggestions to the committee. Lida M. Cochran
reported on a comprehensive study she made during the summer of the first
nineteen years of the Okoboji Conference. This study was made by contacting
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with a questionnaire all delegates who had attended previous conferences who

could be located. This study interpreted what values previous delegate :1. had

received from the conferences they attended and their recommendations for pos-

sible changes in the conference organization.

Conference committee assignments were discussed, then the chairman was
requested to contact these people regarding their acceptance of suggested
assignments on committees who would serve during the meeting.

The success of any conference of the Okoboii type depends on a strong

Planning Committee. The Planning Committee for 1974 worked hard and earned

the "Well Done" for their accomplishments.

THE IOWA COMMITTEE 1974

Each year the Iowa Committee for the Okoboji Conference handles all local

arrangements, providing for a conference office, transportation to airports,

housing, and meals. The Iowa Committee includes specialists in such fields as
graphic arts, photography and electronics to provide the technical support

needed.

The Chairman of the Iowa Committee would like to thank these hard-working

dedicated people for a job "well done."
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The 1974 Iowa Committee
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FIRST GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Sunday, August 11, 1974 7:30 p.m.

Welcome: William B. Oglesby greeted the delegates.

Presentation: "Okoboji - A Historical View", a three screen sound review of
Okoboji Conferences by Warren Boyd, Jr. and David Hall.

William Oglesby introduced Richard Hubbard, Chairman, Planning Committee,
who served as chairman of the session, presenting him with the Okoboji gavel.
Hubbard outlined the opening events that would take place to get the 20th
Okoboji Conference under way.

Orientation: James Lawson outlined the kind of meeting the delegates could
expect, emphasizing the freedom of de1egatei in making decisions regarding
thc meeting.

ORIENTATION TO THE

20TH LAKE OKuBOJI EDUCATIONAL MEDIA LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

by James R. Lawscn

Welcome to the 20th Lake Okobo'i Educational Media Leadership Conference:

It is appropriate to begin by assessing the needs for a conference such
as this--a conference whose uniqueness lies in its intent, its purpose, and its
process.

The professional world has established a multitude of systems for pro-
fessional association and growth--conferences, seminars, workshops, training
sessions, symposia, lectures, etc. Most, if not all of these, are aimed at
developing cognitive skills which are designed to solve one's professional
problems as they relate directly to current and daily professional roles.
There are, however, needs that go beyond cognitive skills and daily roles.

There is a need for professional experiences that are affective in nature
and relate to our individual and collective values, beliefs, and attitudes;
those aspects of our professional lives that determine the disparities and
mutualities between our principles and our practices; those aspects that deter-
mine one's individual professional relevance and the relevancy of the profes-
sion as a whole.

There is a need for professional experiences that are personal and
humanizing; experiences tnat will foster high professional principles and
practices; ones that will ptovide the opportunity for each individual parti-
cipant to self-actualize while self-actualizing the profession itself; ones
that will promote a unity of spirit, unity of purpose, and unity of action
which are c.ssential to the leadership and synergistic efforts of our profes-
sion.

There is a need for experiences that allow professional people to engage
in dialogue, interaction, and transaction among and between themselves; actions
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(Lawson's orientation continued)

that transcend existing schisms--
higher education vs. public educa-
tion, male vs. female, librarians
vs. media people, experienced vs.
inexperienced, specialists vs.
generalists, commercial interests
vs. social interests--schisms that
inhibit the potential of the pro-
fessional field for serving the
greatest societal good Lnd schisms
that stifle each individual's
opportunity to self-actualize; to
develop and contribute according
to his or her own unique profes-
sional potential.

There is the need to provide
professional people with the oppor-

firn Lawson tunity to internally explore ques-

tions such as: "Who am I?", "What am I about?", "What are my concerns?", "What
are my priorities?", "Who are my colleagues?", "What are they about?", "What

are their ccncerns?", "What are their priorities?"; and, "What is this profession

or field?", "What is it about?", "What are its concerns?", "Its priorities?"
--and, an opportunity to examine where and how these questions interface and to
discover the disparities and mutualities in their answer-r,

There is the need for established and potential lea, s to periodically

escape or retreat from their mundane, prosaic, and daily roles to meditate,

contemplate, and reflect upon the relevancy of their individual professional
lives, to examine their professional experiences, their personal principles,
their professional practices, and to reflect upon the profession itself; its
role in society, its principles, and its practices.

There is the need for professional leaders to gain perspective from time
to time--to take a moment in the continuum of their professional lives, exclu-
sive of their professional roles or professional associations, to identify,
question, define, analyze, and describe their values, their beliefs, their
attitudes, and their concerns. More importantly, leaders must organize,
internalize, and integrate these into some kind of internally consistent

system.

Such needs are human needs and are timeless, universal, and essential
for human leadership. It is upon such needs that the Okoboji Conference has

been founded.

Each year for nineteen years a significant and representative group of
professionally responsible men and women have been invited to escape their
daily professional roles and serve the profession and each cther in an effort
to identify, define, analyze and describe matters of professicnal mutual con-
cern through a process of sympathetic dialogue and discourse.

The Okoboji Conference is planned to serve these needs by providing a
setting and a set of professionally task oriented and social experiences in
which individuals have the opportunity for affective association and growth.
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(Lawson's orientation continued)

The strategy is simple; the tasks, difficult but rewarding. Collectively,
we as a large group, reduce our many individual concerns into generic but man-
ageable ideas or topics which we believe are critical and catholic concerns of
the larger group and hopefully representative of the profession. After we col-
lectively agree on basic topics, each individual decides upon which topic he or
she would like to pursue, in depth, with colleagues having a mutual interest.
In this way, sma'Ll groups are formed around topics and provide the opportunity
for dialogue and discourse on matters of mutual concern.

The larger group goal is to provide leadership within the profession by
initiating a communique to our colleagues and other interested parties regard-
ing the outcomes of our collective thoughts and ideas and the definitions,
descriptions and analyses of our concerns. The final communication has been
traditionally in the form of a publication which includes the synthesis or sum-
marization of each small group's concerns and which represent the collective
concerns of the larger group.

The goal of the small groups is to support the large group goal by per-
forming the following tasks:

1. Establish a dialogue around their chosen topic.

2. Define, analyze, and describe the dimensions of that topic.

3. Organize and synthesize the thoughts, ideas, and concerns of its
participants into Eome logical, communicable form or format, and,

4. Produce a finished end communique aimed at an audience of colleagues
not here present that will meet the consensus of the larger group.

While the smalL group tasks are outlined and tempered by the constraints of
time and resources, the methods or means of evolving group dynamics, organizing
and managing group tasks, or deciding upon the form or format of the end com-
munique, is left to the initiative, imagination, and creative talents of the
small group participants.

Periodically, small groups will re-group into this larger group for inter-
action and to regain perspective of the larger group's goal. In this regard,
the small groups have a responsibility and obligation to the larger group and
the larger group has a responsibility and obligation to the small groups. The
small group may wish to report their ideas, their progress, or their problems;
or perhaps, share information; or seek guidance or direction. Individuals in
the larger group act as resources by providing guidance or help in understand-
ing and defining concepts, or any other constructive ways to promote the pro-
gress of the small group toward its goal.

Each participant has an obligation and responsibility to serve the small
group in the achievement of its goal by encouraging, soliciting, and evolving
creative thought and action from fellow small group participants. The concept
is to reach a group goal in a spirit of other directedness.

Through this professionally task-oriented process we serve the profes-
sion by annually documenting significant and representative matters of critical
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(Lawson's orientation continued)

and catholic concern. Simultaneously, it provides the opportunity to eac'
participant to organize, internalize, and integrate his or her own prof s-
sional values, beliefs, and attitudes into some k_ad of internally consistent
system.

The Okoboji Experience is a social experience as well as a task oriented
one. The twenty-four hour-a-day live-in affords the opportunity to become
socially attuned to our professional colleagues. There are some planned group,
social activitia,L i which you may wish to participate. Some of these are
traditional while otners emerge spontaneously from the participants during the
course of the week.

The most frequent and perhaps most rewarding social activities are neither
planned nor necessarily group activities. ThL!s, are the informal, spontaneous
and close conversations with new-found colleagues and friends.

In closing, you should be aware that the Okoboji Experience is an indi-
vidual experience as well as a group experience. The individual experience is
primarily a personal and internal experience, an affective experience that will
be unique to each participant. It is an experience that is derived from the
close interaction and transaction of human beings engnged in human social and
professional performance. The l9-i4 Okoboji Planning Committee hopes that your
individual experience is a personally rewarding one.

First General Session continued

A ger .c.quainted session was held, with one delegate introducing another
to the group.

D. B. Leonardelli presented what he chose to call "Fun and Games."

FUN AND GAMES

by D. B. Leonardelli

Every conference is a gathering of people joined together for various
reasons and purposes that the participants feel can be met by their atten-
dance at such a conference.

Thc. Okoboji Conference has another entity that is not as pronounced in
othe- coaference gatherings and that is the nebulous, undefined thing called
"The Okoboji Spirit." This can be an asset if people accept it as something
that is an important part of the conference but woe to the planners when
someone asks them to define it o: tell what it is. It is like describing
electricity. You can tell what it does, but not what it is.

The purpose of this session was to provide a series of experiences that
would build trust and acceptance in small groups of participants with the hope
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(Leonardelli's address continued)

that this embryonic trust would permeate the total membership and build a group
that could plan and work together more cooperatively and with a deeper sharing
of their concerns.

The test of its
achievement rests with
the individual parti-
cipants.

The process of
building groupness was
to share with each other
the answers to three
questions, in groups of
three. The members of
the group were to be
total strangers.

Then the groups
of three were asked to
pick another group of
three and form a group
of six to go through
this exercise.

".

The game ended
by each member of the
six-grouping writing on separate slips of paper one positive statement about
each member of his group and then sharing this with the member concerned--both
verbally and in writing. Thus each member left with five positive statements

about himself.

The group was high with excitement and there was 100% participation.

The First General Session adjourned at 10:20 p.m.

SECOND GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Monday, August 12, 1974 - 8:00 a.m.

Chairman: Richard Hubbard

Chairman Hubbard called on D. B. Leonardelli to continue the group process
started the evening before, and to try to bring out the concerns the groups

wished to discuss during the conference. A number of sub-topics related to the
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(Second General Session continued)

conference theme were suggested and discussed in open meeting. Later in the

morning, the groups divided into small groups for fifteen minutes to concen-
rate on the exact sub-topic they would suggest for discussion. Returning to
general session, the small groups recommended certain sub-group discussion
topics and from these, the delegates recommended fifteen possible topics for
discussion.

The delegates decided that a summary report would be prepared for print-
ing, following the conference. It was suggested that each small discussion
study group report in the manner they thought best.

Adjourned at 11:50 a.m.

THIRD GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Monday, August 12, 1974 - 1:00 p.m.

Chairman: Richard Hubbard

Chairman Hubbard called on William Oglesby to introduce the members of
the Iowa Committee and each member's responsibility at the conference.

Hubbard then called for a vote as to whether there should be a permanent
chairman or co-chairmen elected at this time. The vote indicated that the
group wished Chairman Hubbard to continue until the conference organization
was completed. Discussion continued of sub-topics and related definition of

those proposed.

At 3:15 p.m., recessed for small group discussions once again to coor-
dinate the possible sub-top'..cs.

Reconvened at 3:45 p.m. at general session to decide on ten possible sub-
topics for small group discussion. Delegates then indicated their desire as

to which of the ten sub-topic groups they wished to join.

Chairman Hubbard gave the discussion groups until 7:30 p.m. that evening
to redefine the sub-topics and report back in general session at that time.

Adjourned.

FOURTH GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Monday, August 12, 1974 7:30 p.m.

Chairman: Richard Hubbard

Chairman Hubbard announced that he had appointed Donald Rogers as Con-

ference Evaluator. He called on Rogers to briefly explain how this evaluation
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(Fourth General Session continued)

would take place. He distri.buted a form to be filled out immediately by all

delegates and returned to him.

At 8:00 p.m., the conference ror,-!ssed to listen to a radio report by the
new President of the United State, Gerald R. Ford, his acceptance of office
and related ceremonies.

Reconvened at 8:35 p.m. with open discussion on finalizing the sub-topics
as requested in the afternoon session. Each of the ten groups briefly out-
lined their decisiora legarding points that would be covered by the groups
and reported in written form at the end of the conference.

Chairman Hubbard called on Donald Rogers to report on the evaluation
questionnaire distributed at the afternoon session.

Kenneth Silber previously appointed by Cnairman Hubbard, reported on
the Resource Bank available to all delegates that had been collected from
varlous sources. H. also suggested that the chairman introduce the "People
Resources" (resource delegates) who had been invited to the conference.

Chairman Hubbard then introduced the following resource delegates who
would be available to any of the discussion groups on call to discuss specific
problems:

Thomas Dunn
Horace Hartsell
D. B. Laoni-irdelli

Ron J. McBeath
Ray Muston
Dennis Myers

Hubbard then opened discussion on election of permanent conference chair-
man. Motion made and seconded that co-chairmen be elected. Carried. Nomin-
ations were opened from the floor for co-chairmen. Seven delegates uere
nominated. A vote by ballot was h 'd and the chairman appointed an Election
committee to count the baliotL. The following persons were elected co-
chairmen:

Rolland Billings, Ann Arbor Public Schools, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Ron J. McBeath, San Jose State University, San Jose, California

Chairman Hubbard then called
the two newly elected co-chairmen
forward and presented them with
the "Okoboji Gavel" and instruc-
ted them they were to preside
over the meeting for its
duration.
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(Fourth General Session continued)

;

Susan Storm

Chairman Hubbard called for nominations for a
Chairman of Rest and Nit-Picking. A vote of the dele-

gates elected Susan Storm from three persons nominated.

The newly elected co-chairmen, Rolland Billings
and Ron McBeath, adjourned the meeting at 10:12 p.m.

FIFTH GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Tuesday, August 13, 1974 - 8:00 a.m.

Chairman: Ron J. McBeath

The session was opened by Ur,: newly appointed "Chairman of Singing,"

Ray Muston and his assistants.

Chairman McBeath announced the following committees:

Resolution Committee: Howard Hitchens, Chairman
Elizabeth J. Moriarity
Don Winsor
Ralph L. Wooden

Recreation & Social: Warrer, Boyd, Chairman
He will appoint others to assist him.

Blatcermouth Newsletter: Lucy Ainsley
Joyce Anderson

Singing & Chorus: Ray Muston

Conference Summarizer: Gerald Torkelson

Press Release: Lewis Saks and others to be appointed later.

Chairman McBeath called on Harold Hill, President Elect of AECT, for an
announcement of his appointment of the following two persons to the 1975

Planning Committee. He further stated that three would be elected by the

delegates. He appointed Barry D. Bretton and Susan Storm.
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(Fifth General Session continued)

Chairman McBeath announced that the small discussion groups would meet
immediately following the adjournment of the general session. He further
announced that Tuesday night would be "night off" and delegates could partic-
ipate in a number of planned activities such as boat trip, theatre, trip to
native prairie, etc.

Adjourned at 8:45 a.m.

SIXTH GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Wednesday, August 14, 1974 - 8:00 a.m.

Chairmen: McBeath and Billings (Note: the co-chairmen alternated relating
to different discussion topics during the remainder of the con-
ference)

Several groups asked for help on specific problems from any delegates.

Delegates were asked to bring some item to sell at an auction, the
benefits to go into the Educational Communications and Technology Foundation
Okoboji Fund. Willis Scadden offered his services as an auctioneer. The sale
netted well over $200 to furth2r the work of the Foundation.

The plan of the day ...Jas outlined.

Adjourned at 9:45 a.m. into small group discussions.

* * * * *

SEVENTH GENERAL SESSION:

Date and Time: Wednesday, August 14, 1974 - 1:00 p.m.

Chairmen: McBeath and Billings

Harold Hill, President Elect of AECT, announced the two AECT Affiliate
Relations meetings would be held this fall, one in Washington, D.C. and the
other in Denver, Colorado. He further indicated the members of the 1975
Planning Committee for the Okoboji Conference as follows:

Robert de Kieffer
William B. Oglesby
Barry Bratton
Susan Storm
Lee Cochran
Harold Hill

Chairman, AECT Leadership Committee
Chairman, Iowa Committee
Chairman, Okoboji Planning Committee
Okoboji Planning Committee
Chairman Emeritus, Iowa Committee (ex-officio)
President-Elect, AECT

Hill then opened nominations from the floor for the three delegates to
be elected to the 1975 Okoboji Planning Committee. A ballot vote was held,
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(Seventh General Session continued)

and the following were elected to the Planning Committee: Thomas Wilson,

Lester Satterthwaite, and Lucy Ainsley.

The Chairman then called upon Gerald Torkelson, President AECT, to report
on recent developments in AECT and activities planned for the current year,
including the 1975 AECT Convention to be held in Dallas, April 13-18, with
the theme: "Human Interactions - Quest for Quality."

Howard Hitchens, Executive Director of AECT, was then asked tr report
on activities in the Washington Office and other matters includinr legislation,
funding, copyright, and changes in budget this year. He outlined where funds
came from and how they were spent, as approved by the Board of Directors.

Meeting adjourned at 2.50 p.m. to meet in .mall groups.

EIGHTH GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Wednesday, August 14, 1974 - 7:40 p.m.

Chairmen: Billings and McBeath

Each of the ten small discussion group wc,e asked to report on progress

being made. This meeting helped to eliminate duplication in any of the study
groups discussions and to give the entire delegation input as to progress being

made to date.

The Chairman announcE that final duplicated small group reports were to
be ready for distribution at dinner time on Thursdy, August 15.

Adjourned at 10:55 p.m.

NINTH GENERAL SESSION

Date and Time: Thursday, August 15, 1974- 7:30 p.m.

Chairmen: Billings and McBeath

The Chairman announced the ground rules relating to reports to be given

by each of the ten small discussion groups. It was stated that fifteen min-

utes would be allowed each group to present their report.

The final reports as presented start on page 25 of tlis Summary Report
of the 20th Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leadership Conference. Time was

allowed for questions from the delegates relating to each report as presented.
All reports were accepted by consensus to be printed.

Adjourned at 11:30 p.m.
2 4
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Tenth General Session

Date and Time: Friday, August 16, 1974 - 8:20 a.m.

Chairmen: Billings and McBeath

The Chairman asked for a report from the Resolutlons Committee.

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT

COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

Howard Hitchens, Chairman
Elizab:th Morhirity
Don Winsor
Ralph Wooden

1. RESOLVED, That Lee and Lida Cochran be commended and warmly thanked
for tneir creative inspiration, untiring efforts, and devoted leadership
through the twenty years of an unique educational experience.

2. RESOLVED, That sincere appreciation be extended to Bill Oglesby for
excellent leadership and to the Iowa Committee and the office staff for their
embodiment of those fine qualities consistently demonstrated by the educational
leadership of the State of Iowa.

3. RESOLVED, That our thanks also be extended to the Conference Planning
Committee; to Rolland Billings and Ron McBeath, Co-Chairmen; Susan Storm, Chair-
man of Rest; Ray Muston, Music Maker; Lucy Ainsley and Joyce Anderson, Blabber-
mouth Editors; Mike Boyd, Recreation; and Gerald Torkelson, Conference Sum-
marizer, for their cheerful efforts toward the smooth and successful operation
of the conference.

4. WHEREAS, this-iS the 20th Annual Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leader-
ship Conference; and,

WHEREAS. th . first five years of conferences, 1955-59 have been sum-
marized in n five year report; and

the second five years of conferences, 1960-64 have been sum-
marized I:1 e year report; and

WHEREAS, there has not been a summary of annual reports since that time;
THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, That the delegates of the 20th Annual Okoboji Conference

recommend the publication of a twenty-year summary of Okoboji Conference Reports,
1955-1974.

5. RESOLVED, That AECT prepare, either through the appropriately con-
stituted committee or through an affiliate, a set of guidelines spulling out
both successful procedures and pitfalls for those affiliates examining or con-
sidering mergers with other state groups.
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(Resolutions Committee Report continued)

6. RESOLVED, 'llat AECT should initiate preliminary ex2loratory di!.cus-
sions of merger with other appropriate professional organizations including
(but not limited to): a. AASL; b. AERA; c. ASCD; d. APA; and e. ASIS.

7. The following Resolution was presented by Group III and adopted by
the delegates along with the other resolutions presented:

WHEREAS, tnere is a national trend toward media training programs
based on competence,

WHEREAS, there is a need for ready availability of :1 -,1:prehensive

list of competencie:; for those persons responsible for developing media in-
service and pre-service programs,

WHEREAS, there is a need for standardizing a quality level of com-
petencies,

WEEREAS, there is a need to inform the clients of media competency,

BE IT RESOLVED, That the delegates to the 1974 Okoboji Conference
recommend to the Board of Directors of AECT that a committee be established
immediately and be charged with the responsibility of developing, maintaining
and biannually revising a comprehensive data bank of competencies for the
effective utilization of media in the educational environment and, that along
with the data bank, appropriate guidelines be e!.ablished for maintaining a
standard of quality by practitioners and,

That appropriate steps be taken by AECT to disseminate promotional
and detailed information regarding such media competencies to all developers
and clients of pre-service and in-ser :re programs.

(Tenth General Session continued)

Sister Jacqueline Blondin thanked the group for allowing her to attend,
and indicated this meeting would be of great help to her in her work in the
Philippine Islands in the future.

Co-Chairmen Billings and McBeath thanked D. B. Leonardelli for his out-
standing contribution to the conference and for his "group process" exercise
at the start of the meeting.

Warren Boyd, Chairman of Recreation, presented the "sports awards" to
wort-hy winners.

rald M. Torkelson presented his summary of the conference as follows:
(See page)
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20TH OKOBOJI CONFERENCE SUMMARY

by Gerald M. Torkelson

For the past few days that I have been acting as your conference summar-
izer, I have wished that I had been the product of cloning so that the multiple-
me could have experienced simultaneously the breadth, depth, and excitement of
ever-expanding Okoboji traditions.

For one thing, this conference has been different from previous ones in
that there has been no central theme around which all actions and thoughts
have been centered. In one sense, we have had ten separate studies, with inter-
actions and synthesis being more a product of coincidence than of deliberate
design. One could judge, from the point of view of meeting participant needs,
that such a pattern has generated an intrinsio motivation that stems from com-
mitment to a personalized topic.

On the other hand, viewed from the intent of a conference as providing
leadership and synthesis for a profession, one must depend upon readers 'f the
final report to ferret out the underlying truths and trends. Or one must hope
that the conference summarizer can accelerate the process of synthesis by fit-
ting the pieces into some mosaic which gives both the flavor and substance.

This latter task has caused me some bit of anguish and trepidation.
Anguish because of the glaring truth that omniscience is generally not a
quality of conference summarizers: trepidation because the intricacies of
reporting the complexities of human purpose and practice in a multi-dimensional
society requires the voluminous writings and tempos of philosophers. The
tempo of Okoboji has not afforded enough time to do both tasks required: to
participate with all committees and to climb a mountain for purposes of contem-
plating my navel and the universe.

But as time has moved inexorably during the week, so must the inexorability
of your appointments with modern steeds of transportation urge me to a gallop
that will blur the details of the Okoboji experience as I rush along.

To minimize your potential boredom at repetitions of your Wednesday and
Thursday reporting, I will do three things rather briefly. One, I will try
my hand at describing my perceptions of that phenomenon called the Okoboji
tradition, the Okoboji mystique., two, I will attempt a summary of how the ten
efforts appear to me to fit together. And third, I will try to project this
Okoboji experience and its product to the future of the profession and to AECT.

Beginning with Okoboji traditions, the principal dimension that was con-
tinued and reinforced here was the emphasis upon being sensitive to each other
as persons, both as feeling and thinking beings. This process was beautifully
accelerated on Sunday evening by the expertise of Dic Leonardelli in loosening
our psychological joints and in opening our psyches to a climate of trust and
mutual reinforcement. It is my judgment that this accounted in part for the
openness and fraL-ness of discussions in large and small groups, and, in turn,
accelerated the consideration of substantive content at an early point in the
conference.
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(Torkelson summary continued)

Perhaps another way to describe
the human phenomenon which is an
apparent characteristic of Okoboji is
the arm-around-the-shoulder relation-
ship among participants. How far this
relationship extended here to completely
personalized modes can be judged by
opportunities during this week for
camaraderie on the campgrounds and in
the "snake-bite" pit. It will also
be judged by the new friendships and
professional respect which will be
carried back home.

-111

As.
But an additional human quality

which I have sensed--after an absence
of eleven years from Okoboji--is the
intellectual stimulation that comes
from the interaction between the old
hands and the fresh minds. I have

Pr overheard this excitement expressed
by a number of participants to the

cra Id Torl.elson extent that one might almost character-
ize the concentrated interaction as amounting at time to intellectual orgasm.
Undoubtedly this state of interaction has also been generated by absence of

titles and credentials. In a sense, this relationship is part of that dream
of some here who in their deliberations have projected such a condition as the
stimulus which will change the nature of schooling.

Turning now to a synthesis of the ten reports, I find that they may be
organized into two broad categories. Category one may be characterized as

addressing the large question of Who Are We. The work of committees 1 and 10

fall neatly into this category.

Category two would appear to relate more to What Do We Do, although in the
activities of the committees, many assumptions have been raised about processes
of learning, purposes of education, characteristics of learners, and so on.
Perhaps I have done an injustice to your particular committee by grouping it
where it is, but I am sure in the spirit of Okoboji you will be tolerant of my

interpretation. I tried for a while to construct some kind of a linear relation-
ship among the committee topics, proceeding from philosophical reasons for our
existence as a profession to the final implementation and fruition of our efforts.
A brief attempt on your part to create a linear hierarchy will indicate the
problem.

What I have observed en toto as the work of all committees gives me a
great deal of satisfaction and inspiration. As people who represent a cross-
section of our profession and AECT, you are a thoughtful, substantive, vision-
ary group. You have questioned current modes of education. You have examined

the hard questions of human va_, s and directions. You have offered the bold
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(Torkelson's summary continued)

view of change agents with moral responsibility. You have raised the funda-
mental questions of who are the controlled and who is to control - and for what

purposes. You have raised questions that men have pondered since the first
opportunities for options in human behavior. Let me sample and paraphrase some

of your statements and questions.

Trust is a product of shared success.

Quality of group cohesion is improved by cooperation,
trust, and openness.

Leadership may be strengthened by stronger self-conc,.!pt
and sensitivity to one's environment.

Leadership requires a moral responsibility in a humane
and democratic society.

What monster do we produce when we train one who is
skilled in changing others?

As a change agent we must be inside interacting, not
outside preaching.

There is a crying need to humanize education.

To teach humanistically, teachers must be humanistic.

What are the components of alternative systems of edu-
cation which may lead to greater self-realization
and actualization?

How do we prepare professionals to have savoir-faire as
change agents?

How do we accelerate communications expertise and instant
maturity among new professionals?

How do we develop a theory base for action and for research?

How do we help people to determine the competencies they
wish to achieve?

How do we become accountable and cost-effective in our
instructional processes and in the use of message forms?

How do we minimize the threats to school practitioners
that may arise from organizing their instructional
environments and processes?

At what point may the freedom of every man to exercise
his own self-will lead to anarchical conditions?

How do we muster the forces of our profession to influence
decision-makers in our local, state, and national political
systems?

What are the advaatages and disadvantages of merging with
organizations with like interests?

What are the processes for maintaining professional identities
and yet providing an amalgamation of forces to achieve the
large goals of our profession and society at large?
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(Torkelson's summary continued)

How do we prepare our professionals to be creative,

aesthetically sensitive and aware, tuned in to the
needs of others?

How do we upgrade our professionals through accredi-
tation and certification channels?

In addition to these questions and statements, part of the flavor and
concerns of the 20th Okoboji Conference is apparent in some of the words we
have used: pragmatics, theorizing, values, proactive, humanizing, synergistic,
vertical-lateral transfer, competencies, politics, networks, information flow,
instructional development, social-psychological skills, conditioning, trans-
actional analysis, interface, bio-cybernetics. These are legitimate words
and concepts, with important implications for our profession and AECT.

In a sense, the Okoboji experience might be characterized as an insemina-
tion of professional ideas and commitments--hopefully not artificial. What the
gestation period will and what the ultimate progeny will be of such fertili-
zation remains to be seen.

Let me turn finally to the third part of my remarks--the implications of
,the 20th Okoboji Conference for our profession and AECT.

First of all, it is significant to me that the term audio-visual has been
used very sparingly--if at all. In fact, I ivy< not been conscious of its use.

Secondly, as is quite obvious, emphasis upon the learner, his problems
and needs, and plans for the applications of our professional skills and con-
ceptualizations dominated our discussions and reports, which has cued me to
concoct a waggishly n:214 meaning for AECT All Emphasis Centered on Thee.

Seriously, though, I believe that AECT, as the principal association for
our profession, is reaching a critical juncture in its history. Let me enum-
erate a few observations which led me to this conclusion, some of which I have
expressed earlier this week. It is encouraging to me that many of you too
have identified some of these issues.

1 Apparently, we have done our job so well of informing and
educating outside our profession about the values and uses
of instructional development processes and various message
forms that many of our functions are being assumed by others.
At what point might our services no longer be needed?

2. In the arena of practical politics and the recent elimination
of categorical aid in federal educational funding, how should
AECT respond? When there is a choice to be made at state and
federal levels between the funding of recognized academic
disciplines and specialized educational areas (such as special
education) who use media, and the funding of media programs
not identified with given disciplines, how do we defend our
cause?
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(Torkelson's summary continued)

3. Given the mergers between library and media groups in this
country, what is the uniqueness of our profession which is
not now--nor predictably may not be--within the purview of
other professional associations?

4. What might be the logic and political reality of complete
merger with other associations with like interests?

5. What is our uniqueness among all educational professions
which will perpetuate our influence and contributions to
education?

6. Does Cle reality of our growing activities in instructional
development with its need for sociological, psychological,
anthropological, political, ethical, and aesthetic under-
girding, require a shift in the preparation of our profes-
sionals to content more logically obtained from other already
established Or does our eclectic nature require
a new breed of professional training program which may
revitalize and redirect the energies and thrust of our pro-
fession and of AECT?

I think we must give serious attention to these problems. The history of
a number of movements in education has been a pattern of ascendency and demise,
sometimes movements disappearing into the woodwork, never to reappear. Some others
have become the thread of new alignments and emphases. What will be the his-
tory of our profession and AECT? Embedded in the 20th Okoboji Conference - and
in the heritage from previous conferences - are the germs and directions for
continued viability. The fact that you have faced fundamental issues - that
you have been stimulated to refine your thoughts that you have been "charged
up" for action is a very hopeful sign.

There is virtue in what you have done because you are searching for the
truth. Whether our profession continues as is or becomes substantially changed
and assumes a new structural form or name - the continued success of our pro-
fession and its substantive contributions to society will be determined in
large measure by how virtuous we will continue to be.
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TRIBUTE TO LEE W. COCHRAN
(hy Bill Oglesby)

(Tenth General Session eon't.)

Co-Chairmen McBeath and Billings returned the Okoboji paraphenalja to
Iowa Committee Chairman, Lee Cochran.

Lee paid tribute to
Lida for her strength and
help, and for her equally
important role in the suc-
cess of Okoboji.

rierl,\V
Ne

1 ,

The Conference was closed by its founder
and chief executive, Lee Cochran, as he reflected
on his boyhood education, and its influence on the
eventual establishment of the Okoboji Conference.

itfterru,1
0 9

c.
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Lee then turned over
the chairmanship of the Iowa
Committee to Bill Oglesby.
Appreciation for Lee's 20
years of Okoboji leadership
was warmly demonstrated by
a lengthy standing ovation
of the delegates.



(Tenth General Session continued)

Jerry Torkelson read a letter from Robert Jareeke which expressed so well
the feelings of Okobojians throughout the world:

To my Friend and Colleague, Lee Cochran:

On occasions such as this, it is difficult to marshal one's scant powers of eloquence in
a way that will do justice to both the person and the event. But I shall try.

First, my apologies for not being with you to say these things personally. I am indebted
to Jerry Torkelson and Dick Hubbard for delivering this message.

I have no doubt that there will be proper and well-deserved praise heaped on you today,
Lee. And you do deqerve it. Please do try not to fidget too much, my friend. Permit those of
us who love you this opportunity to say "Thank You" and "Well Done".

1 shoul,l lihe to note here, for those who may !tear and read this, some of the things tor
v:hi, ft Lee Cochran be long honored and remembered; things learned and tTeasured by one
who has het:el:fed your inpumerable personal and professional contributions to our 1 iehl.

You have taught us how to lead, by example and precept. From you we have learned
w_hy to lead and when to lead. You have taught us to fight for a reasonable cause; to believe
what is right; to tight against what is wrong and what must be changed.

Your belief in leadership and the young people of our profession is obvious; the first
twenty years of Okoboji bears eloquent testimony to that. But perhaps not many know of your
unceasing efforts to establish the Leadership Development Program; of the hours, weeks mid
moiths of personal time and effort you have put into this project. Because of your efforts
and a few others - someone who cares about the future of our profession and the young people
in it, the Leadership Development f.fort is mounted and moving fory:ord. And because of
your eftorts, more of our future leaders will benefit. And the profession you have loved and
servc, I will be bLtter for it. For this, Lee, I express the oppreciation of all who care.
And na,ny ot us do care.

You h..ve also left us a legacy tor tenacity, Lee, and for this, I am personally thankful.
You have always been there when we needed a tenacious advocate for our cause, whether it
W;IS to .15Sil me the Presidency in a time of need, or to fight for the preservation of Okohoji.
Thank you for that.

I cannot close. Lee, without a special thank you to that lovely, beautiful lady who
is .11ways at your side, whether to help, push, cajole, or share in your happiness.

Yon have been, throughout your career, a man of honor, integrity, and industry. No
one can expect more. But always you have given more; always you have walked the extra
mile, because that ic the kind of person you are. And so, for all of us who have learned
from you; from all o us to whom you have given so very much, a very special thank you.
My hope is that this day will be one of those very speciPI, happy days in your life.

Sinc ely,

Robert F. Iarecke
Past President, AECT

Jerry also announced that Lee would be receiving additional letters from
his many Okoboji friends.
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Harold Hill presented a plaque acknowledging the establishment in ECT
Foundation of the Okoboji Leadership Fund in honor of Lee W. Cochran, with
instructions that the plaque should be placed in the Audiovisual Center's
main office for all to see, and brought to Okoboji each summer for the Con-
ference.

Aloft-
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Bill Oglesby then presented
to Lee a plaque from the Iowa
Committee, on which is mounted
the Okoboji gavel (which inciden-
tally, Lee made 17 years ago out
of native Iowa walnut.)

Attendance certificates were
given to each participant. Ray

Muston lead the group in "For He's
(Lee) a Jolly Good Fellow," and
"Now Is the Hour." The 1974
Okoboji Conference was adjourned.

The lake Okoboji

Educational Media

leadership..
oosmED u Conference

2S

Presented to
LEE W. COCHRAN

by the 1974 Iowa Cormsnee
in recognition of hit

20 YEARS AS CHAIRMAN
OF THE IOWA COMMITTEE



FINAL STUDY COMMITTEE REPORTS:

FREE TO BE: HUMANIZING EDUCATION

GROUP 1 - Committee Members:

Lucy E. Ainsley Arnold Le Mc Falls
. R. Daniel Barr W. William Pennington

Robert W. Bruns Christopher M. Reynolds
Harry M. Hill 111 Andrea L. Watkins

The following definitions are offered for clarification:

Self-actualizing: realizing fullest potential as a human being
(What a man can he, he must be. - Maslow)

Cognitive: knowing, comprehending; as, cognitive power

Affective: relating to, arising from, or influencing feelings
or emotions

Humane: marked by compassion, sympathy or consideration for
other human beings

Humanize: make more sympathetic or responsive to human needs
or desires

Congruent: agre..ing; corresponding; harmonious

We are faced today with the reality of a depersonalizing and consequently
deLumanizing society. Because of tne subordination of individual needs to
larger group goals, the dehumanizing tendencies of a technological, urban society,
and the ever accelerating and almost incomprehensible rate of change, the indi-
vidual member of society often feels inadequate, frustrated and unable to cope.
The traditional roles of the family and the church in performing the function
of humanizing the individual are in flux. And so the lot falls to the educa-
tional system to fill the gap. Humanizing or personalizing the educational
process is an increasing concern of educators today. There has been a volumin-
ous amount of material published in recent years on this need, as well as on
the general failure of schools to develop individuals to their fullest potential.
Much of education today, like society itself, fails "to develop sensitive, auton-
omous, thinking humane individuals." (Silberman, 1970) In short, humanistic
education means making the learning process more meaningful and self-satisfying
to the individual; helping him to establish a basis on which to live a full and
rewarding life.

The humanistic approach to education proposes a return to treatment of the
needs of the total person: his need to know, his need to feel, his need to be
and his need to act. Patterson in Humanistic Education sums up the goals of
humanistic education in one word: self-actualization. (Patterson, 1973)

As stated, there is no dearth of literature addressed to this humanizing
process. However, it seems largely directed toward teacher preparatory pro-
fessionals in higher education. There is little information aimed at the field
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(Group 1 report continued)

of instructional technology. Is it not time for I.T. to look at its own role
in changing this situation? It is our conviction that I.T. has the potential
and the tools to make a substantial contribution toward facilitating the human-
izing process at all age levels.

Patterson cites two aspects of humanistic education. "The first is that
of teaching subject matter in a more human way, that is, facilitating subject
matter learning...The second is that of educating the nonintellectual or affec-
tive aspects of the student, that is, developing persons who understand them-
selves, who understand others, and who can relate to others..." (Patterson,
1973) We will deal with these two aspects in the balance of our report.

TEACHING/LEARNING IN AN OPEN ENVIRONMENT

We believe that traditional locked step methods of instruction create
and/or reinforce a rigid, closed climate where a learner cannot reach his full-
est potential as a total, independent person. However, there are approaches
and strategies which we might offer to open the environment and its compon-
ents learner, teacher, information, other students, space (physical surround-
ings) in an interactive system.

THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Teacher

Information

i'Learner Other Students

"Humanized schools are those where the environment sets the stage for
successful personal encounters, where ideas, facts and feelings are openly
expressed, where conflict is brought out into the open, discussed, and worked
on; and where learning activities integrate the personal interests of the
students and the learning goals of the school." (Schmuck and Schmuck, 1974)
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(Group L report continued)

We would like to suggest a simple process model to accompli:ih the objec-
tives of providing an open, humane, sensitive environment - and subsequently
a self-actualizing learner.

INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS
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Affective

In the process, cognitive skills are developed through the use of an
instructional design based upon curriculum content. Affective skills are
developed through a design based upon processes of human behavior and inter-
action. Some of the unique characteristics of this process are:
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((roup 1 repoit continued)

I. Interaction provides for the teacher to become the learner
in the process.

2. There is a place in the model for casual interaction.

J. There are similar components for the affective and cognitive
areas.

4. Utilization of affective skills learned by the teacher can
positively influence the assimilation of cognitive skills.

5. An individual learns to develop for himself, a personal
philosophy and self-actualization.

We feel that there are two general types of skills in the affective lomain:
self actualization (internal) and social interaction (external). These skills
have many facets in !he development of the individual. Wu are assuming that
these skills can be Learned. If our assumption is correct, we can facilitate
desired hehavioral outcomes.

The basic premise in humanizing the individual is that there must be a
congruous situation. We also recognize that the humanizing process includes
the individual's total environment.

CLOSING OBSERVATIONS:

I. The group recognizes the vital need for educating the individual
to his/hur fullest potential.

2. The humanistic approach to education is characterized by concern
for the development of the student as a person and his growth and
development as a free individual.

3. The affective domain is as important as the cognitive domain.
Affectivt2 skills can be learned and taught.

4. To teach humanistically, we must ourselves be humane, i.e., sensi-
tized to others and ourselves.

5. I.T. stands in a strategic position to facilitate humanistic edu-
cation. There is a need, we feel, for a systematic study of the
role I.T. can play in the process of humanizing education.

6. We would strongly recommend that next year's Okoboji Conference
be devoted to the implementation of affective instructional designs.

REFERENCES

C. H. Patterson, Humanistic Education. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, 1973, pp. 14 & 22.

Richard A. Schmuck and Patricia A. Schmuck, A Humanistic Psychology of
Education, Making the School Everybody's House. Palo Alto: National
Press Books, 1974, p. x.
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(Group 1 report continued)
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House, 1970, p. 196.
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(Group 1 report continued)
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* * * * * *

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE

GROUP 2 Committee MemucLs:

John Baker
Arthur Evans
Joan Griffis

CHARGE

Gerald Brong
Francis Flanagan
Virginia Lambert

The ability to influence decision makers seems essential as a way to
enhance our field and therefore our Association's capabilities to meet the
goals and objectives basic to our programs. The future of our field is based
on our ability to effectively influence decisions that affect our ability to
provide learning resources.

Determining the strategies for political action and the role of AECT in
this action was the charge developed by the Political Action Committee.

To address this charge, the committee set the following sub-goals:

1. Determine the present action program within AECT.

2. Determine the needs of Affiliates related to governmental relations.
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(Group 2 report continued)

3. Analyze the attitudes of AECT leaders concerning governmental
rElations.

4. Propose changes in, or the development of, the governmental
relations action program operated by AECT and State Affiliates.

STRATEGIES FOR INFORMATION AND DATA GATHERING

The Political Action Committee accepting the charge as stated, realized
that they must retrieve information and data from the available resources.
As there was only a small amount of historical information and data available
in printed form, it was decided to utilize the available human resources
present at the 1974 Okoboji Conference.

Two major strategies were used in gathering information for decision
making. These strategies included: a written questionnaire of 1974 Okoboji
participants and formal personal interviews. The questionnaire was directed
toward retrieving information about the participants' perception of their
State Affiliate organizations and the existing legislative action structure.

The forty-one participa ts responding to the questionnaire indicated
the following:

1. Two-thirds have legislative committees.

2. Forty percent felt their committees were inactive.

3. Two-thirds felt that there was no information nor legislative
action network established; and

4. Ninety-five percent of those responding were desirous of receiving
strategies manual on legislative governmental relations.

The formal personal interviews conducted by the committee were directed
at conference participants who have a responsibility or assigned role dealing
with federal legislation. Participants interviewed included: ALCT President,
President-Elect, Executive Director, Legislative Committee Chairman, Leadership
Committee Chairman, Regional Coordinator, State Affiliate Presidents, and other
elected officers.

In gathering information about AECT programs, the Committee determined
that t:,L2 following activities were underway:

1. Publication of AECTion, a Federal relations newsletter.

2. Operation legislative information dissemination network.

3. Definition of the legislative goals and objectives of AECT.

4. Expansion of the AECT Legislative Committee to include approximately
30 involved individuals who will work to carry the AECT legislative
program forward.

5. Mailed survey of Affiliates to obtain input concerning legislation
and activity.
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(Group 2 report continued)

6. Attempt to bring Senator Eagleton to the 1974 AECT Convention.

7. Legislative briefing session for membership, Council and Board during
1974 Convention.

8. Operation of a small number of workshops on legislation, provided
cooperatively with other organizations.

9. Preparation of a "kit of tools" for use in legislative programs
in State Affiliates.

Concerns which became evident to the Committee through the questionnaire
and personal interviews were concentrated in the areas of effective action and
follow-through. It also was evident that there was no clear, consistent under-
standing among the group interviewed of the directions, purposes and strategies
of the legislative effort of AECT.

In reaction to these identified concerns, the Committee, in an attempt to
strengthen and to emphasize identified legislative-governmental relation needs,
developed resolutions and recommendations. These resolutions and recommenda-
tions are intended to result in a viable product. This product is to be dem-
onstrated in measurable involvement and commitment on the part of AECT staff,
elected officers, appointed officers, committees and the general membership.

Be it resolved that the Delegates to the 1974 Lake Okoboji Educational
Media Leadership Conference recommend to the AECT Board of Directors that:

1RESOLUTION 1

The National Office of AECT be directed by the President to mail a ques-
tionnaire to the entire AECT membership at the time of the next first class
mailing.

The purpose of the questionnaire (a copy of which is herein appended)
is to identify those members of AECT who may be personal friends of members of
Congress. The idea of the collection of this data is to utilize this resource
in furthering the ongoing goals uf AECT vis-a-vis federal legislation.

The results of the questionnaire are to be transmitted to:

1. The Chairman of the AECT Legislative Committee. The Committee
is to add these individuals to its mailing list regarding
federal legislative matters and suggest appropriate action to
these potential influencers.

2. Each State Affiliate President and State Legislative Committee
Chairman (if any). It is suggested that State Affiliates take
appropriate action to utilize the resources of these potential
influencers.

1
Editorial note: These resolutions were proposed only by Group 2. See

page 17 for official resolutions of the 1974 conference.
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AECT LETTERHEAD

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Dear Member of AECT:

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

As you know, AECT is actively involved in Federal relations activities and we have played key
roles in affecting decisions that have made impact on our member's programs.

Our focus at this moment is related to the Congress of the United States (even though we have
high interest in other decision making segments of the Federal Government). Possibly you are
in a position to have a major impact in these activities as we present the story of the educa-
tional technology and learning resources field.

We are trying to identify AECT members who have an established relationship with members
of Congress. We would like to have a listing of our members who can immediately contact a
Congressman to present necessary information. We are tying to facilitate communication
between people in our field and Members of Congress.

Following is a questionnaire. Please complete and return it to our Washington, D.C. office
if you have a personal relationship with a Member of Congress. If you do have a relationship
and you are interested in exploring further what you might do to enhance communications from
our field to Congress, I will get further information to you.

Sincerely,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
AECT President

Dear Jerry:

Yes, I know Congress woman

He
She

is a

man

fl Relative Personal Friend E Acquaintance

Name

Address

Phone

Note: The above should be a self-addressed, stamped postal card.
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(Group 2 report continued)

Be it resolved that the Delegates to the 1974 Lake Okoboji Educational
Media Leadership Conference recommend to the AECT Board of Directors that:

RESOLUTION 2

A grass roots system be established to facilitate 1 aisc.: wi-h each
Congressman, Senator (and candidates for Congress at eke,:tion

An individual constituent member of AECT be appointed for each Congres-
sional District and two from each State for the Senatorial offices.

The AECT President or the Executive Director request that each State
Affiliate President appoint liaison individuals and communicate their name,
address, congressional district and the nle of their incumbent congressman
to the National Office. The National Office will make this information avail-
able to the Chairman o: t!:e AECT Legislative Committee. These appointments
are to be made prior to the time of the AECT National Convention each year.

The Chairman of the AECT Legislative Committee will chair a session on
federal legislation at each AECT National Convention to which each of the
liaison persons will be invited to attend and participate. The professional
AECT staff member most oincerned with federal legislative matters will also
attend. All of the AECT mL!mbers who are identified as potential influencers
(friends of Congressmen) will also be invited.

The Chairman of the AECT Legislative Committee will add the names of all
of the liaison persons to his mailing list having to do with legislative mat-
ters.

The Chairman of the AECT Legislative Committee will communicate with
each liaison person and urge that each member of Congress (and candidates)
be personally contacted at least one time each year. The liaison person will
ask this Congressman his views regarding legislative matters of AECT concern.
In order to facilitate this, the Chairman will prepare a questionnaire which
will be sent to the liaison persons. The Chairman, the President of AECT and
the Executive Director will prepare a paper which reflects the positions of
AECT on appropriate matters visLa-vis federal legislation at least yearly,
and whenever the need may arise. This paper will be mailed to the liaison
persons who will transmit these views to the respective members of Congress.

The liaison persons will attempt to involve their respective Congressmen
in their respective State Conferences.

Be it resolved that the Delegates to the 1974 Lake Okoboji Educational
Media Leadership Conference recommend to the AECT Board of Directors that:

RESOLUTION 3

Having been informed that the AECT National Office is in the process of
putting together a handbook on legislation, we urge that:
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a. This handbook be finalized, printed and distributed as soon as
possible.

b. There be opportunities for in-service training regarding the use of
the handbook at the next AECT Convention.

c. We further urge that the inclusion of the following matters be con-
sidered:

1. Resolutions 1 and 2 of this Committee be included as a strategy
suggestion in the manual for implementation at the State and
local levels.

2. Suggestions be included in the manual for conducting sessions
at respective State Affiliate conferences which assist individ-
ual members to be effective in the legislature process.

3. Plans and models of successful State Affiliate legislation
committees be included in the manual.

4. Members be encouraged to involve themselves in the campaigns
of candidates at all levels so that, in the future, our voices
will not only be heard but heeded. Included should be sugges-
tions as to specific procedures so that the efforts of members
will result in benefits to AECT, the State Affiliate, the
profession, and education in general.

Be it resolved that the Delegates to the 1974 Lake Okoboji Educational
Media Leadership Conference recommend to the AECT BoarLi of Directors that:

RESOLUTION 4

It is known that, from time to time, the AECT Executive Director generates
position papers on matters of proposed federal legislation which are transmit-
ted to various Congressmen and Committees of Congress as representing the offic-
ial position of AECT. It appears that there is no formalized procedure within
AECT which would provide the Executive Director with input regarding the
Association's concerns on federal legislation.

It is herein proposed that the Board of Directors establish a formal and
ongoing mechanism for the generation of federal legislative proposals, not
only with regard to reactions to already proposed legislation, but also orig-
inal legislation.

It is recommended that an annual retreat be instituted for this purpose.
It is further suggested that the results of this retreat be a written report
which would be published in one of the existent AECT periodicals and that the
general membership be given an opportunity to react. The positions taken at
the retreat should be submitted to the Board who would vote to accept or reject
these positions. In the interests of expediency, it is suggested that this
vote be taken by mail or phone which could then be confirmed at the next for-
mal meeting. Those proposals which are accepted should be forwarded by the
Board to the Executive Director for the preparation and dissemination of offic-
ial position papers. In some way these positions should be made known to
National and State leadership as well as the general membership.
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It is recognized that funds to conduct such a retreat do not presently
exist and it jz, unlikely that such funds can be allocated from the present
budget. It is therefore apparent that, if such retreats are to be held, some
alternative method of funding must be established. It is further recognized
that various commercial members of AECT are as vitally concerned with matters
of federal legislation as are other members and that their participation in
such a retreat could be supportive. It is suggested that various commercial
members financially support the retreat on a one-to-one basis; that is, that
the commercial member host another delegate.

It is suggested that the President establish and appoint a Planning Com-
mittee to organize the retreat. The Chairman of the AECT Legislative Commit-
tee, at the least one Board member, and one commercial member should be ex-
officio members.

It is suggested that the delegate structure be constituted along the fol-
lowing lines:

1. The AECT Board of Directors

2. The Executive Director

3. The Legislative Committee

4. Division and Affiliate Presidents or their representatives

5. The Retreat Planning Committee

6. Any other de' -2ates as funds may be available to be appointed
by the Executive Committee

Be it resolved that the Delegates to the 1974 Lake Okoboji Educational
Media Leadership Conference recommend to the AECT Board of Directors that:

RESOLUTION 5

It appears that matters having to do with federal legislative action are
high on the list of priorities insofar as the National leadership of AECT is
concerned. It also appears that a relatively small amount of funds are pre-
sently available to actively pursue these matters.

Therefore it is recomnended that AECT establish a Legislative Action
Fund.

It is further recommended that the resources of certain retired members
be utilized in this fund-raising effort.

In addition to other avenues, the individual assessment of each member
of a specified amount might be considered as a means of additional financial
support.

4'i
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The 1975 Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leadership Planning Committee
% Harold Hill, President-Elect AECT

It is perceived that the development 'of certain leadership skills which
have heretofore been lacking in much of AECT membership need to be improved.
These skills involve the political decision making processes at federal, state
and local governmental levels and at higher levels of school governance.

It is recommended that the Planning Committee consider as a theme for
the 1975 Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leadership Conference, "Strategies
for Change." It is hoped that the 1975 Conference, as a result of this
theme, would help delegates in the process of becoming really effective change
agents with regard to decisions which are made outside the arena of AECT or
the profession itself, but which affect all of us in one way or another.

Sincerely,

The Political Action Committee of the 1974
Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leadership
Conference

Joan E. Griffis

Virginia Lambert

Jerry Brong

Francis B. Flanagan

John Baker

Art Evans

RECOMMENDATION FOR 21ST OKOBOJI MEDIA LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

After considerable discussion the Committee considering questions related
to government relations and influence recommend that future Okoboji Conferences
continue as a significant forum to exchange ideas and make recommendations that
will influence the future of learning.

The committee also recommends that the theme for the 21st Lake Okoboji
Educational Media Leadership Conference address the areas of:

1. Defining target groups, agencies, bodies, etc., that AECT and
State Affiliates should work with to influence so as to enhance
learning environments, with the principal focus on educational
technology and learning resource programs.

2. Methodologies through which individual members of AECT and other
library/information-science groups can increase their effectiveness
in influencing decision makers as they deal with programs relevant
to our field.
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3. Building a continuing trust between individual members of AECT
and State Affiliates so that involvement in influencing decision
making is not restricted to just the individual or just the
association--there needs to be a two-way interchange of action.

The Committee further recommends that at the 21st Lake Okoboji Educational
Media Leadership Conference resource persons who are individually effective
in the influence field be involved. These people might include professional
governmental relations coordinators, members of Congressional staff, of legis-
lative staff, and staff and officers of other associations.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO STATE AFFILIATE REGIONAL MEETINGS REGARDING GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS (LEGISLATION)

1. The meetings should be structured so that all delegates to these
meetings will attend the legislative/governmental relations session.

2. The Legislative briefing by AECT staff should be in written form
so as noc to cut into the Legislative/Governmental Relations Ses-
sion. A brief legislative press release should be prepared by
AECT staff for state newsletter editors. This release should
contain an evaluation of the impact of HR69 (ESEA Extension Act)
on the educational technology/learning resource field. Delegates
should be alerted to the possibility of passage of White House
Conference on Libraries legislation, the implications for their
state associations and how they can become involved.

3 Legislative/governmental relations time should be devoted entirely
to assisting affiliate delegates in determining strategies to effect
decision makers in political and non-political matters regarding
instructional technology, not only dealing with legislative bodies,
but also regulating and policy making boards and commissions.

4. Regioaal coordinators should determine what priority their State
Affiliates place on legislation/governmental relations and assess
what it should be.

5. Regional coordinators should work with their assigned state dele-
gates in establishing a national legislative/governmental relations
network separate from the affiliate's state legislative committee.

6. A draft of the proposed legislative manual being prepared by AECT
staff should be available for review and feedback by affiliate
delegates.
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IDEAS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF

FRE-SERVICE PROGRAMS AND IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS

GROUP 3 - Committee Members

Lester Satterthwaite, Moderator
Joyce Anderson
Rolland G. Billings
Wayne Bruning
Clyde Green
Melanie Hanky

INTRODUCTION

Richard j. Kubalali
Harold Madison
Philip D. Smith
Richard Snowberg
James Thompson
Connie Trone

Change is a common element of modern life. Since there is an increasing
awareness of the tremendous impact of technology in the contemporary educa-
tional environment there is a need for establishing effective pre-service and
in-service training programs to develop media competencies. The focus of this
committee was to identify strategies for developing such programs because pre-
vious Okoboji conference reports did not address this issue. Therefore, the
1974 committee selected as its mission:

TO DESCRIBE STRATEGIES FOR ORGANIZING PROGRAMS TO DEVELOP MEDIA COMPETENCIES:

I. Prepare a list of media competencies.

A. Using one or more of the following stcategies:

1. Examine existing lists* of competencies (sources such as
AECT and others used in the bibliography of this report).

2. Examine existing lists of objectives or other non-competency
statements (adapting to meet needs rather than adopting).

3. Examine your own (or other's) experiences and background.

B. Recognizing the need to keep the competency list current (updating)
in this rapidly changing area.

II. Prepare a client needs assessment detailing the specific needs of the
client.

A. Using one or more of the following:

1. Selection of competencies from data bank (see I.) by

a. clients and/or,

b. supervisors and/or,

c. administrators.

2. Analysis of existing curriculum requirements

a. through curriculum guides

b. through curriculum experts

c. through students and identification of needs.

3. Analysis of environment in terms of rhe needs of the family,
school, community, state, nation, and identification of needs.

*It is strongly recommended that a national data bank of media
cbmpetencies be developed.
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4. Analysis of student needs apart from existing curriculum
and identification of needs of the user.

5. Analysis of standardized media tests (if available) and
identification of needs.

6. Inventory of existing media resources and utilization
practices and identification of needs.

B. Recognizing that user's needs change, needs assessment is a
continuing process.

III. Identify media competencies based on client needs.

A. Determine philosophy, goals and purposes of the programs
which are applicable to client needs.

B. Select competencies from data bank applicable to local needs,
using one or more of the following strategies:

1. Group analysis

a. total clientele

b. random sample of clientele

2. Individual analysis

a. by others

b. by self

C. Recognize possible need to add to or modify the above competencies
based on the analyses.

IV. Develop the program.

A. Determine content.

1. Refer to established competencies.

2. Examine information resources.

3. Prepare content and outline.

B. Analyze audience.

1. Refer to needs assessment.

2. Refer to other pertinent data.

3. Refer to audiehce analysis expert.

C. Formulate objectives.

1. Cognitive behavioral objectives.

2. Affective behavioral objectives.

3. Psycho-motor behavioral objectives.

D. Select and/or design appropriate resources.

1. Consider group structure.

a. large group.

b. small group.

51
c. individual.
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2. Co sider design variables.

visuzl-verbal

b. media form/print-non-print

c. linear-nonlinear

d. topical-modular

E. Produce program.

F. Evaluate/validate program.

V. Install the program.

A. Examir- the environment.

1. Political.

2. Administrative.

3. Financial.

4. Personnel.

5. Facilities/equipment.

B. Gain administrative and client acceptance by the establishment
of credibility through:

1. Honesty and integrity.

2. Validity of the program.

3. Previous success.

4. Status.

C. Develop reward systems:

1. For organization.

2. For program developer.

3. For client.

4. For support personnel.

D. Recognize the need for good public relations/information.

VI. Evaluate the program.

A. Evaluati.ri is based on demonstration of established competencies.

B. The proce. of evaluation is implemented on a continuous basis.

1. During training program.

2. On the job.

C. Select evaluation techniques (some suggestions).

1. Laboratory demonstrations.

2. On site observation.

3. Interview, poll, or survey.

4. Paper/pencil testing.

5 2
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5. Case study solution.

6. Self-evaluation by client.

7. Product assessment.

D. Assess learner attitudes regarding:

1. Methodology.

2. Proficiency.

3. Relevancy.
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AN EXAMINATION OF THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION
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The problems and concerns in the field of instructional development (ID)
seem to fall under three main headings: Definition, Internal, and External.
The definition of and the training in ID processes and philosophy, the detailed
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and specific problems associated with the internal development of ID, and the
interface with other segments of the educational community are all problems
that were discussed by the committee. Their solutions and recommendations for
some of these problems constitute the latter part of this report. The approach
will be to refine our terms, review the history of ID concepts in Okoboji
Conferences and to summarize and categorize the problems within th ;e ,hree
areas.

TERMINOLOGY

The committee is aware of the pending publication, Handbook of Standard
Terminology and a Guide for Recording and Reporting iaformation About Educa-
tional Technology. This is an AECT project from the National Center for Edu-
cational Statistics and is targeted for pul. LL1aLion in February, 1975.

After determining our list of problems and concerns the committee iden-
tified a number of terms, some of which contributed to the "basic" language
used in the instructional development field. As there is some variance in
their meaning, depending upon the source, the committee felt it might be help-
ful to define the following terms: (not listed in alphabetical order)

Suprasystem: the total environment, such as an entire school system or
community, in which the system of interest is embedded. (Harries, 1972,
p. 5).

System: The collection of integrated entities which have arbitrarily
been designed as being of central interest, such as a school. (Harries,
1972, p. 5).

Subsystem: A smaller collection of entities which .2omprise a portion
of the system of central interest, (i.e., teachers, students, physical
facilities). (Harries, 1972, p. 5).

Learning System: An organized combination of people, materials, facili-
ties, equipment, and procedures which interact to achieve a goal. Learn-
ing system design implies the careful specification of requirements and
objectives, the systematic analysis of these objectives to specify alter-
native approaches to achieving them, the development of a system to meet
objectives, and the evaluation of its performance. (Davis, Alexander,
and Yelon, 1974, p. 303).

Instructional Design: A component or subsystem of instructional develop-
ment which includes specification of learning outcomes, routes to achieve
them, including delivery systems, and evaluation. (The committee felt
the term was sometimes confused with research design--the plan for doing
a research study or materials design--specification of elements of a
proposed slide, transparency, etc.)

Instructional Development: The systematic preparation of instruction to
achieve specified goals. (The committee discussed at some length question
of whether or not instructional development and instructional design meant
the same thing.) It was determined that often the terms were used almost
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interchangeably, although there was some indication that instructional
development was often used to describe the "macro" whereas instructional
design was reserved more for the "micro", that being the specification
of the "moment-by-moment events of instruction." (Gagng and Briggs,
1974).

Individualized Instruction: Gagne and Briggs, (1974) list five varieties
of individualized instruction. Briefly summarized, they are:

Independent Study Plans: Agreement occurs between teacher and
student as to the gross parameters of the proposed study.

Self-directed Study: Objectives are agreed upon but options for
learning remain open.

Learner-centered Programs: Student selects within broadly defined
areas what objectives will be, how to achieve them, and when to
create closure.

Self-pacing: Learner works at own rate; objectives set by teacher
and required of all.

Student-determined Instruction: Student controls selection of
objectives, materials, resources, time to devote to study, and has
freedom to self-evaluate and move to other objectives.

(The committee felt that individualized instruction can also exist
in a group getting as long as some of the decisions mentioned in
the above definitions remain in the learner's control.)

Module: There is great diversity in the make-up of a module depending
upon whose model is used. However, Gagne and Briggs (1974) suggest that,
as a minimum, modules should contain the following:

1) Clearly stated performance objectives.

2) Followed by appropriate assessment of student performance.

3) and containing necessary materials for presenting the instruc-
tional events needed and for stimulating recall of needed infor-
mation.

It should be noted that some modules do not contain the actual materials
for presenting the instructional events but only reference them.

Formative Design: Refers to the use of performance tests (empirical
data) for making the necessary decisions long before first-draft mate-
rials are ready for tryout. (Briggs, 1970, p. 173).

Formative Evaluation: Refers to the practice of conducting tryouts of
draft materials with individuals and groups of learners, followed by
evaluative tests, to provide an empirical assessment of materials and
to identify needed revisions. (Briggs, 1970, p. 173).
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Summative Evaluation: Undertaken when development of an instructional
entity is in some sense completed, rather than on-going. Its purpose is
to permit conclusions to be drawn aboull how well the instruction has
worked. (Gagne and Briggs, 1974, P. 236).

Constraints: Barriers or limitations which exist or develop in the
instructional development process, i.e., lack of time and/or resources.
Early identification of constraints can help the designer make realistic
plans.

HISTORY OF ID CONCEPTS

The term instructional development is of fairly recent origin; however,
the processes embracod therein have been disce,ed in the literature for some
time. Throughout two d(,cades the terminology has varied widely but the con-
tent has shown a remarkable stability. The earliest reference to this process,
as traced in past Okoboji documents, appears in 1956. During the second
Okoboji Conference, Charles Hoban, Jr., in his keynote address presented a
rudimentary model derived from the communication process. The model alluded
to the need for a systematic approach to the developuwnt of instruction.

HOBAN'S MODEL FOR I.D.
(Okoboji 1956)

Figure 1

The Fourth Okoboji Report, 1958, again considered the area of instruc-
tional systems. That report stated that "the audio-visual specialist should
be actively involved in curriculum planning, development, implementntion,
and evaluation...as they relate to the overall instructional program."

By 1964, the concepts formulated by the designers of programed instruc-
tion were beginning to be transferred into the emerging field of instruc-
tional development as evidenced in the Ninth Okoboji Report.

In 1967 the Committee on Developing Instructional Systems indicated that
in their opinion, "...the value which systems analysis and systems synthesis
holds for developers of instructional schemes and the newer media cannot be
realized unless the steps of the systems development model can be translated
into productive procedures by practitioners." (1967, p. 71)

This admonition was again considered important by Dr. Curtis Ramsey,
the keynote speaker at Okoboji in 1970. He stated that he "...could see an
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absolutely unique function in instructional design in the educational communi-
cations process, at which neither the librarian, by whatever title, nor the
teacher or curriculum specialist as presently defined, is capable or appears
to be moving in the direction of becoming capable." (1970, p. 20)

Again, during the 1973 Okoboji Conference, a study committee exploring
the future role of the instructional technologist said, "The instrctional
technologist will have to understand the diagnostics of learning and, with
the input of other professionals on the instructional development team, he
will design the end products and processes. Further, he will be responsible
for developing innovative design specifications into tangible formats in
accordance with prevailing systems theory." (1973, p. 74)

The examination of instructional systems r' ,2ory has been the subject of
many past Okoboji Conferences. The work or this committee will further define
the work of these previous efforts and suggest areas of concern for discussion
in the future.

DEFINITION

One of the hindrances to the field of ID is the lack of consistency in
terminology and definition of coles. These inconsistencies are typical of any
developing technology and come partly from the divergent backgrounds of those
presently in the field.

The lack of specificity in defining component: parts of the ID process has
had negative effects in the training procedures for novitiates in the field,
aith a resultant mistridecstanding of the ID prccess by many. There is no con-
sistent pattern LI the training of new persoanel for these roles. This, plus
the 7!.naccessibility of such training program- and/or self-instructional mate-
rials, has czeatcd much cf the divergence we now encounter.

Anoth,11- major concern to the fieLl is the "rush to judgment" carried out
because of the faulty concep;.ion of time requirements on the pert of both th2
client and the instrucuional developers. The resulting programs often serve
to retard the process of IP.

A major detriment to our field is the l&ck cf a coherent phllosopny.
While there appears to be a general agreement among I.P. practitiners that
such a need exists, there is a notable lack of effort 1.n this area.

II;TERNA3, PROBLEMS 70 ID .

As the field (7'7 education has contied to expand, with administrators
and teachers pushing for development individualized instruction, the job
oi the instructional developer has b2en greatly complicated. He is contin-
ual3, forced to make accurate estimates fcx time, funds, and human resour.Lc.J.
Many times thic decision is made without tne benefit of experience or data.
Society is aIsc rightfully demanding that instruction show a difference in
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student learning. Therefore, in addition to the actual development of instruc-
tional products, the developer must hire, or be an evaluator. How much, and
what kind of evaluation can be carried out by the ID'er and not violate ethics,
or exhaust resources?

Another related concern is the poor diffusion of research data for plan-
ning instructional decisions and for serving as possible theoretical bases for
ID. In the course of the development of any instructional product, many deci-
sions are made without the data or theoretical bases to support them.

There is a tendency for ID practitioners to make media selections from
a bias conditioned by their backgrounds.

In summary, the internal concerns are:

1. Management and procurement of resources--time, funds, human
resources.

2. Role of ID in evaluation--accountability, cost effectiveness.

3. Role of ID in research and theory.

4. Background biases.

EXTERNAL PROBLEMS TO ID

There seems to be a serious inability on the part of ID practitioners to
communicate eifectively with other segments of the educational community. One
symptom is the fact that ID is perceived as a threat to some teachers. Teach-.
ers are concerned that instructional technology may replace them, or that ID
evaluations may make them appear ineffective.

Another symptom of ineffective communication is the espousing of indi-
vidualized inPtruction by administrators without recognition of the need for
sufficient fundfig and professional human resources. Often a teacher will be
designated as an ID'er without any direction or training by professional
instructional developers. One important question is: What is the critical
mass of training in ID processes neces lry to insure its acceptance by teach-
ers, administrators, school boards, techer organizations, parents, students,
and other perceived clients of ID?

Another question is: How is the rc-Le of the classroom teacher changing
with the acquisition of new instructional development concepts and products?
What pre- and in-service training programs will be needed to effect these
role changes?

A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Instructional development (ID) is the systematic preparation of instruc-
tion to achieve a specified goal. Through the assimilation of the research
from three major fields (including instructional psychology, instructional
technology, and systems theory) it was possible to construct a process for
the development of improved instruction.
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(Group 4 report continued)

Instructional development has been discussed and described by several
authorities in the field (Baker and Shutz, 1971; Barson, 1967; Briggs, 1970;
Davis, et. al., 1974; Gagr4 and Briggs, 1974; Hamrens, 1972; and Kemp,1971).
These discussions tend to describe ID as a linear process where the user must com-
plete one step before proceeding to the next step. While users of the instruc-
tional development processes tend to progress in a linear fashion they also
execute steps out of order and return to previous steps for further clarifi-
cation.

The accompanying model (Figure Two) is an attempt to describe instruc-
tional development in a non-linear fashion. It is based largely on the
instructional development model of the University Consortium for Instructional
Development (formerly the National Special Media Institute). The overall
model is circular ipOesign to show.::the uni ie whole and the integration of
the parts within the instructional development process. The circles within
the model represent the major component partis of the process. The solid
arrows indicate the major routes to be followed in the process. The dashed
arrows indicate the secondary routes to be followed when it is necessary to
revise or recycle one of the component parts. Although all the possible
interconnections between the parts are not shown it is conceivable that all
the parts could be connected to each other with dashed arrows.

The first part of this conceptualization of instructional development
is the identification of the problem. The problem oe concern must be suf-
ficiently delineated from other problems. Ca eful attention should be given
to identifying the real problems as distinguished from the symptoms. For
example, the failure of students in history may appear at first to be the
problem while in fact it is a symptom of a problem in reading. Therefore,
the solution will lie in alleviating the reading problem. Attention should
also be given to choosing a problem of manageable ize.

The second part is to analyze the setting. This includes an examination
:)f. the current situation by reviewing existing documents such as course out-
lines, tests, syllabii, and reading lists. It also includes identifying
the resources that are available or can be brought to bear in the solution
of the problem. The resources include the facilities, existing materials,
and monies. The personnel to be involved should also be identified and their
support solicited. This entails a careful review of the support necessary
from the administration and the community at large. A general review of the
background and preparation of the student population should also be completed
under the analysis of the setting.

Preparation and identification of the learning outcomes is the third
part. The final product --)f this part is the listing of objectives. Before
listing the objectives, however, it is necessary to execute a task and a con-
tent analysis. The task description normally includes a graphic or narra-
tive description of how a person executes the task under consideration. Figure
3 ,;hows a simplified task analysis of lighting a match.

The task analysis, while being a tedious task, reveals all of the skills
and knowledge necessary to complete a task that otherwise might not be iden-
tified. The task analysis is then translated into a content analysis to show
the hierarchial relationship of the tasks. A possible content analysis is
shown in Figure 4.
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT MODEL

------4 Major routes of flow

-->- Secondary routes of flow

Figure 2
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From the content analysis the objectives and prerequisite skills can
be written. The evaludtion can then logically be prepared based upon the
objectives.

The fourth part of this conceptualization of instructional development
is the strategy selection. The strategy selection should be based upon the
learning outcomes identified previ ,usly and the domains into which these
outcomes are classified. This also involves decisions such as teaching
either inductively or deductively, by short frames or long readings, or with
print or non-print materials. The choice of the proper medium for delivery
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(Group 4 report continued)

must be made at this point. Although the current research base for these
decisions is not comprehensive, it is possible to approximat a decision that
is data based.

After the strategies have been selected a prototype should be constructed.
The prototype should approximate, ar closely as possible, the final product.
In some cases it will be necessary because of cost and availability to produce
a prptotype in a medium other than the chosen medium. For example, it may be
necessary to produce a half-inch video tape prototype while the final product
will be a 16mm film. If the prototype is in another medium, the instructional
developer should consider the differences that the other medium will cause on
the delivery of the message.

The prototype should then be field tested to measure the effectiveness.
The field testing should be done with individuals who are neophytes to the
content field as well as with experts. Normally the neophyte testing will be
done with a small group of students. The instructor should carefullytiponitor
the student use of the instruction making particular note of problem areas
encountered by the student. When the student has completed the instruction,
the instructor should debrief the student to identify additional problems.
The field testing with experts should be directed at the content and logical
development of the unit.

The data from the field testing should be used as the basis for the
decision to tnplement or not to implement the given unit. If the evaluation
by the neophytes and the experts is positive, then the unit can be imple-
mented and used with large groups of students. If the evaluation reveals
many flaws in the unit, however, it will be necessary to correct these before
the unit is used by large groups of students.

The revise and recycle step in this conceptualization of instructional
development is perhaps the most important step. Continually as one pro-
gresses through the process it is necessary to return to a previous step for
further clarification on a given point. In this model the revise and recycle
step is central and is connected to the other steps by the dashed arrows.
Although the arrows shown indicate the main points at which it may be neces-
sary to revise or recycle, it is possible to proceed from any step in the
model to any other step in the model.

This model is one conceptualization of instructional development. It
should not be construed as the only or even the best ID model but merely
one conceptualization out of many. Those readers who do not find meaning in
this model should refer to one or more of the models referenced in the open-
ing of this section.

SOME SELECTED SOLUTIONS

The committee realized the impossibility of providing solutions to all
of the problems of ID, many of which have plagued the pro;ssion since its
inception. The committee, however, felt the necessity to provide some
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selected solutions that might provide a useful starting point for groups in
future years at Okoboji and others in the field. Since the Okoboji conference
has a time constrlint, little attempt has been made to categorize or prioritize
the identified problems and solutions.

1. The problem of terminology will be solved partially by the dis-
semination of the Handbook of Standard Terminology and a Guide
for Recording and Reporting Information about Educational Tech-
nology. This handbook will provide a substantial base on which
ID'ers may clarify and add new terms pertaining to the profession.

2. The problem of variety of purpose, training patterns, and inac-
cessibility of adequate training programs may be partially solved
by identifying a "ore of commonality in our process. Improved
consistency in the ID process along with the identification of
functional roles will result in more uniformity in training pro-
grams. Institutions currently demonstrating strength in this
area should collaborate to provide model in-service programs for
the profession.

3. Instructional developers must develop their own philosophical
base which will serve to meet the needs of the field at this
time. Instructional developers must also be aware than an
emerging profession, such as instructional development, will
require periodic changes in its philosophy.

4. The instructional developer must establish a data base tf.' pro-
vides a set of guidelines for estimating the costs, in t Lr of

both time and money, that must be expanded. This data bc-. can

be drawn from instructional development projects that have been
completed at various institutions. ,i_osely tied to this is the

concern for measuring the accountability of instructional develop-
ment programs. The same data as ouLil-r-' above will provide a
basis for evaluat4ng the cost-ef _.cvaess of instructional
development.

5 A vehicle for diffusing research data on instructional develop-
ment needs to be established by professionals in the field. This
vehicle should report basic research studies in the field as well
as case studies of projects. This need has been met somewhat by
journals in the field such as Audiovisual Instruction and AV
Communication Review and by the Instructional Development Div-
ision of AECT. Several institutions have also published their
own reports of their ID activities. These reports, however,

have not received wide distribution. The fcrm for the vehicle
could be a periodical devoted exclusively to ID, a regular
column in several periodicals, or an extensive "State of the
Art" report.

6. Instructional developers must be aware of their tendencies to
choose the medium for presentation that they are most familiar
with. For example, instructional developers with a background
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in television tend to choose television as the delivery
system. Similarly those with psychology backgrounds tend
to choose a programed instruction delivery system. By
being aware of his bias the instructional developer can
correct this problem.

7 Although instructional developers should engage in both
formative and summative evaluation, they should recognize
the need for an impartial evaluation input at the sum-
mative stoge. They must be sensitive to the possibility
nf teacher apprehension regarding the implementation of
a new process. This condition presents both a challenge
and opportunity to the instructional developer and his
response may well determine the succr'ss or failure of the
program. Instructional developers must also be sensitive
to teacher's needs to improve the effectiveness for man-
aging learner environment. The integration of disciplines
will require the instructional developer's personal atten-
tion and desire to directly assist teachers by providing
a variety of individual, small and large group in-service
opportunities.

8. Since training institutions have.not done enough to acquaint
teachers with instructional development, instructional devel-
opers must fill the void by helping school systems plan in-
service programs. Perhaps in this way instructional devel-
opers may demonstrate to the teachers that instructional
development will improve their skiAs and student learning.

CONCLUSION

The statements contained herein represent the thinking of eight individ-
uals, earl, with a different background in instructional development. Al-
though tatements are the result of extensive thought and discussion they
should T considered to be the last word in instructional development. It
is the e f this committee that future Okobojians and others in the field
will challenge and expand upon our efforts to identify the problems and con-
cerns in the field of instructional development.
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ACCREDITATION AND CERTIFICATION

GROUP 5 Committee Members

Frank R. Birmingham
William L. Hanley, Jr.
Richard D. Hubbard

.Willis Scadden

MAJOR CONCERN

Wifliam Schtnidt
Ralph L. Wooden
Wesley J. Mc Julien, Chairman

Suggested strategies for implementation of the Association for Educational
Communications and Technology Accreditation and Certification Guidelines.

INTRODUCTION

All of us are aware that the Association for Educational Communications
and Technology (AECT) Task Forces on Certification and Accreditation are in
reply to our questioning, "Are We a Profession?"

Horace Hartsell in a Resource Guide for Planning Special In-Service Pro-
_grams stated, "The professions are occupations through which people obtain
highly specialized intellectual services. They are occupations involving
relatively long and specialized preparation on the level of higher education
and are governed by a special code of ethics...

Professional status is the degree to which one has attained the specialized
competence, attitudes, and recognition that characterize the professions in
general. A professional face also shows the status of one among members of oth-
er professions." (Hartsell, 1974, p. 24)

Obviously the instructional technology profession wants to insure that all
positions in their field are filled with competent and qualified personnel and
that each individual can perform at the required level for the tasks specified
in his/her job description. Certification and accreditation can lead to this
end. For the sake of definition, accreditation means the evaluation of pre-
paration programs, while certification means the evaluation of personnel.

CERTIFICATION

Group 5B at the Okoboji meeting in 1971, was concerned with certilication
based on the Domain of Instructional Technology as a key to accountability.
They presented the concept of a career lattice which allowed for upward mobility
in our field suggesting a task oriented curriculum, certification and evalua-
tion. We are including their schematic based on the Jobs in Instructional
Media Study which is the basis for our further considerations. (Summary Report
of Lake Okoboji Conference, 1971) This study conducted by AECT in 1969 relat-
ing to Jobs in Instructional Media provided the framework and established the
foundation for two task forces appointed in 1971 t,) develop guidelines for (1)
Certification of Educational and Communications Pesclnnel and (2) Accreditation
of Media Programs. These two sets of guidelines were approved by the AECT's
Board of Directors at their March 1974 National Convention in Atlantic City,
New Jersey.
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DOMAIN OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

TABLE 1

Assumptions:

Advanced level

Middle lavel

Entry level

1. There should be alternate routes by which an individual might
achieve cert-le4cation as a media professional.

2. Higher educcIL programs should assume the main responsibility
for providinL e necessary educational experiences resulting in
competencies for certification as a media professional.

3. Qualified media professionals must be involved in any evaluative
procedure whether it be competency measurement or program effec-
tiveness measurement.
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4. Certification needs to be approached from the point of view
of keeping people presently performing on-the-job tasks and
providing for a progressive development of their needed
competencies.

5. Certificatio should include multiple levels in special areas
as indicated in Table 1.

ACCREDITATION

Any accredited program must reflect the functions which become specific
in the roles its graduates tdll perform as indicated in the AECT guidelines
for accrediting advanced media programs. The program must be appropriate in
terms of the professional functions and the tasks involved in instructional
management, instructional product development, and instructional program
development roles.

Assumptions:

1. Procedures need to be established by AECT for monitoring all
training programs.

2. Accrediting agencies' components need to be consistent with
components required in AECT guidelines.

SUGGESTED STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION

1. How does AECT establish a line of communication betwecn. modia
-..nd educational associations? It is suggested that AECT
establish lines of communication among media and educational
associations by employing the following:

a. Identify decision makers of professional groups and
establish workshops centered around certification and
accreditation standards.

b. Establish a liaison officer who will participate in
state and regional meetings to inform attendees about
certification and accreditation.

c. Provide copies of accreditation and certification
guidelines upon request.

d. Assume responsibility for identifying existing programs
that meet present accreditation and certification
guidelines.

e. Disseminate to all professionally related organizations
copies of the Accreditation and Certification Guidelines
along with approved list of approved programs.

f. Develop a media-oriented program to explain the AECT
Accreditation and Certification Guidelines.
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(Group 5 report continued)

.g. Provide consultative service on a contracted basis to
schools and colleges (kit and team notion).

h. Influence other professional organizations to promote
the purpose, scope, and implementation of Accredita-
tion and Certification Guidelines.

2. How will AECT implement the use of the Accreditation and
Certification Guidelines? It is suggested that for adequate
implementation of the Accreditation and Certification Guide-
lines AECT should:

a. Issue a strong statement of need to related professional
organizations, state departments of education, school
boards, administrators and all uthers as deemed neces-
sary (elementary, secondary, and higher education).

b. Attach constraints to media related funding.

Constraint 1: Any proposal should show evidence of the
program having a certified director and staff needed to
facilitate the objectives and directions of the proposal.

Constraint 2: There should be sufficient financial sup-
port to enable the media team to carry out the objectives
stated in any proposal.

c. Influence state and federal legislation.

d. Provide staff guidance in establishing implementation
type committees at the state professional organizational
level to promote AECT accreditation and certification
guidelines.

e. Promote employment of professionals who have either
graduated from an accredited program or passed an
equivalency examination (out of school).

3. What should be the procedures for implementation of AECT
accreditation and certification guidelines?

It is suggested that the following implementation strategies
be givca serious consideration by the AECT Board of Directors.

a. Establish a Committee for Accreditation and Certification
that will develop and implement criteria and checklists
for use in approving programs.

b. The Accreditation and Certification Committee shall appoint
and orientate a sufficient number of evaluators for the
purpose of conducting on-site accreditation visits as
requested.

c. The Accreditation and Certification Committee will recom-
mend to the Board of Directors of AECT those programs
which meets its criteria.
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d. The AECT Board of Directors will direct the Executive
Director to publish a directory of approved programs.

e. The AECT Board of Directors will further direct the
Executive Director to forward a certificate to the
accrediting school indicating official approval by
AECT.

4. What are tne paths by which AECT may implement accreditation
and certification guidelines?

.There are at least six recognizable paths by which AECT can
help to implement accreditation and certification. These
paths are shown graphically in Figure 1, page 69.

Accreditation.

Educational communications and technology specializations in teacher
training programs can be accredited by gaining the approval of the AECT
accreditation guidelines by the National Commission for the Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE). Other programs which train communications and
technology personnel (outside of teacher education) would eventually be accre-
dited by obtaining the stamp of approval of a regional accrediting agency (e.g.
North Central). AECT should continue to work to gain the acceptance of the
AECT accreditation guidelines by these accrediting organizations.

Another approach, and probably the easiest to implement, would L- For
AECT to directly accredit college and university training programs. Those
institutions whose programs meet the AECT accreditation guidelines would be
eligible for accrediting by a visitation team. Ultimately, an approved list
of schools would tre compiled.

Certification.

The Certification Task Force of AECT recommended that certification of
educational communications and technology personnel employed in schools and
colleges should continue to be performed by official certification agencies
(state departments of education alone, or cooperatively with approved teacher
training programs.) AECT would need to work to gain acceptance of the AECT
certification guidelines by NCATE and the various state departments of edu-
cation. All other communications and technology personnel (e.g., those in
government, industry, business, military, religion, college support centers,
and I.D. programs) should be certified directly by AECT.

While AECT can work through its state affiliates to accomplish some of
the above tasks, state AECT affiliates must also play a vital role in gaining
acceptance and implementation of the AECT Accreditation and Certification
Guidelines. They can work with college and university training programs to
help them receive accreditation. They can work to influence state departments
of education to accept the AECT guidelines. Lastly, they can apply pressure
on AECT to actively pursue the other paths that have been outlined above.
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(Group 5 report continued)

CONCLUSION

T' 2 major concern of the group was to suggest strategies for AECT imple-
mentation of Accreditation and Certification Guidelines. As a result of the
material presented, we identified certain resolutions pertaining to implemen-
tation of AECT Certification Guidelines. They are:

RESOLUTIONS

Certification.

WHEREAS, the Association for Educational Communications and Technology
has developed guidelines for certification of mudia personnel.

WHEREAS, there is need for dissemination and interpretation of these
guidelines to those organizations who are responsible for certifying media
personnel or influencing the certification of these personnel.

WHEREAS, there is an implementation committee in the Association for Edu-
cational Communications and Technology for implementing these guidelines.

BE IT RESOLVED, that the delegates to the 1974 Okoboji Conference recom-
mend to the Board of Directors of AECT that cnnies of the guidelines l)e for-
warded to the Council of Chief State School OiLicers.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the AECT officials charged with the respons-
ibility for implementing these guidelines pursue through direct contact (meet-
ings) acceptance and approval of these guidelines by the Council of Chief State
School Officers, the' Association of Chief State Audio Visual Officers, and
the State School Library Supervisors.

RESOLUTIONS

Accreditation.

WHEREAS, the Association for Educational Communications and Technology
has developed guidelines for accreditation of media programs in Higher Edu-
cation.

WHEREAS, there is need for dissemination and interpretation of these
guidelines to those organizations who are responsible for accrediting programs
in media or influence the accreditation of these programs.

WHEREAS, there is an implementation committee in the Association for Edu-
cational Communications and Technology for implementing these guidelines.

BE IT RESOLVED, that the delegates to the 1974 Okoboji Conference recom-
mend to the Board of Directors of AECT that copies of the guidelines be for-
warded to the National Commission on Accreditation and to each of the appro-
priate accrediting agencies and the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the AECT officials charged with the respons-
ibility for implementing the guidelines pursue through direct contact (meet-
ings) acceptance and approval of these guidelines by the National Commission
on Accreditation, Regional Accrediting Agencies, and National Council on Accred-
itation of Teacher Education.
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RESEARCH IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY:

PRODUCT, PROCESS, AND IMPLEMENTATION
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Richard J. Lamherslii Susan Storm
Tillman J. Ragan Clayton J. Vol lan

Research was last examined in depth at Lake Okoboji in 1959. Since that

time, participants have perceived other issues to be more pressing. We pro-

pose to draw on that report to set the stage for our inquiry. We will attempt

to indicate which of the concerns of that time may be resolved, which may be
no longer relevant and which, although stfll pressing problems, may be seen
from a new point-of-view because of changes within our field or in the larger
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society of which our field is a part. We are aided in this effort by the fact
that the report of that year was prepared by some of the leading thinkers in
this field: Arthur Lumsdaine, Wes Meierhenry, James Finn and William Allen.
We begin this task with a great awareness of our debt to those who have brought
this field to its current importance.

The 1959 conference report, "Research in the Audio-Visual, Television
Area," indicates by its title alone that sweeping changes have occurred in our
field. Today we operate in a much expanded domain, using new strategies to
employ technology in the larger sense rather than organizing our thinking
around different methods of displaying learning stimuli.

The conference of the following year, 1960, dealt with the effect of
research on curriculum. Keynoter A. W. VanderMeer raised the problem of
research utility: (VanderMeer, 1960)

Too much research is done in isolation from practical
problems and this results in a lack of application.
Therefore, the first step in designing research is to

determine what questions the user wants answered and
to relate these to what the researcher believes will
yield worthwhile findings.

This same issue occupies us today and the current concern is exemplified
by a recent statemen,= by David Krathwohl: (Kra'wohl, 1971)

Educational research is often viewed as unrelated to
practical purposes, too fragmentary and poorly related
to an overall framework of education.

The writers of the 1959 report call for improved research techniques and
suggest a number of approaches to this end. In a large sense the techniques
called for have come to fruition. Improved research designs, sophisticated
statistical procedures and sampling methods, and the assistance of computers
have made it much more likely that adequate research will be carried out. The
potential for improved research exists. Also, a continuing effort to insure
strict adherence to high research :tandards is necessary.

Another area of concern c ed at that. time was the source of rese;:uch
problems. It was felt that a tle!...r.r type of question needed to be asked by
the audio-visual researcher. Obviously this problem is still with us, but it
appears the researchers have met with considerable success in their attempts
to uncover problem areas that are more directly related to actual needs of the
instructional technologist. The distinction made at that time between research
that is conducted for a utilitarian purpose ind that which is basic no longer
seems as useful a distinction since today we can recognize many basic research
studies that have immediate utility.

We also find that the authors of the 1959 report felt the field suffered
from the lack of an adequate theory, or theoretical basis. Research efforts
since that time hive failed to provide an acceptable solution to this problem.

7 7
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It appears that as our field grows and we adapt and adopt theories of other dis-
ciplines, the lack of a theoretical base is less frequently expressed as a prob-
lem. It would seem that although this is still an important problem, many
instructional technologists have 17.re immediate concerns.

Research efforts of a usefu.L magnitude require considerable resources.
The 1959 report statd a need for better use of the resources available for
research. Considerable improvement has taken place with the creation of bet-
ter communication within the field as exemplified by the creation of the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Instructional Technology, but tt appears that there is still
much room for improvement. For example, researchers often independently explore
similar problems ignorant of one another's efforts, research is sometimes con-
ducted in areas already proven fruitless, and areas being researched do not
directly relate to pressing problems of educational p-ractice.

Legitimizing the audio-visual field was a vital concern fifteen years ago.
Research efforts were focused on proving the effectiveness of auclio-visual mate-
rials. Experimental studies attempted to show that teaching with audio-visual
materials was more effective than teaching without audio-visual materials. Cur-
rent researchers are more conce-t-ned with the influence of various media, act-
ing in concert with learnr variables, various message content, environments,
al.! a host of other interacting factors.

ISSUES AND CONCERNS

As the committee investigated the proceedings of past conferences and
readings readily available, we realized that the concept of instructional tech-
nology research has changed, and continues to change rapidly. To cite specific
studies demonstrating change would not be as productive- as to cite concerns
and issues which face us.

THE PRODUCT

The committee has expressed concern that:

1. There is an apparent lack of research productivity, which
generates from the need to:

a. Assess and synthesize available research.

b. Survey immediate needs in practical settings and conditions.

c. Determine the difference between known theories and imme-
diate needs.

d. Discover more generalizable conclusions.

e. Generate common terminology and communicability of results
between the researcher and the practitioner.

I. Find better methods of disseminating research results.

g. Determine procedures for obtaining problem solutions
rather than symptom solutions.

7 8
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h. Find common forums for the exchange between
researchers and practitioners.

2. There is an apparent lack of direction and purpose for
assessing, prescribing, and predicting student attitudes,
needs and achievement. This generates from the need to:

a. Develop better measurement tools for assessing the
students' entry behavior.

b. Find not only differences among learners, but also
similarities among the learners.

e. Determine the processes of how students learn from
the medium rather than their level of achievement
using one particular medium.

3. There exists a vast amount of basic research which has
not been:

a. Consolidated into generalizable theories.

b. Consolidated and built upon.

c. Reviewed and adapted from other fields of research.

4. There appears to be little:

a. Direction, purpose, and concentratd effort in the
field of instructional technology research.

b. Evaluation of the change between past and present
research efforts.

c. Development of models or paradigms suggesting courses
of action and direction for researchers.

THE PROCESS

The committee has expressed concern that:

1. There is no unified network of communication between
researchers for the:

a. Consistent and critical review, consolidation, and
dissemination of theories and studies.

b. Exchange of mutual research efforts, interests, and
resources.

c. Unified and concentrated effort of resolving imme-
diate research needs.

2. The purpose and role of research inthe decision making
process of instructional development and product develop-
ment remains unclear.

3. There is pressing demand for:

a. Research in the process of instructional development,
identifying and validating system advantages and
shortcomings.
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b. Research Identifying support structures which con-
tribute to work that is both field based and theory
based.

c. Review, consolidation, and experimentation of:

1) Learner outcomes, learner processes, and conditions
of learning. (Schalock, 1972)

2) Instructional variables and learner characteristics
which will lead to methods and procedures of describ-
ing, prescribing and predicting behavior.

4. There is no statement nor evident direction of how leader-
ship potential might be developed within the field of instruc-
tional research.

5. Extensive work needs to be done in an attempt to:

a. Make instruction more humanizing and palatable.

b. Overcome the negativism and disbelief towards research
and research findings.

c. Better utilize human resources in instructional develop-
ment and product development.

THE IMPLEMENTATION

The committee has expressed concern that:

1. No assessments of available methods and procedures for the
implementation of research have been proposed, conducted,
nor validated.

2. The roles, responsibilities, and moralities of researcherS
involved in the implementation of research to tho various
curricula have not been proposed nor surveyed.

3. Researchers should be encouraged and assisted in defining
research directions and priorities. Such encouragement and
assistance might be reflected in actions by graduate pro-
grams, funding sources, professional organizations, editors
of journals, and societal pressures.

4. No unified and consistent research training is available
to meet:

a. The specific needs of instructional developers, research-
ers, or specialists.

b. Changing roles, methods and procedures necessary for
the researcher.

5. Lastly, the previous preoccupation of implementation and
dissemination should be redefined as a function of strategies
of change.

8 0



(Group 6 report continued)

MODELS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A wide variety of potential models for research in instructional tech-
nology exist. Some of these models are in use today, others have been tried
and abandoned, and still others have yet to be applied.

Examples of what is broadly meant by "models for research in instructional
technology" are perhaps more accurately described as patterns or traditions.
In the medical research field, a strong tradition exists for clinical, non-
experimental, or quasi-experimental designs. In educational research, a favor-
ite approach for many years was "raw empericism," with emphasis on the presumed
utility of large masses of data often collected with little or no prior inten-
tions regarding its specific use. A contrasting approach can be seen in exper-
imental psychology, in which "pure" theory-building is emphal d strongly.

It seems clear enough at this juncture that further work solidly grounded
in theory is desperately needed in instructional technology. (Bruner, J.S.,
1966, and Salomon and Snow, 1970; and many other related references). The
model or approach we recommend would be that of programatic efforts towards
theory building to yield a theory of instruction, including a theory of instruc-
tional technology. Agreement upon this point, however, does not satisfy our
concern for adequate models or paradigms for research in our field. A complex-
ity, perhaps unique to our area when compared to experimental psychology, for
example, is our real and vital role as practitioners--as enablers and change
agents in the improvement of instruction. There is sufficient evidence, we
bulieve, to strongly suggest that theory-based research in instructional tech-
nology may also be of high utility for decision making and direct use in the
schools. We are suggesting that learning packages and procedures generated by
the re,-;earch projects be used in today's instructional efforts. (See Lumsdnine,
1963, for an important statement on the unique value of sequenced, repro-
ducable instructional instruments in their ability to not only generate data
about their effect, but also about how they achieve their effects.) Wt seem
to have a two-fold need in IT research: for immediately useful products/pro-
cedures, and for robust, ddequate theory to ultimately enable us to know not
just that a learning package works, but why it works. We see the "why" answers
to be stepping stones taking the researcher toward a long range goal: the
ability to predict. To be of continuing service now and in the future our
theory building efforts can and should be directly related to field needs. A
problem, however, is how to de both: solid theory building, and achieve imme-
diately applirnble results. The preponderance of opinion among educational
researchers c ide of instructional technology would be that to do both would
be unwise, uni,ussary, and impossible. There seem, however, to be a number
of examples of research approaches in instructional technology that can do both.
Perhaps we should draw upon our field's best methods of working on problems.
Use of our tools may well be of more real help in generating better immediate
and long term output than with strictly "pure" developmental, or "pure" basic
research.

Tne model depicted below is a simple model of the instructional process.
There are many models to choose from. For example, the Instructional Development
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An Approach to Identifying Needed Research in Instructional Technology:
Drawing Research Problems From Elements and Relationships in Instructional
Systems Models, in Combination with Variables from Related Bodies of
Knowledge.

DEFINE
ASSESS DEVELOP ENTRY STRATEGIES
NEEDS GOALS & CHARACTER- "-110 EVALUATION

OBJECTIVES ISTICS PROCEDURES

=IMO IMMO ,111.10110

PRE ASSESS

ilmme owalLso .1 ammo 4111 MINIM OMNI

Institute (IDI) model could have been used. This model includes nine functions
and is more complete. However, while co!aplete, it may be too confusing, given
the short time available to suffic:ntly develop the framework within this
paper. Therefore, a more simple model has been used.

Each of the functions in the model wfl_l now be explained and in addition
examples of research questions will be list-d for each function.

1. Needs assessment

NEEDS

ASSESSMENT

a. Explanation of function

This involves an investigation of the target 7opulation
for the purposes of identifying needs not premtly being
met in the existing instructional environment. Included
are discrepancies between what needs the system purports
to meet but does not and identification of needs not
presently addressed in the system.

b. Research concerns

Research in this area has not as yet been well defined.
But it will involve 'Alch issues as clarifying vnInes,
techniques for analyzing the environment, etc.

(3 2
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(Group 6 report continued)

DEVELOP
GOALS

OBJECTIVES

2. Develop goals and objectives

a. Explanation of function

This is a comprehensive aad involved function which
translates the needs identified in the previous function
into general purposes or goal statements and then into a
more explicit behavioral objective form. Included also
is an analysis of this terminal objective for the pur-
pose of generating the enabling objective. The imme-
diate output of this analysis could be !ri the form of
a learning hierarchy. (Gagne', 1968)

b. Research questions and concerns

-1) In what manner should objectives be presented (if at
all) to students?

2) iJoes the presentation of various levels of objectives
have a differential effect on the learner?

3) Are objectives more valuable for aiding the teacher
in carrying out instruction rather than for an organ-
izing effect when presented to students?

4) Are there various ways to validate learning
hierarchies?

5) Does using a learning hierarchy increase the proba-
bility of successful teaching?

6) What are alternative task analyses techniques in the
domains other than intellectual skills?

DEFINE
ENTRY

CHARACTER-
ISTICS

PRE-ASSESS

3. Define entry charactpristics pre-assessment

a. Explanation of function

This again is a .quite complex function involvi.g the
detL_rmination of relevant student entry characteristics
(aptitudes, prerequisite skills, conceptual level, intel-
lectual development level, etc.) and the pre-assessment
of such characteristics as students enter the systems'.
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b. Research questions al .oncerns

1) Does systemdic pretesting of student'7 bi..ied on the
objectives generated in a learning hiet provide
an optimal beginning point for each utudent?

2) A major concern which is readily identifiable when
addressing this function is the aptitui treatment
or trait x treatment interaction controver A si -

nificant difference in research of this when
carcled out within a systems paradigm w The
prior deignation of objectives specifi ding
to levels. (Bloom, 1956) or learning tyl,
1970)

4. Strategies, -,-)rocedures, activities

a. Explanation of function

DuriLg this function the primary emphasis is deter-
iltj_ning the means the already stated ends (objec-
tiv,2s) gi4,en specified entry characteristics of
stddents. This is a critical function in instruc-
tional technology since it involves media selec-
ion deci.sions.

STRATEGIES

PROCEDURES

b. Resarch questions and concerns

Although this is a discussion of research within a
sub-component of the model this section will be more
compete and complex since it is a major focus in
th-is paper.

One means of enhancing the probability of high utility and
relevance of research efforts in strategies, procedures and
activities is through multi-dimensional factor combination.
A problem area formulation model based on a multiple factor
approach is presented in Figure 1.

While time and space limitati,Tms do not allow a full explan-
ation of Figure 1 some of its primary aspects should be
described.

First the model basically takes sets of variables and allows
or forces their intercombination. Each set of var4ables as
listed is only the broadest kind of indicator, which in point
of fact bears extensive breaking out to yield res-!archable
variables. Furthermore, the lists of variables themselves
are cnlv possibilities. For example, the "types of learning"
dimension of Gagn6 (1970) in Figure 1, could be substituted
or supplanted by another formulation on learning outcomes
such as the Taxonomy. (Bloom, 1956)
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The model inclu Lour dimensions, each with various
factors:

1) Events of instruction - these are designed to take
the /earner from "where he's at" in the beginning
of a 125500 to the achievement of the objective.
Gagne Briggs (1974) list nine such events. They
point out that the sequence is only probal: net
invariant, and that all events do not hav;- 0,.cur
for every lesson.

2) jpes of learning -(Gagne., 1970) included in the
model are types 5-8 only since most content taught
in school would be included in these four.

3) Learner characteristics - this variable includes
five defined areas. The number of characteristics
to consider could be more or less. For our pur-
poses the number is not important but rather that
one realize such characteristics do cross with
events of instruction and learning type.

4) Presentation factors - these additional variables
could be considered for all cells in the 9x4x3x9
cube.

It is not the intent of this model to suggest that all
research in this area include this four-way in'.eraction.
Rather the intent is to depict in a meanirn7,,ful manner
the relationship among such variables so that all could
generate better research questions. For example, one
could consider only two factors such as an event of
instruction by type of learnin, -lesign. A third vari-
able such as conceptual level could be added and then
of course a presentation variable. The reader is encour-
a73ed to consider his or her own designs to test the fea,
ibility of the model.

5. EvEluation

EVALUATION

4_ .... .J
a. Explanation of function

The function of evaluation is two-fold: 1. to provide
informatien pbout those students who have attEined the
objectiveb, and 2. to provide information about the
effectiveness of instruction.
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h. Research questions and concerns

1) A major concern is the development of appropriate
criterion referenced techniques.

2) To establish the relative value of norm versus
criterion referenced techniques.

3) Establish feasible formative evaluation procedures.

RESOLUTIONS

WHEREAS, research concerns are specifi y itemized and stated in
the report of Group 6 of the 20th Annual Lai,e Okoboji Educational Media
Leadership Conference, and

WIEREAS, certain acute problems emerge from tudy of this report,
theref)re,

BE Il RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Association for Edu-
cational Communications and Technology:

1. Establish a means for a research-in-progress information exchange.

Promote establishment of a it-aim:work of research needs to better
R)rdinate the efforts of instructier-,' technology researchers.

3. Encourage a research needs assessment which considers the pe.i-son;
his/her skills, attitudes, and societal/cultural differences by
use of its administrative structures and publicatiotp:.

Encourage instructional technology researchers to examine instruc-
tional systems design models as a base for generrit'n research
ideas.
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A PROGRAM FOR THE TRAINING OF INSTRUCTIONAL

TECHNOLOGISTS AS 1. ._:NTS OF CHANCE

RAT ic

GRoUP 7 Committee Members

Jicqui.lin Plcndin Roi)ert R. 11,trdm:in
133rry Brdtton Charles Poneclow

(,Roont & O'l!onnell, 1968)

Irstruction,I1 tecano,pgy is a people busine
more eificlent and effective )e,3rning in students.

Ls dim s to being about

Tc meut this goal requires instructional technolgi!6ts trained in spec-
ified competencies. It has been suggestc-d eisewhere that one of the functi lal
elements of insLructionnl technology is that of CHANGE AGENCY (Summary R, )rt
of the Lake G._onoji Conference, L973)

Thu notion th at the instruct'unal technoloist must he a change agent is
not new to the field. An informA unpubiished survey at the Okoboji Leadership

Confer,:nce (Aug1,-,t, 19;4) indicated the majority of participants supported
this vioT,!. The JINS et al, 1971) suggests that one ment of a
trainin _..urricuHm shoulti be in the a ,ea of "adaprA skills." The:r, skills
which permit the i:16,vidual t AopL the various physical, interpersonal and

environmens are hasi to job pe:.1.ormanco.



(Group 7 report continued)

They are rarely stated or recognized in standard
job descriptions hui they are frequently th, key
to successful cr unsuccessful job performance
and vital to the successful performance of an
organization. (Hyer, et al., 1971)

The JI4S Report declares, however, that while such change skills are critical,
it is very hard to design curriculum to train someone to acquire these compe-
tero.iei. "Rather, they are skills which one assumes or hopes that an instruc-
ti lal technologist possesses." (Hyer, et al., 197')

eV;aln, with reference to the inf..rmal Okoboji survey mentioned above, it
is appirent that many leaders in the field see a need for training instruc-
tional technologists in the skills and competencies of a change agent. Sadly,
but not unexpectedly, the same survey coufitmed that little specific training
is occurring which is directly centered on instilling these skills.

The apparent popular conceptual model of the instructional technologist
fiLi..1:ions is ore which views the change agent role at the center of all train-
ing surrounded by and included in sega_Ints of specilic training components.
(See Figure 1).

FUNCTIUNAL ELEMENTS OF THE INSTRUCTIAL TECHNOLOGIS1

AS A CHANGE AGENT: A TRAUirIONAL VIEW

Research

Design

The Instructional

TechnologisL.

A Change Agent

Logistics
:on

Figure 1

54
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This conceptualization is supported by preliminary analysis of the Okohoji
survey in which The majority of participants indicated that any skills in change
agency generall occur only within the confines of other content-specific
courses or training experiences.

The authors of this report believe that there now exists a substantive
body of knowledge about the change process. This knowledge includes not only
theoretical propositions but also has reached a level of sophistication whereby
techniques for the application of these propositions are being developed. The

authors further submit that professional training programs in Instructional
Technology must begin to incorporate into th(ir existing programs those courses
and experiences which impart to the trainees such specific skills in producing
chang,.

BTRODUCTION

%ith the above rotionale in mind the authors pro,)ose the l'ollowing con-
1 model containing the functions performed by an instructional ti,ch-

uo .LA1. (See Figure 2). Please note that, unlike Figure I, the designation
"Change Agent" has now been replaced by the functional. category "Change Agency"
and has been entered among the other recognized . :ens of trainLng competencies.

FhCTIONAL -MU1-S OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIST: REVISE)

-,ea rch

Ch: je
Agency

Management

Communicatio,

Production

Ilya] ua t i or Logi st

Figure 2
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Listed and described on the following pages are some major skill areas
ilentified within the function of change agency. The fear areas are: (1)

..cganizational skills, (2) socio-psychological skills, 3) creativity skills,
(4) communication skills. (See Figure 3) . Under each skill heading L; a
breakdown and description of some of the specific competenci-s required to
attain that skill.

It is important to note that the authors do not p esume the work which
follows to be complete. That which is presented repre:.ents the group's (with
the aid of consultant help) best professional judgments within the time period
athc,:ed for the production of this working paper.

()RGANI!ATIONAL SKI.LLS

LEADERSHlt

Motivation
Conflict Resolution
Action Planning
Undertanding IlLim,t Needs
Risk Taking

AWARENESS Of INTER-FACING SYSTr.MS

Analysis ot N:itural Systems
A.ilvsis of ontrived Systems

lc effectively Lunction in the roli; of a Hiange agent, a instru(Aonal
techn,logist mst ,ssess certain organzotional skills which, until now, has
traditionally been .aught under the umbreLla of business and management as well
as in the recently d.':eloped field of systems analysis.

These organizational competencies are categorized into tw') sections:
leadetship nnd awareness of inter-facing systems.

A number of leadership skills have teen identified. Many of these skills
are closely aligned to those competencies listed under the socio-psyCcnlogical
headirg and are placed here by virtue of their specificity to the orgnHational
::roces. To instigate and facilitate change through eff,. tive lendership the

technologist must have abilities in motivating people and in
resolving conliftts. He Mould be able to anticipate and pla:' for the inter-
action oi Lie iecas, pi ons and things with which he deals. The change agent
must undertand and be able to deal with human needs. He should have a v rk-
ing kLowledge of Maslov's hierarchy of needs, McCellens work in the need Lu
achiee, and other theory and 'search concerning the human animal. The
instructional technologist needs to understand that the role of the change
L.gent, as a Leadership role, involves risk taking. Training shold :nclude
mejlanis7.s that y"1 allow him to cope with His reality.

9 2
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The second category of organizational skills needed by the change agent
can be described in terms of au awareness of the systems with which the instruc-
tional technologist interfaces. Th c interfacing systems arc or two types
and require different sets of competencies. The instructioh '1 technologist
must be prepared to analyze nntural systems. Among these is the social system.
Informal relationships, hidden power structures and sociological networks are
all considered in this term. Non-natural or contrived systems are the other
type with which the instructional technologist must he prepared to deaf.
Included in this are thos,i formal organizations and chains of command in the
academic and academic-business world. Another type of contrived system is the
,utormation system which can be either human or m-:hine oriented.

SUCLO-PSYCHOLOLICAL SKILLS

13! 1VIORAI

Conditiatng
Transactional Analysis

Dissondnce

DYNAMIC::

Dyadic
(;roup

:NSLTIVITY 1RAINTNG

A viL,1 area to the training of the instruct technolog'st if he is to
he proficient in changing his surro,ihdings, is the acquisition of socio-psycho-
logical skills. Thesc are compet. Hetes specificaLly dealing with the maniLlla-
tion of people to affect change. If the instructional technologist is to be a
f-)difier o: the hehavior of others, he needs to develop competencies in the
tcchL:ques of conditioning and in methods of nrousing and ameliorating dis-
senince. The instruLtiopa: technologist should be competent in the analysis
of human relations and transactions on the interpersonal and affective leveti
The training program ,;huld include skills fn dyadic and group dynamics for an
effective agent of change must be sensitive to the needs and feelings of
and :'apable of roacting in specific and effective ways to them.

CREATIVITY !:',".ILLS

Pi,0!A,EM AVARENESS

GENERA,' LDEAS

Convergent Thinking
Divergent Thinking
Brairstorming Inquiry
Succesive Approximation
.rtical And Lateral Transfer

FORECASTIN':

'Ihe impetus for change is o:ten th av, Hlability of new i(leas. c impor-
tant skill area For LlIc instructional teehnHogist, therefore, is creativity.
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Croativity as a ficld it; presently poorly dofined and in a state of flux. Never-
theless, there exists a number of effective techniques 'or stimulating creative
thinking. The instructional technologist should he sensitized CO be "problem
aware" thioogh l(chniquei, much A:: role-plaving, Hmulations and case study.

A-oh'em is perceived, a change
: sult must he able to define it and

creative': at possible solutions. The instructional technologist should
be trained do both convergent And divergent thinking. He should be profic-
ient in the techniques of inquiry, brainstorming, successive a pproxifflations
and (Aber idea-provoking methods. Conceptuai models 01 thought processes such
as t ii nitrix ot vertical and lateral transfer should ho learned.

IN I

PEitCASIot,:

Propay,an,i

lc

AFFUIYON

or Inie
Of

I I.:THAI:2P'

ic Hum In

iImpe.: t

Anfions
rception, laiterpictation and au

;' I though now :are o the ..,tartiag poitlt I pi- change, in and of
s V ; thov t-e inaih e to Nclng it ah( tut . 'the instruct iona I technologist

,71 At_inr. tor the express purpose of instigating and
chan.e. Competency in gen. Hal communiaations is nee -a-;ary hut

not n i,ut. 'Loa :ha.cgc Agency.

1 1Y (.141. ageut should I.: trained in the technirin,-, of persua-
...rAon. He ,mist understand .fld !,( able to uae methods of propaganda. He sh ald
understah logical relal i tHps and I., able to clearly -;plictito them.

must skilled in the dia, _I:nation And ditfusion or
change. in :Hin ()t :-;preldhig both iniorm:tion
and in -Jati,

struct'oual ;t must he trained to mmunicate th and
ou int(uAarcaual leycl. He must: he able to (.v1c(..de and

docodc arri Hirm:=. (A communication.

human ielations and mumt (ley. Iop competcncies
omp"i I st i perce,iion, int_t -pr,'Lation and dnalyais. ing should make
him cu'tnrally sensitive as woll. Traiuing techniques might in( 'lido role-

.-,oaratic snd pmtcticam ey.perienccs.



(Group 7 report continued)

ETHICAL CONSWERATIONS--A BRIEF NOTE

lhe authors are aware of several ethical and moral considerations related
to advocating the type of training proposed in this paper. While we are con-
vinced such training is a necessary component of an effective change agent's
repertoire of skills, we freely acknowledge our inability to see clearly what
potentially deleterious effects such training may have. Among the concerns we
have identified are the following: How will the trainees themselves be changed
through participation in the training? What are the safeguards to prevent the
traintes from using these skills for socially destructive ends? Will the gen-
eral citizentry react negatively to such training methods and goals? Can such
training be considered "humanistic"? (We believe it can.)

Surely there are a ho.,t of other questions ls well. Our purpose has been
to simply alert the reader that he is about ,erious business when he contemplates
the training of individuals for the express purpose of imparting to them the
skill:- which will permit these same individuals to influence and persuade others
who, in turn, directly influence the nation's children.
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* * * * * *

THE STATE AFFILIATE MEDIA MERCER MUDDLE

GROUP 8 - Committee Members

Ellen Lou Au lds
Norman L. Busse
Robert B. Lindemeyer

INTRODUCTION

Ruth C. McMartin
Donald L. Winsor

Recurring talk and action concerning the merging of state affiliates in
the media field makes this a most propitious time to examine the current status
of mergers. The delegates represent a majority of states and we.feel the dele-
gates, our human resources, are an appropriate source of information on the
current status of the merget situation. Additonally we could also conduct more
extensive interviews with persons who had either recently been closely involved
with apparently 3uccessful mergers or had had direct experience with unsurcess-
ful merger attempts. The following report is drawn primarily from these inter-
views and completed questionnaires. A limited amount of written materials was
available to us in the Learning Resources Center.

9 7
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(Group 8 report continued)

Thirty-one states were represented in the returned questionnaires. Eight

of these states have merged affiliates. The remaining twenty-three states are
either facing the merger question or will probably face it in the next ten

years.

Two tables and accompanying interpretation containing the results of our
survey briefly present the findings. Stress is placed upon the replies from
the delegates who belong to merged affiliates and those seriously considering
merger.

MERGED AFFILIATES (See data, page 92.)

The following observations were made:

pproximately 25 percent of the replies represented indicated state
merger had been completed. There were further indications that the organiza-
tions with thelargest number of members took longer to complete planning and
pre-merger studies than did organizations with small membership counts.

The range of time from pre-planning stage to complete merger was from
one to five years; the state with the largest membership, Florida, with
approximately 2,000 members, required a planning period of five years.

All states which have merged are affiliated on a national level with both
AECT and AASL.

The states which first initiated the m!rger process were Florida and
Oregon. Their original planning began in 1967. North Dakota was the first
state to accomplish merger, completing the process in 1970.

Correlation between accomplished mergers and state education department
policy on certification was difficult to draw, particularly because of the

diverse terminology. Two states required certification as Educational Media
Specialists; two states required library/media combination; one required library
only and Ewo asked for teacher certification with library endorsement.

THE MERGING PROCESS

A study of the questionnaire results indicated that there is a sequential
order of functions performed by participating organizations prior to, during

and following the merger process.

The merger committee collected, studied and compiled the following list
of steps taken in the merger process. The list is a summary of steps taen by
those state affiliates which have undergone merger prior to the 1974 Okoboji

Conference and reported by the conference delegates at the conference.

A sequential compilation of the merger process follows.

1. Participating organizations began discussions separately.

2. Individual merger study committees formed.

3. Combined activities, i.e. conferences.

9 8
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MERGED AFFILIATES

State
Year of
Merger

Planning
Period Membership

Merging
Org anitations

A ppl ic able
C ertif lc ation

State
Affiliations

National
Affiliations

Florida 1972 5 years SL - 1200
AV 700
TV 100

Not
reported

Educational
Media
Specialist

Not
reported .

AASL
AECT

lowa 1972 3 years SL 500
AV - 200

Not
reported

Media
Spec ial ist

ISEA AASL

AECT

Maine 1974 2 years Not
reported

SL
AV

Library
Media
Certificate

MEA
MASCD
MALA

AASL
AECT

Michigan 1973 3 years SL - 900
AV 500

MASL
MAVA

Teachers with
Library Endorse-
ment

Not
reported

AASL

AECT

Montana 1974 Not
reported

SL - 500
AV - 35

MLA
MIMA

Library Not
reported

AASL

AECT

North
Dakota

1970 I year SL - 50
AV - 20

Library Sec-
don, NIDEA
AV Section,
NDEA

Teachers with
I.ibrary endorse-
merit

NDEA NEA

AASL
AECT

Oregon 1971 4 years Not
reported

OIM.A

OASL
al. Media
Specialist

None AASL
AECT

South
Dakota

1973 Not
reported

Not
reported

Not
reported

Library
Media
Certificate

Not
reported

AASL
AECT

'V

0 0



(Croup 8 rep(rt continued)

4. Joint merger exploration study - !arming committee.

5. Polling of ALL members.

h. Joint constitution writing revision committee formed.

7. Joint meeting for discussion.

8. Constitutional amendments.

9. Appointment of committees - recommendations.

1(,. Interim board conducts election.

11. Vote utiLize lawyer for legit clarification.

12. Interim committee.

L. Mock wedding.

1L. Naming-coimilittee.

lr. Dissolve parent organizations.

lh. Elections.

17. Installation of officers.

MERGEb BENEFITS

Eenefits were listed by each of the eight merged affiliates. A listing
of" th c. categories and the number of states selecting each follows:

Item
Number of
Affiliates

1. Increased interaction and cooperation 6

Stronger organization 6

farger membership 6

4. Less expensive 2

5. Broader base and more diversity 2

6. Reflects changing job roles and functions 1

7. Better PR for the profession 1

8. Real grass roots participation--Regional Divisions 1

Improved conferences--Broader base of talent 1

items two and three are quite closely connected yet item two represented
action while item three implied strength due to size. Items four through nine

could pros:, beneficial to others as each affiliate considers utilizing the

ideas presented.

1
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(Group H report continued)

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

An analysis of questionnaire data and !ItQrviews with leaders of merged
organizations reveals some common pitfalls ;1.'d problems as well as some recom-
mendations for their 1voi2ance and remediati 1.

Initial Discussion Stage

Problems Solutions

Confusion and misunderstancPbg of the 1erge r committees and leaders must
general membership ork to insure full and common

communication and interaction.

Conflict over small details

Small group of diehards block will
of majority

Agreement and Interim Stage

Although ultimately the nitty gritty
must be resolved, early agreement on
comMon goals and objectives helps to
establish communication and justifi-

Icat ion for compromise.

As discussion and interaction con-
tinue, sample the will of the mem-
bership utilizing mail ballot.

Renu:mber it takes time.

Problems Solutions

Conflict over wording of
constitution

Interim board conflicts

Initial elections

Logistics

102
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Utilize an attorney in final draft-

ing. As a third party, his wording
is mo re readily acceptable, and
insures non-tax status of new
orgac. ization.

Keep the interim board relatively
large to insure true representation.

Insure a slate of candidates repre-
senting all areas.

During both initial and interim stages
logistics are many, particularly

i
communication with membership is

taidequate, so be prepared, uti1i7.e an
executive secretary if possible, and
do not overburden those respon:;:ble
for negotiation.



(Group 8 report continued)

Post Merger Stage

Problems Solutions
k*

"4,Expanded size and diversity breeds Following the wedding, the marriage
fragmontation must be consummated. Leadership

must work to insure relevant and
stimulating activities based upon
common goals and also insure ade-
quate programing for special interests.

AFFILEATE5CONSIDERING MERGER
(See data page 96. )

State organizations from all parts of the United States are
represented.

Possible affiliates include audiovisual groups, usually school
librarians, two cases of library associations, and in one case
the state ASCD affiliate.

Workshops, cooperativu joint commitees, and conventions appear
to be the more common activities currently being utilized by
affiliates approaching the merger decision.

AECT and AASL are being considered for national affiliation
by the proposed merger groups.

AFFILLATES.NOT CONSIDERING MERGER

Additional replies were received from eleven states. New York has shown
no desire to consider merger. The remaining ten indicated varying degrees of
cooperation with school library and curriculum development groups. These ten
are Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kenti. ky, Louisiana,
Missouri, Pennyslvania and Utah.

The cooperation consisted of joint meetings, legislative action, repre-
sentation on each other's executive boards, and many members in common. The

frequuncy of these ventures varies from state to state.

WRAP-UP

Responses, both written and verbal, reflected both enthusiasm and gloom.
Obviously merger is here, and yet it is not here. Three broad options have
been :1,:ailable to each affiliate considering merger.

I. Affiliates may plan and work, perhaps utilizing the suggestions
listed under the Merging Process, for a merger of two or more
groups. Diversity of size, strength of affiliates, and com-
moness of direction will have an impact upon the success or
failure of the effort.

1 0 3
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AEHLIA'EES CONSIDERING MERGER

Stile .' \ itIGM

Pending

Mlink i

ship

,
M,1 ilv,

OrganiNtions

Applicable

k cltilli at ion

Curteut

Progress

Cooperative

Ac t iv iti es Consideration

r Under State

Affiliation

ut#11

Natlonal

Affiliation

Alasla

California

1 years

l years

Alisla LA

!MA

CA FMT

CASL

Notw Slamktill None None None mrr
AASI,

'1ar, h riS

ts ill tell

Committees

C kinyCliti on

Worlshops

ACSA ATI'
AASL

Colorado 5 via rs c A \',\ `,1r,vly but

support; vole

Feb. 1975

State Conycn

lin; loin!

Board meet-

ings

-
A ITT

AASL

C onnectict t I year CSLA

CAVEA

Orderly

Massachus

ett.s

2 years 150

250

MAECT

NISLA

Task fou t:

-1 2 groups

inciting

regularly

MFA AECT

Minnesota 2 years 112

800

AVCAM School Lildn.

AV Director

AV Coordinator

Media Generalist

Media Supervisor

Slowly Hat com-
mittee; joint

meinbership

forms

AECT

AASL

North

Carolina

5 years 98

300

700

NAECT

EMA

NCLA

Establish

joint council

Joint MVO-

ings

AKI
AASL

Ohio 1 year 375 NCO
t)ASI.

Media Specialist 2 year Ad Hoc

Study Committee

Cooperative

Leadephip

Conference

275; Con-

vention,

II 75

AEC T

AASL

Oklahoma S years OAAMT

OAS!.

AV Specialist

Hod Lildn,
Merger

uncertain

Good

oration

South

Carolina

3 years SCAECT

SCASL

Librar, Satisfactory Air T

AASI

Texas 2 years (500

200d

TAEI

TASL

TASCD

Some Workshops

and merger

meetings

Cross Com-

mittees

TSTA MCI
AASI.

Washing-

ton

5 years WAFCT

WSASL

Teacher/

ibrarian

Establish

Coordinating

Council

Conferences;

certification;

governmental

influences

AECT

AASL

Wisconsin WAVA

WASL

Big problem

5 months ago



(Group 8 report continue(1)

Affiliates may decide co work in a close cooperative effort,
securing some of the benefits of merging, while retaining the
independence of each group.

Finally, either after seriously considering and perhaps vOting
on merging, or not even taking Initial steps toward merging,
affiliates may continue on independent courses, occasionally
working together hut not to any great degree.

The send option provides breathing space for those affiliates tentatively
considerin: rger. Joint meetings, representation on each other's Boards,
coopetative Board meetings, and concerted legislative action provide opportunity
for assessing probable merger value for each affiliate. Merger quite likely
will result judging from the records of those ;(..ates that have merged or are
consiOoring a merger.

* * * * * *

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

GROUP 9 - Committee Members

rine Cashell
Ron \lclioati,
Fr.tni. is Nloa Hey

INTRODUCTION

1;ennis \Ayers
Cary Saretslcy
Kenneth Silber

Edt :tional technology does not operate in a vacuum. It operates, accord-
ing to "The Field of Educational Technology: A Statement of Definition" (AECT
Definition and Terminology Committee, 1972) in a social and professional con-
text. An important part oi that social context of the field is the existence
of alternative institutions to facilitate learning.

While we continuously evaluate the role of educational technolJgy and
the educational technologist in the predominant public school system, we have
paid little attention to the existence, importance, and implications of other
alternative systems which also facilitate learning. The definition statement
makes clear the importance of addressing ourselves to all alternatives.

It is not important with v'lich of these (alternative) formats the educa-
tional technologist agrees, fot they e.,:ist regardless of agreement or dis-
agreement. It is important that tw, doings be recognized about them: First,
there is a definite role for educational technology in each of chese alter-
natives. The role may differ from one to the next, but the field can serve
them all through the identification, development, and organization of learn-
ing resources. Second, it is the techniques and resources of the field of
educational technology which make possible the existence of these alternative
institutiotml forms for facilitating learning. (p. 43).
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ot the purposes of this report is to test these a:)suMptions. A second
purpow is related to the "common rhetoric"-about educational alternatives.
One often hears, for example, that the "open classroom" is "better, more free,"
and "more humanistic" than the "traditional system." This report attempts to
cut through these affective, general, and unclear statements by ;malyzing sev-
eral Alternatives aciording to an eXtensive List of components of educational
systems, identifying in what ways they are different and in what ways they are
not, and analyzing whether the alternatives have differences that .irc of real

educational significance or are merely the same system with a new name.

(13JECTIVES

From .these general purposes, we derived the following specific objectives
for our inquiry:

I. .dentify types of alternative institutions which facilitate learning.

ideniily components of these systems which needed systematic exam-
in order to define each system.

3. IdenHly and classify the components in each system, and organize
the data ir a matrix format.

Compare the alt, rnative systems in terms of the compone nts, identi-
fying differences and similarities.

Examine the premise that the aiter:,ntives dru re';.. y alternatives
to each other.

Expiore the role of educational technology and the educational tech-
nologist in each of the altermitives.

7. Draw conclusions rbout the implications of alteroati' es and their
impac: on edivational technology.

ALTERNATIVES

Some literature uses the term "alternative" to mean 'alternative to the
traditional public school system." This report takes a cifferent view. It

uses the term "alternative" to indicate that "all systems are alternatives to
each other"; i.e., the public school system is, also one of many possible
alternative institutions which can facilitate learning. The AECT Definition
Statement indicates the existence of five types of alternatives; current

school system, remote or mediated edwlational program, innovative education,
free school, learning network. We elected to analyze a specific example of
each of these types except for free schools (which are dying out due to lack
of funds). Specific alternative: examined were: a traditional classroom in
a traditional school, open concept/classroom within a traditional school system,
the SUN multi-media non-traditional higher education system (Cavert, 1974), and
a proposed future oriented living/learning system (Silber, 1972). Definitions
for ench of these alternatives are presented in Table I.
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(Group ( report continued)

COMPONENTS

An initial list of components was developed through the brainstorming
process. To test the exteLliveness of the list, and its clarity, specific
examples of the components were generated for the "open classroom" alterna-
tive. Based on this tryout, the list was modified. It became necessary to
re-examine the list for each new alternative (see Conclusions for an explan-
ation). The final set of components was: system goals, student goals, ante-
cedents, philosophical assumptions, nature of knowledge, norms, evaluation
purpcses, evaluation techniques, instructional management system, access to
instruction, pedagogical strategies, curricu]a, motivational strategies,
dissemination strategies, learning environment, people's roles, community
role, social structure, external influences. interface with other institutions,
fiscal support, expenditures, resources used, resources role in learning, role
of the field, and role of profession. Definitions for eqch of these compon-
ents are presented in Table 1.

MATRIX AXES AND CELLS

The alternatives and components were then put on the horizontal and
vErtical axes of a two-dimensional matrix.

Each cell in the matrix (that is, each cL,i,,,onent of .each alternative) was
then identified in terms that were specific and easily compared with terms in
other cells. The completed matrix, which represents the description of each
of the alternatives, is presented in Table 2.

COMPARISON

Comparison of the alternative educational systems was made possible
through examination of some of the components of each system. Major differ-

ences between the systems are best described in the following components: sys-

tem 'goals, student goals, philosophical assumptions, evaluation purposes, access
to instruction, people's roles, and social structure.

In examining the component "system goals" in Table 2, the most important
goal of each system has been listed in abbreviated form. For example, the
seven cardinal principles of education (e.g., ii-;e of leisure time, physical
health and well-being, preparation for work, etc.), acceptance of authority,
and enculturation are implicit goals of the traditional educational system.

The "system goals" component has the seven cardinal principles for edu-
cation listed for three of the four alternatives which demonstrates that some
societal beliefs influence our present educational systems very heavily. Where-

as, the living/learning system is completely oriented to the learner. As a

system, its only goal is to help learners determine their own goals. Indepen-

dence and decision-making development are the system goals. The open higher
education system shares the goal of aiding learners to reach their own goals
with the living/learning system, but is not oriented toward developing inde-
pendent action. By analyzing the rest of the components in a similar manner,
it is possible to see the similarities and differences among the systems.
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1

TYPOLOGY OF ALT IINATIVE SYSTEMS

Components I Traditional Il Open Education III - Open Higher Education (S-U-N) IV - Living/Learning System

System

goals

7 cardinal principles, acsAmt-

ance of and (lependence ou

authority, enculturation, basic
knowledge, skills, attitudes,

learning to v,.ork in industry

7 cardinal principles, skills,

Atitudes, self-actualizing,
individual and group

decision-making

Provide opportunity for adults

to reach their own goals
Independence and decision-

making on the part of students

Student

,oalss

None c;elf -a,tualizati on Career advancement, career

change, enrichment, individual
goals determined by individual
learners

Individual goals determined

by individual learners

Antecedents Perpetuation of the church;

child labor law;
British primary schools, reaction

to mssatisfaction with status quo;

frde schools; dal development
(e. g. Piaget) ; progressivism

(e. g, Dewey)

Open university; Impire State

College; U1N111; U, of Air;

Sesame Street; MPATI; Contin-

uing Education, Adult Education

Illich

Leonard

Futurists

Marx

Communes

Agraian vs. Industry

Philosophical

assumptions

People must he forced to

learn; people need to be
controlled

Desirable for student to take

increased responsibility for

OWD learning; process is more

important than content

Education is a lifetime pursuit;

society will benefit from more
highly educated aduits; desir-

ability of student-chosen studies

People want to learn; learning

is life and life is learning;

People must be involved in

decisions that affect their
lives

Nature of

knowledge

Knowledge is fixed; infor-

!nation is factual
I isu al l y fixed Knowledge fixed; information

is factual
Information is not necessarily

factual; belongs to all people;

changeable

Norms Only way to learn is to he

taught by a teacher; only

things worth learning are

taught in school; learning

is recognized through certi-

fication /accreditation

Only things worth learning

are taught in schools; learning

is recognized through certifi-

cat ion %accreditation; however,

student is able to input into
sciatic.. of tasks

Only things worth learning are

chosen by academically resp et-
ble university facniti; learning
is redognied bough L errification/
accreditation

Independence, individual

and social responsibility

Evaluation

purposes

Maintenance of power;

description; certification

accreditation; sorting out;
ranking; differentiation

Diagnostic ranking; descrip-

tion; accreditation/certification
Varies from course to course;

diagnostic; certification;

needs assessment; course revision

Feedback to student about

progress; certification;

sdlection of resources; data

about learning resources;

student affect

Motivation

strategies
Primarily extrinsic; aversive

control
Primarily intrinsic Intrinsic; externul; provided

somewhat by TV and materials
For learners; intrinsic and

extrinsic; for 700117Ce person

feedback on performance;

learning in return -
Dissemination

strategies

(1

System legislation for

mandatory attendance:

student mandatory enroll-

ment

System from mass media;
student mandatory and

opt ional

System Muss media coverage;

mailings; personal interviews with
S-U-N staff

System New towns; word of

mouth; student reorientation
use (try it)



TYPOLOGY OF ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS - Table 2 continued

Components I Traditional Il - Open Education III Open Higher Education (S-U-N) IV - Living/Learning System

Evaluation

techniques

Standardized norm-

referenced ,

Criterion and norm referenced

standardized

Criterion - referenced All techniques used (e.g. ,

performance, work samples,

interviews, tests, etc.)-
Instructional

management

system

Record student progress;

accreditation
Chart individual growth;

facilitate achievement
Pi ovides progress feedback to

students and S-U-N development

teams

Gather learner data; gather

resource utilization data;

makes objectives and

resources available

Access to

instruction

Enrollment age limitation

building-based; teacher
and other certified

personnel

Enrollment building-based

teacher, mediated teacher
and non-certificated

personnel

Open entry with possible con-

straints of time, money or lack

of other resources
,

Open; universal, no age

limits; inter-person contract-

ing; community-based

Pedagogical

strategies
One-too-many talking,
telling

Discovery learning; develop-

mental; decision-maldng;

individual and group activity

TV-based; systematic design of

instruction; concern for cognitive
and affective

Competency-based; all ways

available

Curriculum Fixed; linear stages; spiral

development
Fixed; linear stages; spiral

development
Linear; somewhat flexible; very

similar to traditional college

curriculum with the possibility

of service and enrichment courses

Learner-selected; personalized

Learning

environment
Rigid; mechanistic; highly

structured
Open access; simultaneous

activities/mterest centers;

noisy; high level of stimula-

tion; alternative utilization
of s L.Iol space

One that student create: for self Entire community

People's

roles

Student passive recipient S.. . cooperator;

input tO decision-maker;

produce knowledge;

Selector of learning environ-

ment

Teacher facilitator; tutor;
counselor; evaluator; manager
Parent - selector of altema-

S.wcient - active role; selector of

educational experiences; creator

of instructional setting; self-

diagnosis;

C.ther roles - content specialist;

instructional designer; evaluators

researchers; producers; tutors;

learning resource center
counselor

Everybody a learner and

resource; womb to tomb;

no full time educators;

MI people perform functions

to facilitate learning

1 1 `1

of info.mation;

Teacher - information dis-
penser; controller

Parents minimum partic-
iTaTfOii ;

Administrative - support:
fiscal; logistical; control

tives; assist and involved in
classroom; obtain resources;

Administration support;

fiscal and logistical; shared

decision-making
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C ommunity

role

Minimal participation;
provide fiscal support

Provide fiscal and logistical
support

Depends on course - may

be basis fo, human and non-

human reso..rces for student

Everyone/everything is a

learner/resource

Sedal
stimcnir e

Hierarchical; author-

itarian

Cooperative and independent;
minimal autocracy;

hie rarc hical

Student removed by time and

location; peer interaction

opticnal; hierarchical

Cooperation; equality; inter-

changeable role

External

influences

Unexamined assumptions

of society and community

Professional organizations NIE and other funding agencies;

state legislations; University of
Mid-America; extension courses;

university academic departments

Professional certification

standards

Interface

with other

institutions

None None Dependence on other institntions
for space and recognition

Entry requirements of pro-

fessional institutions; other-

wise none

TABLE 2
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ARE TAEY ALTERNATIVES?

Based on the evidence in Table 2, we can conclude that the systems analyzed
in the matrix are indeed alternatives. We feel comfortable saying this because
most of the components are different for each alternative.

However, we do not have sufficient data from the matrix to make definitive
statements about the nature and value of alternatives. That is, we do not know

from the matrix design the number and combination of components necessary to
(a) define and differentiate a unique alternative, and (b) produce sii.nificant
differences in processes and outcomes. For example, if we were to chunge some
of the components of tht "open classroom" alte Illative, would we have a new
alterlative with new processes and outcomes, or merely another "open classroom?"

\le did not uv.pand or restructure the mtrix to develop a model whi c--! indi-

,:ates both (a) the continuum of alternatives (if one exists) and (b) thi relatior

ships between the components. Therefore, this is a de .riptive rather eln

prescriptive analysis, and is limited only tc tilose 1-our alternative systems

studied.

EFFECT ON EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Four components of the alternative t,Jducational systems 3re of concern to
the field of educational technoloy and the profe ssional educational technolo-
gist: role of the field, role of the IT profe ional, the role p12yed by learn-

ing resources, and the types of learning resou rces used. These components are
analyzed in the secon& portion of the matrix, in Table 3. Each component is

discussed below.

Role of Field: The definition statement (AECT, 1972) suggets that the following
functions Nre perfoLmed in the field of educational technoloo: organization
management, personnel management, research/theo ry, design, production, evalua

Lion, 1o4ftics, utilization, utilization/di:. semination. An examination of

Table 2 indicates that while all these functions are performed in all the
alternatives, there is a high degree of variation in the magnitude of effort
and quality of consequences of various functions. Therefore, the field of

!ucationol technology should seek out and suPPort alternative educational
institutions in which its functions have a maximum imp act.

Role of the Educational Technologist: An examination of Table 3 indicates,

however, that who performs those functions of the field differs markedly from
one alternative to another. For example, in the s_u-N system, the design,
production, and logistics functions are nerforMed by highly trained educational

technology specialists. In the traditional sYstew, design functions are per-
formed by curriculum specialists and teachers , while production and logistics
functions are performed by both media personnel and other professionals (gra-

phic artists and librarians). In the Living/Learning system, all functions
would be performed by "regular people" (non-cert ificated personnel) whose

primary vocation lies outside the field of education. Therefore, some alter-

natives are likely to increase, and some to decrease, the role of the educa-

tional technologist. It is important to note that an increase in use of the
field and an increase in the role of the professional are not necessarily linked,

and the educational technologist may be placed in the position of deciding

between the good of the field and his/her own good.
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ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Components 1 Traditional II Open Education III Open Higher Education

Role of Fieki

Research-

th .rzy

Developmental; (e. g,

Montusorian 6 Piagetian)

...M..M.

IV - Living/Learning System

High level of tasks representing

all instructional technology

functions are carried out

Des ign Unsystematic intu itive

Production

E ation

Systematic based on devel-

opmental theory

Unique, varies from

systematic to intuitive

LOW level

local production

Descriptive;

punitive

Logistics Main focus

Middle level

focused on activity ci niers

Diagnostic; prescriptive

'vianagement High management for

uniformity

High to maintain flexibility
and diversity

High management to provide

iind control diverse oppor-

tunitios

High level for start-up

moderate level for ongoing,

maintenance, updating of

system

Self-evaluation; system

revision

Responsibility falls upon

learner

Low, data bank maintenance

Role of

Professional,
Emphasis on logktics

and production

Role of

learning

resources

Delivery of information,

limited, supplementary

to teacher-led instruc-

tion, production

Emu!, Ls on logi!tics;

greater emphasis en design

and local production

Research; design; production;

evaluation; logistics; sonic

utilization

All participants (certificated

or otherwise) perform all

requisite functions

Delivery of inforinction;

mod kited teac her pro-

duction

Delivery of instructional

information; evaluation;

motivation; feedback between

S-U-N and students

Delivery of information-

mediated teaching; learner
produced materials; pro-

duction; communication
among participants

11...
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Types of

learning

resources

used

CertifiL .ed instructor More materials, devices

and peer resources;

certified person

TABLE 3

High emphasis on print and

electronic (TV) media;

use of more systematic

techniques; non-certified

personnel

Non-certified personnel,

materials, devices, numerous

settings and techniques
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(Group 9 report continued)

Role of Learning Resources. Learning resources play different roles in the
different alternative education systems. In the traditional alternative,
resources are primarily conveyers of information, and are supplements to the
instructional role performed by certificated teachers. In the S-U-N system,
however, the learning resources assume the primary instructional role, even
performing the evaluation function. In the open education and learning system,
the resources also play a production function. In order to perform these dif-
ferent roles, resources must be designed (by educational technology) to incor-
porate the capabilities needed for these different roles.

Types of Resources. The types of resources used in each alternative differ.
In the traditional and learning systems, people are the most used resources;
however, in traditional system the people are certificated, while in the learn-
ing system, all people in the system are considered resources. In the open
classroom, materials, devices and techniquet, begin to play a more important
role, and in the S-U-N model, they play almost a total role. Finally, in both
the S-U-N and learning system alternatives, the setting begins to change.
Again, educational technology as a field should support those alternatives
which use a variety of resources, rather than those limited to single resources.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the information gained from this study, we can make five general
observations or conclusions about educational alternatives.

1. The language we use to describe the traditional alternative (the
predominant alternative in our society) is not adequate or suffi-
ciently descriptive and discriminating to describe all alternative
systems. For example, the term "teacher" as used in the traditional
alternative is not clear or broad enough to cover all of the instruc-
tional roles that people and learnilg resources play in the other
alternatives. Indeed, the habits of language may serve as a shield
which prevents us from seeing both the need for alternatives and
the ways of implementing them. We must be careful with our use of
current language, ane create new language, in order to understand
the need for, and the operation of, some alternative systems.

2. There is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the four alter-
natives we have studied would not be possible without the appli-
cation of technology. For example, the S-U-N system depends
upon the systematic design and evaluation procedures of educa-
tional technology, as well as the sophisticated materials and
equipment of educational technology (television).

3. It would appear that in order to have an effective alternative
there should be congruence among all the components of the sys-
tem; if there is not congruence, the system's goals will probi-bly
be subverted. For example, there is a discrepancy between the
stated goals of lifelong learning and the practice of making
universal education available only for a limited period of time
during one's life. Such a discrepancy is likely to produce dis-
sonance and dissatisfaction in the system.

11 )
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(Group 9 report continued)

4. The matrix used in this report to analyze alternatives could
be expanded to serve as a basis for a handbook or guidebook
on alternatives, one which could be used by parents and
students to make choices among alternative educational sys-
tems, or to create a local version of an existing alternative.

5. AlternaLive educational systems have a profound effect on the
field and the profession of educational technology, and edu-
cational technologists must become aware o , involved in, con
cerned about, and an advocate for alterna Ave educational
systems which maximize the philosophy and techniques of the
field of educational technology.
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"Religion, morality, and knowledge, being necessary
to good government and the happiness of mankind,
schools and the means of education shaZZ foreveP
be encouraged." - From the preamble, Northwest
Ordinance of 1789

Instructional technology--sword or plowshare? With its tremendous power
to change and mold ideas and actions, Instructional Technology possesses poten-
tial as an instrument of prosperity...or a weapon of destruction. But tech-
nology is neither good nor bad in and of itself; it is human intent which
determines the beneficial or detrimental use of technology. It is little won-
der that media professionals are beginning to ask themselves about the moral
implications of the use of instructional technology.

We are in an era of emerging concern for morality. On the eve of its
200th anniversary, our nation has been brought to its knees. Distraught by
the scandalous misconduct of public officials, disillusioned by continuing
disclosures of dishonesty at all levels of government, industry and professions,
an entire people's, concern is being focused on questions of morality and eth-
ical behavior.
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(Croup 10 report continued)

Is it not fitting then, in this time of individual and corporate intro-
spection, for a profession--more specifically, its mc thers--to renew their
search for those fundamental moral issues and obligations which guide their
behavior?

In probing for the moral issues and obligations of a profession and its
members, at least two questions quickly arise, What is morality? and, What are
the moral principles which guide moral behavior?

The 6uswer to the question, "What is moral t:?" suggests a definition or,
perhaps more importantly, a premise on which to build further questions and
answers. For our purposes then, let us adopt the following thoughts as basic
to our understanding of its need for morality and what morality is.

Everyman is free to exercise and enjoy his own :elf-will,
to experience the freedoms of his own choice.

But there will be a point at which the self-will, and
freedoms of an individual will come into contact with
the self-will and freedoms of another individual. At
this point, each individual must present, for examina-
tion, his own self-will and freedoms so that they might
be temv-ed into a mutually accepted group will and
freedom. This negotiation of wills and freedoms is
accomplished and maintained through positive human
interaction.

Human interaction generates leadership and followership,
each with certain obligations to the other. The carrying
out of their obligations can happen in ways which either
support and nuu,-ish, or which undermine and destroy the
individual or the group.

Behavior which supports and nourishes is based on moral
principles.

Behavior which undermines or destroys is based on immoral
principles.

Leadership, therefore, in a humane and demotratic society,
implies moral obligations and responsibilities.

As a next step, one needs to look at those traits or attributes which
might characterize "moral" behavior. Such a list is found in Appendix A.

BASIC PRINCIPLES CF MORALLY

The Worth of the Individual

1. Recognition and acceptance of the individual's worth is essential
to the group process.

2. A "humane person" is trustworthy, honest, empathetic and open.
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(Group 10 report continued)

3. A person's values are the foundation for his/her consistent
behavior.

4. The individual is directly influenced by the peer group.

5. Educators must focus on the client's total needs.

6. Decision-making is an individual responsibility.

7. Group goals incorporate aspects of individual needs.

8. Personal involvement is conditioned by clear understanding
of role.

9. Behaviors to influence the values, judgments, behaviors,
beliefs or attitudes of others carries a moral obligation
and responsibility.

10. One's professional 'life" is greater than one's professional
role. (Personal morals, values, beliefs)

11. The individual's goals and objectives must be consiu ,ed
when formulating, modifying or evaluating ias.itutional goal:-

12. Educators will be more effective working with others when
they have developed a positive self-concept.

13. Institutional objectives should incorporate the individual's
goals.

Group

1. Group effectiveness is dependent upon the humaneness of the
individuals within it.

2. Cooperation is enhanced when two or more individuals are
open with themselves and each other.

3. People are more important than things.

4. Short and long range planning are moral responsibilities.

5. An equitable reward system to serve faculty and students

enriches creation of ideas.

6. Group goals incorporate aspects of individual needs.

7. Trust is a product of shared success.

8. A group's viability is determined by its reponse to the needs
of its members and its clientele.

9. Group performance is dependent upon the clarity of personal

and group goals.

10. Continued involvement is conditioned by feedback and group

support.

11. Mutual self-actualization of colleagues improves the pro-

fession's quality.

12. Sensitivity to the individual, personal and professional
needs of clients promotes receptiveness of ideas.
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13. Collective individual moral conduct provides the morality
of the group (e.g. modeling).

14. Development is dependent upon acceptance of and consideration
of feedback.

15. Quality of group cohesion is improved by cooperation, trust
and openness.

Interorganizational

1. A group's identity or viability is determined by its response
to the needs of its members and its clientele.

2. Organizational behavior to impact. the broader society carries
a moral responsibility to the general good or welfare.

3. Organizations should consider society first, then its member-
ship, clientele, etc.

4. Goals of organizations should incorporate broader social needs.

Leadership

1. Leadership requires continued learning.

2. Decision-making is a situational, moral, social and scientific
process.

3. Short and long range planning must incorporate and enhance
each other.

4. Basic philosophical considerations in leadership consist of:
involvement of others, delegation of authority, trust and
holding peopl? accountable.

5. Participatory decision-making is productive when a policy
decision which is made - will affect the group.

6. An equitable reward system to serve faculty and students
enriches creation of ideas.

7e Leadership may be strengthened by stronger self-concept and
sensitivity to one's environment (other people, technology,
broader social concerns).

8. Leadership is a shared community responsibility and process.

9. Decision-making regarding instructional objectives, aimed at
change in the affect of its audience implies: a moral
responsibility.

10. "The harder a leader leads and works, the luckier he becomes."

11. Decis' --making should result in action, even if it is inactive.

12. The ability to organize is a key dimension in leading others.

13. A decision's quality is generally improved by additional,
related input.
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Moral Dimensions of Human Relationships

Think of the individual - you, he, she - as a stone. Stones,

fastened with mortar, form walls. Walls go together to form a Temple
our Global Village on a Fragile Earth.

Each stone has fundamental responsibilities and concerns for the
wall and Temple. The same "other-directed' responsibility holds true
for the wall. The Temple in this analogy depends on each and every
stone. In reverse, the stone and wall rey upon the Temple. Respons-

ibility, therefore, is bi-directional.

The building components are not necessarily the same as their
counterparts (stones differ), but they dre unified; they operate in
systematic harmony. Also, the Temple is an open, changing structural
system. For example, stones are replaced.

Mortar for this Temple includes honesty, trust, responsibility,
a greater overriding concern for others and the overall system (stone,

wall, temple).

Relationships among/between groups, individuals, organizations
are singularly essential to the morality and quality of each compon-

ent. The relationships are more important than any single element.

Figure 1 represents this interrelatedness among individuals,
groups and organizations. Let's impose these ele:ents and relation-
ships on an organization (e.g., The Association for Educational Com-
munications and Technology and other professional associations).

We believe that an organization should "raise its sights."
SOCIETY - and all it entails - is of utmost importance when an
organization considers its responsibilities. What is best for

Society?...Not just the student. What should we do for Society?...

not just our membership. What should we not do for Society?...not

considering just "education." These lesser societal parts are impor-

tant but consideration of them should not block a visionary, inclusive
approach to the establishment of goals, concerns and responsibilities.

Decisions should be reached with this universal perspective in mind.
Do we merge with the American Library Association? Consider first: Is

it best for the student, the taxpayers...Society in general. Does the

Lake Okoboji Educational Media Leadership Conference contribute to AECT?
What does it contribute? Even more important are: Does the conference
contribute to society (including its individuals)? If so, what?

Another responsibility of a professional association is that it
"helps furnish the social bonds through which society coheres." (Merton,

1958, p. 53)

Figure 1 reflects selected linkages among individuals, groups,
organizations and the larger society. The inherent moral dimensions
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,7 INDIVIDUALS

The worth of the individual

is a itAintlation stone to the

democratic concept

GBOUPS

effectiveness of the

v,ioup is dependent upon

the humaneness of

individuals within it

ORGANIZATIONS

SELECTED MORAL DIMENSIONS OF HUMAN RELATIONSIPS

ON DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUA

Behavior to influence

tIlk values, .)1', dg ments,

behaviors, beliefs, or

attitudes of others

carries a moral obli-

gation aII respol101nity

Recogni ion md accept-

.*-4. ance of the individual's
worth is essential to the

group process

i
Mutual self-actualization

of colleagues improves

the quality of the pro-

4-40+

The identity or viability

of a group is determined

by its response to the

needs of its members and

its clientele

SOCIETY

Cont inued invol vement

is conditioned by feed-

back and group support

Cal lec tive indiv ide il

moral conduct pro-

vides the morality oi

the group

Organiza ional behavior to

impact the broader society

carries a moral responsibil-

ity to th general good or

waiiare

Personal involvement may he

strengthened when potential

satisfaction of relevant

personal needs is perceived

LEADERSHIP/PROCESS

Trust is 'a product of

shared success

Quality of group cohesion

is improved by cooperation,

trust, :ind openness

Leadership is a shared

community responsibility

and process

Leadership requires a

moral responsibility in

a humane and demo-

cratic society

if
Leadership may be

strengthened by stronger

self-concept and sensi-

tivity to one's environ-

ment

1.1

Personal involvement is

conditioned by clear

understanding of role

Group pe formance is

dependent upon the

clarity of personal and

group goals

Goals of organizations

should incorporated

broeler social needs
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of human relationships are depicted from the-abstract to the concrete
in a horizontal continuum. Interrelationships between and among indi-
viduals, groups and organizations are depicted on the vertical continuum.

For example, we accept the worth of the individual as a foundation
stone of the democratic concept. Moving right on the level of the indi-
vidual, it follows that we support the principle that behavior to influence
the values, judgments, behaviors, beliefs, or attitudes of others carries
a mural obligation and responsibility. Acceptance of this principle
requires, as we move downward to the group level, that we note that recog-
nition and acceptance of the individual worth is essential to the group
process. Moving (left) to the more basic principles on the group level,
we see that the group process is also critically linked to the principle
that group effectiveness is dependent upon the humaneness of individuals
vho comprise the group.

Relationships between groups, organizations and the larger society
are similarly identified.

Superimposed over the network of relationships is the leadership
process deemed crucial at all levels an,2 at every point of the continuum.
Selected universal principles are offered as interdependent components
of the total leadership process.

Though principles included are not intended as mutually exclusive,
he network described is intended to provide a comprehensive view of the
total system. Additional principles can be inserted at individual dis-
cretion.

The decision paradigm which follows is offered as an expounded
inventory of principles wit.h behavioral examples. The reader is
encouraged to substitute other principles, assumptions, and alternative
behaviors of particular interest.

A FINAL "HYMN"

As technology takes its surging place in the main stream of society,
the communication potential for the good, for the bad is almost beyond
comprehension.

This "multiplier" effect for moral dilemmas makes the traditional"moral imperative" just that: imperative!

We close with this injunction. Take steps that are "clean" steps, then
go on to build--through these decisions--an

environment that is trusting,
truthful, expansve.

REFERENCES
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PRINCIPLES ASSUMPTIONS E PREMISES

DECISION PARADIGM

P JAVIOR 1, ACTIONS

I, INDIVIDUAL

Recognition ad
acceptance of the

individual's worth

is essential to the

group process

The worth of the individual is

a foundation stone to the deltic,-

cratie concept.

EXAMPLES OF

ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIOR
DECISIONS

We always look at the impact

of the principle in tvorking

with individuals.

Make all the decisions ourselves

3s

Pseudo involvement,

Page I No. 2.

IL GROUP

Group performance

is tlependent Upon

the clarity of

personal and group

goals,

The group can arrive at a

common goal.

There are "hichlen agendas".

Indivkluals are playing politics.

Individuals are capable of set-

ting their own goals.

The Dean is willing to hear

and accept the perceived

goals of his staff.

The individual is willing to

accept working within institu-

tional goals.

The Dean can ignore the indi-

vidual's perceived goals.

The Dean accepts the individ-

ual's perceived goals.

The individual accepts part of

the institutional goals because

of 'hidden agenda",

All parties accept mutual goals,

III. INTER-

ORGA NIZATIONAL

The identity or
viability of a group

is determined by

its response to

needs of its mem-

bers & clientele,

The whole organization must

respond to the changing needs

in the "environment" of its

clientele.

We are providing a service

for others.

AECT provides information

on how to produce graphics E

materials through the national

magazine E workshops -

responsive to the needs of

libraries, faculty, students,

administrators, etc.

We don't hear the needs of

cl ientele,

We place our organization needs

ahead of cli..ntele needs.

We base our actions on positive

response to clientele needs.

No

No

> Yes

) No

> Yes

) No

Yes

No

) No

Yes

IV. LEADERSHIP

Decision-making

is a situational,

moral, social and

sc i entific process,

We have a consistent moral

coaduct,

To have consistency in !coral

conduct, a person must be a

model hiniself. (MAFIA)

Do as I do,

Do as I say.

Do it your way.

C ompromise.

Do what is right,
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APPENDIX : Characteristics of Morality

honesty

integrity

risk taking

non-sectarian

openness

humaneness

concern

eclectic

receptiveness

decision-making

flexibility

concensus

cooperation

coalition

collaboration

humility

sincerity

vision

sensitivity

respect

responsibility

obligation

character

faith

observation

awareness

vigilance

quality control

persistence

reliability

perserverance

empathy

sympathy

strategies

interest

competitiveness

compassion

fortitude

intelligence

knowledge

information

insight

intuition

organized

value system

developer

mercy

trust

other directedness

.self-respect

self-concept

commitment

dedication

engineering of consent

APPENDIX B: Chronology of the Product Development

1. Characteristics (Appendix A)

2. Basic Principles of Morality

3. Decision Paradigm

4. Moral Dimensions of Human Relationships

5. Interorganizational Implications

6. Conclusion

* * * * * *
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teamness

humor

mutuality

service

direction

theory & practice

sexuality

balance

compromise

conciliation

self-improvement

accountability

social ability

interaction

faith

habit patterns

consistency

modeling

determination

enthusiasm

charisma

discretion

tact

human relations

love

self-actualizing

golden rule



These concerns, written by the delegates to the 1974 Okoboji Conference,
were submitted to the Planning Committee for their use in selecting resource
delegates and in delineating subtopics for the Conference. They were further
used as an input for delegate discussion during the opening sessions of the
Conference itself.

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY: ISSUES AND CONCERNS

ROY B. BENNION (Utah)

The term "Instructional Technology" could imply a systems approach to instruction; however, there
are many interrelated subsystems, each with its own concerns and issues.

Research of the variabies of instruction:

A. What are the present philosophies of instruction: Myth, truth, or what?
B. What do we actually "know" about various instructional variables?
C. What are the units of the instructional variablos to be investigated?
D. What can we do to standardize research?

Development of instructional systems:

A. What development model provides the greatest efficiency and effectiveness?--Team of
specialists who overhaul the world and hand it to the classroom teacher--expert consultants
who train the teachers to "do it yourself"--you name it.

B. What about management systems?--Contract between subject-matter experts and instruc-
tional technologistsetc. 7

C. What system of content analysis is most effective? (Remember: Garbage in - Garbage Out!)

D. How do we train capable instructional developers?

E. Should there be a national interchange of developed courses and a coordinated effort to
develop such "national" courses for the various high-density student population courses?

F. Is there a theory base for development?

III. Evaluation of instructional packages:

A. Can the authors of an instructional package validly evaluate it?--National evaluation
standards 7

B. How can you evaluate any instructional system without documented, precise goals and
mastery criteria?

C. How cab the high cost of formal evaluation be reduced?--Contracting and PERT charting?

IV. Evolving Technology Systems:

A. What are the changes in instructional philosophy coming from such CIA systems as TICCIT
or PLAT0?--Two and one half years experience in TICCIT courseware development has
shown a number of issues and concerns in this area.

B. How will the new video-disc industry effect and affect instructional technology?

C. What capabilities should we as instructional technologists insist on being developed in the
video-disc players soon to come on the market (l975)?--Experience with TICCIT learner-
control variables dictates some special capabilities which are highly desirable for the
video-disc systems.

2. JACQUELINE E. BLONDIN (Philippines)

In Developing Countries:

I. The expression Instructional Technology has the characteristic of alarming school administrators
and teachers for it implies, for them, a wide use of expensive equipment and high cost materials.
These being considered as generally prohibitive because of limited financial resources, the result
is, for many, technical rejection of instructional technology as a process in instruction and instinc-
tive clutching to a cherished traditional static approach.
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Constraints:

A. Edneatieni rarely equips the individual for atlapting to chan;e ',virile .1 culture can survive only
by lwmg able to change

11, In general education, technology is not ire,ired with a conceptual approach; it is usually an
appendage

C. Research in industrialized countries appears to be concenwd with only the most sophisticated
techniques

D. Few attempts are made to develop an understandhig of the uses of technology even though it is
vital to the world of tcxlay and, consethwntly, should be part of any basic education

E. With about one-third the population and only one-quarter of the young people in the world,
developed countries spend ten times more money on ethication than developing countries. I
Think of the gap between these two worlds!

Considep9:

A. To what extent are educational systems able of adapting themselves to changing circumstances?
B. Does instructional technology encourage the .levelonment of people with independent minds?
C. Instructional Technology conditions the nwthods and to a greater or lesser extent, the content of

the educative process. What about the resources these methods offer?
D. To adapt educational systems for the introduction of new technologies is a laudable effort but

what about teacher-training programmes?
E.. Developing countries badly need systems of educational planning and evaluation. Is there any

way that Instructional Technology in industrialized countries become involved and committed
to instructional development of third world countries and make a valid contribution to the
solution of their instructional probleins?

3. WARREN A. BOYD, JR. (Connecticut)
I. What C wiety needs, will Society get)

A. Today's society demands and needs a different type of citizen produced by education. Charles
Hobal (AVI. Ian. 74) quoted Jerome Kagan who wrote: "Every society must sort its children
accoiding to the traits it values... A society needs a set of people whom it can trust and give
responsibility to for the management of its capital and rescitirces, for the health..., the legal
prerogatives...the wars of its people."

B. Hoban says we need a "restoration of the values of faith, trust, and humanity, the last of which
I would make interchangeable with caring about otiiers, and a heroic life of compassion toward
those in education. This is the very opposite of the Rat Race, the juvenile gang, ruthless
competition, and detachment from our neighbors." (Author's italics)

C. Working with other institutions, can education change people's attitudes toward--for instance
Competition a n d Compassion?

II. IT and the World, the Fragile Earth, the Future

A. Dr. Wernher Von Braun: language evolved because man felt the need to communicate
nonreal-time information and abstract ideas. Perhaps as a result of the communications explosion
mankind can evolve a universal language. Certainly, space development...is beginning to provide
the only solution to one of the most difficult problems facing all nations, rich and poor alike:
effective communications." (National Observer, 26 Oct. 73)
1. With this increase in global communication, can IT helr, to establish a universal language?

Will it? What can it do?
2. What effect will global communicationave on the United States' position in world affairs?
3. Will IT and education help U.S. citizens learn from other rations as they reportedly have

been learning from us)
B. With the energy crisis gathering momentum, we must consider whether two hamsters on an

exercise wheel can proN..ide sufficient power for an overhead protector.
1. What will happen to the instructional technologist when th e is insufficient power to run

his projectors and computers?
2. Can IT make enough impact on the decision-makers so that it will have enough power

(electrical, solar, wind, nuclear, etc.) without impairing others' health or greatly depriving
them?

C. With Society in general, IT must look to, and plan for, the Future. Our technology gives us
advantages in Futurism. Will we utilize our equipment and materials at hand to help ease the
transition into Tomorrow rather than letting it take us by surprise?

III. The Domain revisited
A. Will the instructional technologist become a "man (person) for all systems"?

1. Is the trend toward generalist or specialist? Which is better?
2. If the trend is toward the Generalist, how much can one person handle in terms of time in

school, for study and training, expertise in X-number of disciplines, etc. ? Might the
Generalist be biting off more than he can chew?

3. If the trend is specialization, what can be done to counter professional tunnel vision and
provincialism in thought and consideration?

Edgar Faure et al. Learning To Be (Paris: Unesco Harrap, 19'72).
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IV. Accountability and Systems
A. ..11) the entire educational system-AT in particularhumanite teaching anti learning?

1. Will machines de-personalito education and eventually the students? Can we offset (his or
minimize it by planning and compensadon?

B. Can we hismanize accountability and systematic approaches to education to lessen their (real
and imagined) threat?

C. Are we reading the handwriting on the wall regarding accountahility and systems?
1. Can we show that we are getting "more bang for the buck"?
2. Can we be accountable and lead our colleagues in that direction?
3. Can we be "systern(s)atic" and help others?

D. Cannot somebody get together with somebody else and agree on a common language and
common symbols for systems approaches? (A common systems al2proach is not recommended or
requested here.)

V. Training of the Instructional Technologist
A. Is there too much emphasis on "TIIE Ph. D. ''?

1. Are we preparing sufficient number of in,ister's degree recipients and specialists for positions
in government, Industry and community colleges? University of Iowa De-an for Advanced
Studies Frank F.. Horton wrote: "Recent reports have shown an increasing demand in the
private sector for individuals with master's level training." (FYI 19 Feb. 73)

2. What is our attitude toward the master's candidate and recipir.nt and his/her program? Is
it considered an crextra year of technical training"? Dean Horton: "I have had discussions
with faculty members (at Michigan and Iowa)... which have highlighted my concern that
the master's degree and programs leading to the master',. degree suffer a certain credibility
gap in relation to the academic standaixk." (Ibid)

B. If the tTend is toward the instructional technologist being a rrnaissance person--expert in many
diverse fields--what ect will this have on academic programs in our universities?

VI. IT and Revolution
A. Change

I. Instructional Technology can beand should be--in the front lines of change.
2. Can IT help people adjust to change and lessen their "future shock"?
3. As in Futurism, are we looking ahead to ease change and control it by careful planning

and analysis.
B. Is IT preaching an entirely different form of teaching and learning?

1. Are vie trying to make it "fit" within the present system?
2. If these two systems are incompatible or if the present system refuses to accept IT's approach,

would it be better to establirh a:: alternative "y:'.
3. Should we advocate overthrow or disbandment the present educational system?

VII. Catalyst for Cooperation
A. Within education, ,roblems--universal as well as local--must be met by the combined inter

disciplinary forces of the poet and technologist, the philosopher and artist, the scientist and
humanist.

B. We see colleagues in other disciplines refusing to share ideas; e.g. , the geologist knows not
what the engineer does; the same holds true for the linguist and the historian.
1. Cannot IT--comparatively non-disciplinary--lead the way toward more interdisciplinary

work?
2. interdisc iplinary- -

a. Where more Federal money is now...
b. Where more of the questions' answers probably are.

3. Can we serve as advocates for the profession-ls in other fields: selling and buying their
wares, combining and analyzing their effortsall to blend active, cooperative, viable
pproach to problem solving and learning?

C. "Interdisciplinary" refers to outside of the classroom, the educatioaal institution.
1. We should work more wiThrnuseums. Many of them are using videotape and television.

a. Some educational psychologists say that we learn something better if we "totally
experience" it. If this is the case, the instructional technologist can definitely
learn from the colleague in the museum.

b. The museum can be a good source for ideas, approaches, techniques and jobs.
2. For new leaders, new blood and new graduate students, let's outside education. is

in others; let their ideas contribute spice and provoke bobbles in our melting pot of i:
ticinal development or technology.

3. There is little coordination and coop.!:ation with our counterparts in industry--those "mercenary
media persons." Each group--education and industry--can contribute ideas, equipment, people,
jobs, money.

4. Futurists predict tand trends seem to indicate) that education will become the responsibility
of other institutions as learning moves out of the classroom. What ramifications does this
have in:
a. Funding?
b. Responsibility?
c. Decision snaking?

VIII. "T" is for technology
A. The information technology 7 disposal will become less expensive, smaller and faster.
B. It will have greater capaci be easier to operate.
C. What do those projections i for the future of the instructional techr.,logist?
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IN !, $ $ -Funding
11. /low we fund Alternati, e loriit. ot education? Shoo Id we timd Alternative forms of education?

l'he Wilding of education neds rethinking ;mild rewoi-.1,-Wg', primal ily because no one is happy with
it.

Concern Over tom:ems
A. I fear a merry-go-round Atmosphere in IT. We seem to be grabbing at the same rings as we were

20 years ago. For example:
I. What is the role of the audio-visual specialist (instrnctional technologist) in education.i.
2. How can we hetter "sell" audio-visual (11)?
3. What are the basic functions of the audio-visual program?
-I. flow can we tell industry what we want and need in the way of equipment?

B. Rethinking of problems and philosophies is good; however, there seems to be little progress or
change from the time the questions were asked first. Are we spinning wheels or going around in
circles? On does every "yonng discipline" go through this?

-1. GERALD R. BRONIG (Washington)

Atter some considerahle thought, I have placed my concerns into the followin;, ir switements:

I. Personnelthey make it happen. In many ways it seems as though the expectations livid for personnel
in tile edneational technology field exceed their ability to perform. can we measure the real
performinIce level possible of the field taken as a wholehow can w, measure its ability to positively
impact on learning programs both in and out of the formal school?

11. information vs. Things. All too many library/media programs remain oriented to the things contained
in the A ollection rather than the informadon, and how it can be used, contained in the things in the
collection. How can we further the development of information orientation? How can we further
develop the abilities of our library/information system to employ the principles r` educational tech-
nology to design systems for information delivery and use?

W. Technologyfrom the storeroom into application. Technological developments, in the hardware
area, have Always led hy a great margin our Ability to make use of these technologies. How can we
further our ability to use new technologieahow can we reduce the gap from invention to utilization?
Further, with technology, how can we overcome the problems of incompatibility between specific
pieces of equipment employed in the technological processes.

Assixiationsreflectiotis on the past. Associations play a critical role in affecting change within
society ,And specifically within the field which they represent. All too frequently associations are
reflections cm the pastreflections as described by the leadership of the associations. How can our
AfrT increllse its effectiveness in building upon the past into a strengthened future that facilitates
the utilization of the tools and processes of educational technology in meeting all learning needs faced
in our country. How can our AECT increase its Ability to influence decision making within other
associations and within governmental bodies--how can our association make decisions concerning what
directions its influence should go.

5. NORAN I_ BUSSE (Nebraska)

The Lssues and concerns of instructional technology which, I feel, are extremely important to the endeavors
of educAtional leadership in attainment of their objectives to provide information, direction and service to
the public Are As follows:

I. Public FAluc at' on
A. Present and future media needs of our students.
P. Teacher and classroom instructional media needs
C. School and school centered needs.
D. State rtandardization of media competencies of teachers.
E. State and national unification in instructional technology organization.

II. Higher Education
A. Instructional needs at the higher education level.
B. Promote media with instructional staff.
C. Promote media with future teachers.
D. Correlate and inform of pending media studies
E. Standardize media certification.
F. Unify media leaders.

11I. Organizational
A. Provide direction, leadership and guidance to media leaders.
B. Promote the unity of audiovisual, library and radio-television.
C. Inform members of pending research, innovations and trends.
D. Provide service in the selection, evaluation and acquisition of media.

1
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IV, Public
A. Promote educational tecluiology to the public.

Provide service to the public, i. e., ETV, articles and newsletters.
C. Join with business and industry in informing the public.
I). Provide lo'nt conferences, I. v., state and national organizations.
F. Involve comninnity leaders.

6. EDWARD P. CAVEAT-ULLA (Maine)

I. Can Instructional Development be utilized effectively by public schools?
llow can educators be redirected to utilize output measures instead of input measures (i.e. , hours
in class, semester hours) that are typically employed?

III. What is an appropriate means for determining an appropriate delivery system? This question becomes
particularly relevant as educators individualize instruction and provide a number of ways to achieve a
goal.

IV. Can cable television provide a delivery system that Is capable of bringing post-secondary editcation
to individuals who heretofore have not been able to take advantage of this opportunity ?
What are the implications of the rise of lifelong learning and the decline in size of student bodies to
higher iducation in i.,eneral and to instructional technology in particular.

VI. How can media specialists determine when one delivery system is more cost-effective ihan another
system '

VII. What are the provisions of the new copyright law and will they make a change in the way educators
copy or do not c opy materials?

VIII, What are the competencies that an educator must have in the area of instructional technology at
the pre-service, in-service, and media specialist levels?

7. FRANK V. COLTON (Kentucky)

hnitructional Technology training for teachers
A. Pre-servicC practices

1. The application of media to teaching
2. Impact on teaching of pre-planning instruction

B. In-service practices
1. Evaluation of effectiveness of teachers using media
2. Released time to work on instructional development

a. Motivation for teachers to engage in instructioril development
3. Demand for design specialists to help teachers witl pre-planning

a. Doubtful impact of design specialists on school systems''
Instructional Technology's application in the Health Sciences**
A. Identification of exemplary programs offering media support
B. Specialized media applications

According to 1971-72 annual report, The Education Professions, Part IV, A Manpower Survey of
the School Library Media Field, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare.

*Specifically, allied health, physical therapy, dental hygiene, medical technology and nursing.

S. JOHN T. COURTNEY (Nebraslia)

My chief concerns are:
A. The unification of programs.
B. Progressional pre-service preparation.
C. Self-awareness of media specialists own position and function in relation to administration,

faculty and students.

9. DENNIS W. FLENIKEN (Louisiana)

I. Role of Technology
A. In the classroom
B. Teacher education programs

11. Proper training of pre-service and in-service teachers to effectively integrate instructional
technology into the curriculum.

III. Preparation and Certification of media personnel
IV. Adequate funding for the development and implere,mtation of programs at all levels of instruction.
V. Impact of decreasing school enrollment upon the availability of funds fat development and

implementation of new programs.
VI. Instructional technology has not "1 .:rd up to its billing." The impact at the grass-roots level has

been negligible.
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10. CHARLES G. FORSYTHE (Pennsylvania)

I. Financing Instructional Technology
A. Federal Funding
B. State Funding
C. Local Funding
D. Private Funding

II. Accountability of Instructional Technology
A. Making Instructional Technology accountable

III. Cost Effective Instructional Technology
A. Technology to save money
B. Reliability in systems

IV. Role of Television
A. Public television
B. Commercial television
C. Cable television
D. Closed-circuit television
F. Videocassette and disc video

V. Individualized Instruction
A. Technological support
B. Technological planning
C. Systematized approach

11. ROBERT E. GRIFFIN (Pennsylvania)

I. What is the role(s) of the instructional technologist today and how are practitioners the discipline
to cope with ever increasing tasks?
A. Is there such a thing as the "traditional" audio visual specialist?
B. How does the speciality of instructional development fit into the scheme of modcm instructional

technology?
1. Instructional technology can no longer claim only a hardware or mechanical orientation.

The diversification of the national organization, the Association of Educational Communi-
cations and Technology, into specialized interest groups attests to this fact.

II. How can the academic discipline of instructional technology insure and maintain an adequate number
of quality college and university preparatory programs in instructional technology?
A. Should there be a standard which instructional technology programs are measured against?
B. Are current instructional technology degree programs turning out a useless product dated before

its time?
III. What is the relationship of instructional technology to other academic and professional fields?

A. Should instructional technology be an outside service requested when needed or should this
discipline be completely integrated into other fields?

B. Led by the area of medical education instructional technology is moving away from an extremely
general understanding of disciplines to a much more sp ific view. Because of this more specific
outlook instructional technology can be more integrated into programs rather than
being merely a window dressi,,g.

IV. Who will provide the funds to maintain and expand instructional technology projects and programs?
A. What is the future of external funding (governmental, private, etc.)?
B. Will educational institutions be willing to divert limited funds based on the promise that

instrucdonal technology will somehow lessen their burden?
C. How will incentiv9s be provided to industry to shift from instructional technology hardware

production to a more equitable compromise with software production?

12. JOAN F. GRIFFIS (Oregon)

The issues listed below are ,:hc6e of interest to the Board of Directors and the membership of the Oregon Edu-
cational Media Association.

I. Diszict and Building Level Program Development

A. What strategies can we utilize to dev. lop successful in-service programs (for teachers and
administrators) which would improve the use and effectiveness of media programs?

B. How can we help building and district level media people develop public relations skills?
C. With the new AECT/AASL program standards almost a reality, what strategies might be

implemented for their promotion to the educational community?
D. It is apparent that educational groups with the greatest political finesse get the biggest share of

the echcational dollar. Since the percent of money being allocated to Instructional Technology
is decreasing, it would seem pertinent to suggest that sme way we need help is in gaining lobbying
skills. Could this subject be a topic for Okohoji, 1974?

II. Technological Development
A. Formalized research studies in Instructional Technology are limited, particularly in the area of

district and building level programs. Should AECT and AASL jointly or separately set aside funds
to provide grants for research to test and evaluate contemporary school and district media programs?
What guidelines and goals might be established for such research were it to be authorized by the
two national boards?



B. What has been the value or success/failure rate of statewide or regional evaluation networks?
What criteria should be considered before such a network is established? What guidelines should
be used for equipment/materials evaluations conducted by such a network?

C. Recent trends in materials design and packaging have been in the direction of total learning
programs. Some of these packaged systems, such as the Hold Data Bank Social Studies Program
are a closed system and do not encourage the use of outside resources. Should we take a position
on such systems and the trend they represent? What effect could such systems have on media
programs?

Professional Development

A. The energy crisis has caused all of us to carefully evaluate the use of three resources: time,
dollars and materials, particularly as they relate to professional growth and development. In
Oregon, the annual spring meeting was changed in 1973 to a series of area conferences. The
response was greater than we had anticipated. The development of AECT regional leadership
conferences seems a positive move towards conserving travel time and dollar expenditures while
reaping the far great advantages of expanded open participation and regional development.
Should AECT place a greater emphasis on these regional meetings and give more financial sup-
port to them?

B. We have, within our field, members who are "thinlers" and "reflectors". We have persons who
are slow to accept and implement innovation. We have people who are proactive. The question
is then how can we effectively implement a systematic plan designed to enlist the multiple
strengths of all media people to enhance and promote Instructional Technology?

C. With the rise of teacher militancy and the great "unionism" of teachers and teacher negotiations,
how should we view our roles as media specialists? Are we management or labor' What effect
will these trends have on media programs, particularly at the building level where a media person
is often considered both a teacher and management? What should our input be to teacher negotia-
tions?

D. Often state affiliates appear to be working in isolation. There are no firm channels of communi-
cation between AECT state affiliates. Would it be feasible to adopt a set of procedures for the
establishment of such a communications network?

13. SUSAN HI- ROLD (Utah)

The charnce in conference topics from 1973 to 1974 seems to be a change in words only. For certainly the
future dirt.Ltion and potential of Instructional Technology in 1973, as it parallels the goal for increased
quantity and quality of learning, underlies the issues and concerns of Instructional Technology in 1974,
Since I doubt if the concerns expressed by the 1973 delegates were resolved, those issues remain worthy of
further dialogue.

Perhaps before we direct our energies to specific scientific concerns, we should consider some questions of
educational philosophy. Since the Sophist legacy of techne, or technology, is our mcdem endeavor to
reconcile the humanities and science, our answers might define the parameters of our conference discussions:

A. What should be taught, and its complement, what shouldn't be taught?
B. Where should formal education take place?
C. Should educational procedures be internship, tutorial, self-instruction or group activity?
D. Should we formalize education for the six-month old child or the sixty-year old man?

Consideration of these questions along with a sharing of ideas on what Instructional Technology has contri-
buted to date our understanding of and influence on the learni: 7 process would help to clarify what meaning
Instructional Technology has for each of the participants. This could be a backdrop for a discussion of the
problems and potential for Instructional Technology in the future.

In particular, the following topics are of interest:

A. What unique contribution does any particular media hardware lend to instruction or research
on learning; i. e., does the computer have more potential as a research tool than as a cost-
effective instructional tool?

B. Learner control over strategy and presentation mode of content.
C. Hardware, software and courseware of tomorrow.
D. Accountability of technology.
E. Communication between and within specialities.

14. HAROLD E. HILL (Colorado)

The theme is so broad for this year's conference, that I presume one could put down almost anything and
still stay within the parameters of the theme. However, since my primary concerns deal with leadership
development and with the role of the AECT in this whole business of "Instructional Technology, Pll restrict
myself to those two.
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I. Leadership Development
A. How do we discover, nurture, and develop potential leaders?
B. Once discovered, how do we develop a viable program of training/education?
C. How do we improve upon the present abilities and skills of those who are emerging as

apparent leaders?
D. What should be the role of AECT in the leadership development process?
E. How should the overall task be divided so far as national, regional, and state approaches are

concerned? Is the objective any different at the various levels? Do these various levels require
different skills and attributes, or are they similar but with different applications?

F. How do we recognize potential leadership ability? Once recognized, what process or processes
should be undertaken to insure development?

II. AECT
A. What is, or should be, the role of the AECT in the field of instructional technologyshould it

be very broad-based or more narrowly defined and directed?
B. How do we assure that the Association serves the needs of the membership as the latter sees

those needs? How do we make it more "sensitive?"
C. How can the AECT serve in a leadership role in the development of new techniques and

applications?

In brief, the above sums up my major concerns--of course, there are refinements and enlargements of
each of the points, but this should serve as a starter.

15. HARRY M. HILL (Pennsylvania)

Our prime goal in education should be the development of competent students, competent in all respects,
physical and psychological as well as intellectual. It is not enough to concern ourselves solely with a
student's gain in knowledge; his development as a person must share our attention. The critical problems
of our times are, at the core, not knowledge but value problems. Thus instructional technology objectives
must reflect the many-sided educational needs of the students.

My concerns are how can instructional technology meet the following student objectives:

1. Students should be able
2. Students should be able
3. Students should be able

attributes as a person.
4. Students should be able
5. Students should enjoy le
6. Students should be able
7. Students should be able

in their own learning.
8. Students should engage

physical and mental fitn
9. Students should be able

10. Students should engage
11. Students should be able
12. Students should be able

activities.

to demonstrate competence in basic skills.
to apply skills and knowledge to different situations.
to identify, evaluate, and accept, realistically their own individual

to assume responsibility for their own self-development.
arning.
to self-initiate and self-direct their own learning.
to identify the ways by which they learn best and use these methods

in activities that foster the maintenance and improvement of their own
ess.
to demonstrate humaneness in interpersonal relationships.
in activities which stress service to others.
to demonstrate competence in the skilLs of career decision-making.
to achieve self-fulfillment through both vocational and avocational

16. RICI "-,RD HUBBARD (New York)

The conference theme "Instructional Technology - Issues and Concerns" could and should cover a great
number of topics. Items such as certification, accreditation, and standards have come up repeatedly and
there are several documents listing competencies, guidelines for training programs, and elements of media
Programs (building, district, regional, and state). However, the main chore remains to be accomplished,
implementation. The questions remain--how to get general support from everyone outside our field, under-
standing from other educators, and commitment from administrators and school boards who determine program
and budgets? To paraphrase the words of Don Ely from last year's conference, "now is the time for an age of
proactivism". How can we start this movement and keep it going in a desired direction?

The author of Future Shock, Alvin Toff ler, has written recently Learning for Tornorrow: Role of the Future
in Education, which condemns schools for not educating for the future. We need to take a serious and pro-
found look at instructional technology and analyze its impact on the future society. Technology is not only
the way of changing the present, it is the future! Will the factor of humanism be lost in looking to the future?

Due to crunches, emerging priorities, and the implementation of modes of educational accountability, we
need to assess the status of instructional technology, its goals and objectives, and methods of evaluating its
effectiveness. In short, how do we get the best and the most out of the educational dollar, especially related
to technological developments and applications in 1 earning /teaching ?

Leadership in the field is needed--young, energetic, knowl dgeable, humanistic, and creative persons. This
means early identification, appropriate programs for developing leaders, and an on-going plan for growing in
leading qualities and processes. Why don't we do more in defining leadership in our field and expand it to an
international scope?
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17. DON R. HUDDLESTON (Hawaii)

The following views and concerns are forwarded for possible consideration by the 1974 Okoboji Conference:

A. Advance the view that the media specialist are no longer AV Specialists.
B. Facilitate broader membership of local affiliates into other disciplines.
C. Explore mechanisms by which local members may be stimulated into more interest in

national activities.
D. Develop theme of media and communication skills. Possibly basic communication is taken

too much for granted inasmuch as the initial cry of the newborn child is an attempt to express
himself.

E. Perhaps my most sincere concern relates to developing a term by which the media specialist
may be identified. One which will identify a learning resource person, not an equipment
operator, carrier or newspaper writer. The field is sufficiently refined at this time to validate
a term such as "learning facilitator."

18. ROBERT L. IRVINE (Washington)

For over two decades those of us dedicated to the application of technology to improve learning have seen
extensive amounts of capital invested in the production of new media. However, the evidence that has been
accumulated indicates that much of this effort has had little effect on the learner. While the application of
technology in the classroom can improve learning, many schools have not even attempted to use the new
innovations. Everett M. Rogers has defined an innovation as an idea, practice, or object perceived as new
by an individual. It is rather demoralizing to realize that few problems are perceived to need a revised design
of curricular materials.

At this point in time some speculation may be in order as to how we may develop a defendable rationale
for increasing the acceptance and effective use of technology in education.

Specific activities which deserve special attention include:

A. A budget analysis system for learning resource centers providing a suppo:t level tailored
to the program.

B. A procedure for examining the changing roles of teachers when media becomes an integral part
of instruction.

C. Cooperative plans for sharing of skilled and specialized personnel including a serious look at
our prcfessional organizations.

D. Guidaines for a more coordinated effort in educational research.
E. A clear and concise statement of definition for the field of Instructional Technology.

19. JO ANN KREKEL (Missouri)

I. Copyright
A. Implications for the classroom
B. Implications for "in-house" production

1. Teacher's rights
2. School's rights

II. Instructional Media Centers
A. Public schools - organizational structure

1. Regional control
2. District control

B. Higher education - organizational structure
C. Economic or esthic? Value of incorporating print/non-print materials

III. TV Courses
A. When to sponsor
B. When to produce
C. Internal instructional usage or public

IV. Audio-tutorial laboratories
A. Centralized direction
B. Discipline direction - under supervision of instructors involved
C. Tracking or discipline centered remediation for students
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20. RICHARD LAMBERSKI (Pennsylvania)

I. The current issues
A. What role should instructional technology play in the solution of social ills?

I. Alcohol and drug addiction
2. Environment, ecology, and the energy crises
3. Human relations and interpersonal relations
4. Minority groups
5. Increasing intergroup tensions

B. What role shculd instructional technology pip lution of educational ills?
1. Guidance and career education
2. Reading and visual literacy skills
3. Rural versus metropolitan education
4. Special curriculums

a. Black studies
b. Metric system
c. Individualized instruction
d. Open versus traditional classrooms
e. Creativity curriculums

5. Special groups
a. Minority students
b. Exceptional students
c. Disadvantaged students

C. What curriculum changes must be made in colleges/universities in light of the criterion market
of 1980?
1. Definition of today's needs and responsibilities (goals, competencies, objectives)
2. Definition of to:aorrow's needs and responsibilities (goals, competencies, objectives)
3. What are the differences of today's needs and responsibilities from tomorrow's?
4. What curriculum change must be implemented?

a. What are the alternatives?
(1) External degree
(2) Competency based instruction
(3) Internships or residency requirements

h. What are the change elements for curriculum innovation?
c. What training is thele for innovation or leadership?

II. The future concerns
A. How do we increase the productivity of media research?

1. What may we learn from the past?
2. What are the present trends in research?
3. What future directions may be stated?

B. How do we increase the productivity of instruction?
1. What were past methods?
2. What are the present trends in instruction?
3. What future directions may be stated?

C. What will be the economic and political trends governing instructional technology?
D. What is and will be professionalism and ethics in instructional technology?

1. What is professionalism?
2. What are our ethics?
3. What is media accountability?
4. What are the rights of personal privacy?
5. What is the individual's responsibility in copyrighted material?

21. VIRGINIA LAMBERT (Michigan)

I. We are losing our creditability with the public because Educators have been jumping headlong into
"New" programs without proper research. When you are dealing with the lives of children you can't
afford to ride the pendulum.

II. We are still talking about overpopulation when this country is at "ZERO" population growth.
A. What are the effects of "ZERO" population growth on overbuilt and over-staffed education

systems in this country?
B. japan has experienced "ZERO" population growth. Can we learn from their experince?

III. Too many Instructional Technologists are still talking about "selling" our programs.
A. Have we dismissed accountability as not applicable to our area?
B. Is it not possible to prove that our methods can be effective?

IV. Instructional Technologists by nature are systems oriented and futuristic.
A. Why have we not been leaders in the use of new management techniques? (e. g. , MBO, PPBS)

V. The FCC Cable TV guidelines provide channel allocations to Education but do not mandate involvement
in developing the franchise provisions.
A. Must we accept the "Poor relation" status the FCC has given us?
B. What are the alternatives?
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22. TEANNINE LAUGHLIN (Mississippi)

My concerns manifest themselves in relationship to three groups of -eople-administrators, classroom teachers
and media specialists.

I. Administrators
A. Their understanding of instructional technology.
B. Its relationship or integration into the systems approach to education.
C. Its possibilities for implementing better teaching by teachers and more learning by students.

11. Classroom teachers
A. Their enthusiasm for instructional media.
B. Their knowledge of how certain materials can help them do a better job in the classroom to

meet individual needs.
C. Their understanding of the part that media plays in the system of education.

III. Media specialists
A. How they can change a passive role in the educational process to an active one.
B. What they can do as a part of the whole system within a specific school.
C. Their responsibility to students and teachers in the individualization of instruction.
D. Their responsibility not only to know about media, but also what it can be expected to

accomplish in the educational process.

23, JAMES R. LAWSON (California)

My concern relates to morality as a din,,ension of professional leadership.

I will not attempt to define leadership but will look at some of its dimensions with a focus on the undiscovered
or perhaps long forgotten dimensions of morality; that is, personal and L:ollective principles of conduct partic-
ularly as they relate to professional leadership.

The literature is replete with ubiquitious scientific observations, descriptions, and analyses of the many
dimensions, functions, attributes, characteristics, and interactions of leadership, and I would like to list a
few points listed in the literature and some observations.

Point 1: The literature relates two main classifications of leadership functions: those that achieve group
goals and those that maintain and strengthen the group itself. More specifically, leadership functions to
achieve group goals by helping to set those goals, by developing the processes by which those goals can be
reached, and by providing the necessary resources to reach them; and, leadership functions to maintain
and strengthen the group itself by improving t. stability of the group and insuring satisfaction of the
individual members.

Point 2: Leadership is viewed in the literature as being dependent upon followership and is described as
taking place through interaction within a social system or group context.

Point 3: The notion of influence is pervasive throughout leadership literature. Whether leadership is
defined or described as a behavior, a skill, a process, an ability, an act, or a science, the concept of
influence is implicitly or explicitly stated. While influence and leadership are never equated, per se,
the capacity to produce effects on others is presumed.

Point 4: I have discovered no "Moral Approach" to the study of leadership as opposed to the "Great Man
Approach", the "Trait Approach", the "Behavioral Approach", the "Situational Approach", or the
"Transitional Approach. " It appears that leadership researchers have overlooked or neglected to treat
the subject of morality in their study of leadership. Perhaps they fears losing their scientific objectivity,
perhaps they felt morality did not lie in their domain, or perhaps they felt that the dimension of morality
is inconsequential to the leadership phenomenon.

My concern is that the literature which so pov.,:rfully influences existing leaders and the development of
potential leaders does not identify, describe, and analyze what appears to be one of the most powerful
dimensions of the leadership concept; that of morality. While the scientist may have to consider the
concept, "leadership", as amoral; the professional practitioner in a democratic society can not. The
implications are clear that leadership is concerned with human beings and human performance in a human
context, and behavie- that produces effects on others must carry with it an awesome and mandatory moral
responsibility and obligation. I think we need to ask ourselves some questions.

1. Is morality a dimension of leadership? A major function?

2. How does morality relate to the two main classifications of leadership functions identified in
the literature, i. e. that of achieving group goals and that of strengthening the group itself?
Is morality a third main classification of leadership functions? Is morality a cohesive force
or bond in which all dimensions of leadership cohere?

3. If leadership is a function of administration and morality is a function of leadership what are
their relationships? Interfaces? Consequences?
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4. What are the moral implications to administrators in the statement made by Getzels (1973,
p. 16); "...that leadership is dependent upon followership, and that the followership deter-
mining the leadership is a function of coopeiation and mutuality with the leader rather than
forcible domination and coercian tithe leader. "?

S. What relationships exist between moral leadership on the one hand and the concerns and
controversies between technology and man's humanity on the other?

6. Are there relationships between individual values, moral leadership, personal and professional
relevance?

7. What is the relationship between moral leadership and the morality of followership?

8. If a group has no morality except that given it by the principled behaviors and actions of its
collective membership, what implications would this have for current leadership?

There are many more that need to be asked, but who will ask them?

The media field may be presumed to be a moral social system and the professional educator a moral
individual by the sheer nature of their image to public service, yet, personal and professional moral
standards, principles, and criteria can not be obviated to a class of "givens." It would appear to this
observer that moral concerns are highly significant to the professional and the professicsa alike for
individual and collective morality both affect leadership behavior and describe a powerful function of
leadership.

SHOULD WE NOT TALK ABOUT THIS?

Getzels, J. W. Theory and research on leadership: Some comments and some alternatives.
In L. L. Cunningham & W. J. Gephart (Eds. ), Leadership the science and the art today.
Itasca. Ill. : F. E. Peacock, 1973.

24. RALPH H. LEWIS (Virginia)

Should we be concerned that we still have many of the concert,: that we had ten to fifteen years ago?
Is the leadership from local school divisions, State Department of Education, State colleges and universities
and professional organizations as effective as it should be?

I. Local School Divisions

A. How is audiovisual media sold to school administrators as a positive force for the improvement
of the educational process?

B. Why are media administrators often not recognized in the higher 'administrative structure of
local school divisions?

C. What means are used to get a high priority for improved media financing in existing and new
facilities?

D. Has research and experience proven that each state and each local school division should plan
comprehensive educational television systems?

E. How are certain good instructional materials made available for educational television without
causing adverse effects on the educational motion picture industry?

F. Should more school personnel be involved in leadership training?
G. What services should be offered by division-wide media centers to local schools?
H. Should local school divisions be allowed to revert buildings that were provided by Federal funds

for media centers back to.office space after the projects expire?

II. State Department of Education

A. What is the nature, scope and type of leadership that should be expected from State Departments
of Education?

B. What services should be offered to local school divisions to promote the development and contin-
uation of media programs?

C. What is the role of the State Department of Education in the evaluating and promoting of new
technology, i.e. , Satellites, computers and other emerging positive forces for change?

D. What strategies should be developed to prepare for the educational technology of the future?
E. Should State Department of Education mandate standards for audiovisual materials and equipment?

III. Colleges and Universities

A. How should colleges and universities be involved in the development and promotion of media
programs in local school divisions?

B. Why have changes not been made in the programs of studies of many teacher training institutions
to train personnel with total media skills?

C. Why do some colleges and universities not have an organized media department to serve the needs
of the faculty and students'
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IV. Professional Organizations
A. What should the future hold for professional organizations?
B. What role should professional organizations play in the improvement of instruction and learning?
C. What are the best methods to be used in the bringing about of unification?
D. How is an organization structured for complete unification of all personnel involved in media

and media education m local schools, division-wide and college?
E How can State media associations become more active in lobbying for legislation in media?

25. RON McBEATH (California)

I. One major concern is that as a field we will become so involved in our role in improving delivery
system: that we will overlook our more general role of contributing toward improving education in
a man-machine system world.

II. That we may become too involved in meeting the short-term demands and overlook the importance
of long-range planning and development.

HI. That the Division approach of AECT will fragment the field unless further unifying contingencies
are developed.

IV. That we will become guardians and housekeepers rather than venturing into design and development
activities in Audiovisual Services within higher education.

V. That our thinking will stagnate in a closed system approach with concerns revolving around delivery
systems as ends instead of means to broader goals.

VI. That to keep man in the center we should spend more energy on examining the changing roles of
teachers when media are used as an integral part of instruction, and more time in assisting faculty
to fill their changing roles.

VII. That insufficient time and energy is spent in developing effective ways of using media to instruct
students within our own field.

VIII. That we will overlook the dilemma of wishful thinking politicians who contend that completely
new approaches to education can be legislated without developing sufficient support systems.

IX. That we will not influeace the producers of competency-based modules sufficiently to have them
mediated, and that the verbalism problem will get worse.

X. That the computer will replace the instructor as the "authority figure" in the schools of tomorrow
and the dependency syndrome will be reinforced.

XI. That the need to teach basic skills to increasing numbers of students and librarians will reduce the
thrust toward new frontiers in the changing world.

XII. That we will overlook the fact that the nature of change involves "kind as well as degree.

XIII. That we need to expand our endeavors to (a) maintain quality control at all levels, and (b) avoid
seeing our field in a static way.

26. WESLEY McJULIEN (Louisiana)

There are many issues and concerns which face the field of instructional technology which have direct
implications on its future.

It appears that at the root of these issues and concerns exists a general lack of commitment to the need
for (a) understanding the psychological factors involved in communication and learning, (b) making media
available to teachers and learners, (c) developing more teacher competency in the effective utilization of
media, and (d) providing more massive validated instructional materials with emphasis on instructional
development.

Although these are fundamental it is thought that if %Itch commitments are made we may be able to move
toward preserving the authenticity of the field.

Accepting the notion that the aforementioned items are evident in the instructional technology field, then
the most important yet most difficult issues and concerns to define in the technology equation becomes:

A. What is the role of the Instructional Technologist? Is he a "hardware" or "software"
specialist or is he an instructional design specialist?

B. Where do we fit with the (1) curriculum specialists, (2) educational psychologists, (3) evalua-
tion specialist, and (4) behavior modification specialists.
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C. What is the future of technology to (1) teacher, (2) society, and (3) education?
D. What are the commitments of instructional technology and communications systems in

general to society and education?

Issues and concent such as these presented here must be considered and combined to create a setting for
inquiring and re-evaluation in instructional technology.

27. RUTH C. McMARTIN (North Dakota)

In order to put the subject of these notes into perspective, it seems appropriate to state that I am concerned
for the future of education and therefore I am concerned about the role of instructional technology as one
facet of that future. Learning is the concern of educators; instructional technology is an aid to learning.

We have a responsibility to identify the role of the media center and it staff. I have noted in past AECT
conferences discussions of population, environment, armament - all timely social concerns. As members
of a group media personnel have a part in decisions about social problems. But groups of people acting as
curriculum designers should include not only instructional technologists but other administrators, teachers,
media personnel at the building lc el, and most probably parents in an advisory capacity. Media people
have a double role to play: (1) they must provide as complete and unbiased information in many formats
about population, environment and other subjects as resources allow, and (2) they must participate in the
team deliberations. I submit that the importance of the first named role is basic and has been too little
emphasized in instructional technology. To provide information is not the only function of media personnel,
but it is an important function. It is carried out with varying degrees of success; in many media centers
effective evaluation of materials for specific purposes is not the rule but the exception. We could well
consider the problem of materials evaluation.

.*,s implied in the paragraph above, the role of the instructional technologist must be identified. Is he a
manager of instruction, a purveyor of information, or a participant with teachers, administrators and others
in planning for learning? Once the role has been identified, training for it can be considered. What courses
and practical experiences will provide the necessary base for innovative and imaginative performance?
Training has implications for certification and accrediting agencies. State certification varies widely; uni-
formity is a distant goal, but we might provide a model for states seeking to update their requirements
from library to media.

The desire to use instructional technology well (i. e., because it is the best at the time for the student, never
for its own sake) should be developed in teachers. Administrato,s must be informed and educated concerning
instntctional technology so that they will support funding for equipment and materials. Instructional tech-
nologists have a public relations job of major proportions to achieve visibility before teachers and admini-
strators.

It seems to be important that we continue to address ourselves to the integration of library and instructional
technology. Many states have integrated print and non-print media into a unified philosophy. The soon-
to-be-released publication, Media Program: District and School, from AECT and AASL, is an evidence of
joint library/technology response at the national level to a school media need.

28. BOB W. MILLER (Texas)

I. That too many senior colleges and universities see instructional technology and media as secondary
importance, and do not see this relationship in its proper perspective when applying multi-media
to the instructional program.

II. That too many educational institutions have not designed an instructional development flow chart.
In addition, these institutions have not clearly defined such roles as

A The educational facilitator
B. The educational designer
C. The educational evaluator
D. The faculty member, and
E. Various administrative positions related to the entire process.

That legislative emphasis for Educational and Instructional Technology have not been given enough
concern at the local, state, and national levels. (This is a special concern of mine since I am
National AECT Legislative Chairman. )

IV. That certification and performance based standards have not been developed in each state and nation
for personnel in instructional technology.

V. That AKT and State instructional technology professional organizations have not worked more
closely in achieving educational goals and objectives.

VI. That educational institutions and professional organizations have not become objective oriented
in such areas as:

A. Long-range planning
B. Short-range planning
C. Institutional goals
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D. Instructional technology goals
E. Student goal setting
F. Individual faculty goal setting

VII. That educaticual technology staff members have not concentrated more fully in the areas of:
A. Rewards for faculty and students
B. Husnanizations for students
C. Self-concept factors for students

29. BETTY MORIARITY (Iowa)

My view of what shcxild constitute the issues and concerns of Instructional Technology today is derived from
a life style ccnsisting of several concurrent roles: wife, mother, graduate student in Educational Media, and
Director of Audiovisual Services in a junior college. It seems to me the central issue is what the instructional
technologist can do to deyelop the human potential and contribute to the total of a person's life, (whether
that person be a man, woman, or child), in this era of technological advances.

These areas of concern are:

I. Instructional Technology and Multi-Media Libraries
A. The library as a community agency providing a record of man's cumulated knowledge and ensuring

this record is communicated to each individual.
B. The library as a comprehensive resource center designed to promote learning by making materials

and services, print and non-print, available to the user.
C. Standardized procedures for organizing and integrating non-print media, equipment, and related

services into existing book collections of prime concern.
D. Human rescxirces necessary to work with the individual, move the information to him or her,

and provide for more self-directed learning, independent study, and individualized instruction.

II. The Instructional Technologist in the Field of Adult and Continuing Education
A. What is cxir role in meeting the educational needs of the adult learner along such designs

as special interest workshops, independent study, degree completion and "retooling"?
B. Who will do the planning and producing of software that will meet the criteria for stimulating

adult interest in relationship to his experience, intellectual challenge, curiosity satisfaction,
credibility, imagination appeal, human appeal, and sensory appeal?

C. What are the demands made of us by an ever-increasing population seeking new fields of
employment, specialized skills, creative expression, and meaningful use of longer hours of
leisure?

D. What should be our contribution to the developmental education of minorities such as ethnic groups
and women 7

III. Cable Television and the Instructional Technologist
A. How do we become involved in this newest level of communication service for the community?
B. What is its potential for influencing the social, economical, educational, and cultural life of

the individual?
C. What are our responsibilities for resourceful and imaginative programming?

IV. Human "Concerns" in a Global Environment
A. Family life: its quality and "human" characteristics.
B. The Education Continuim: pre-school through retirement years.
C. World ecology and the individual.

30. TILLMAN J. RAGAN (Oklahoma)

I. The Status of Theory in I. T.
A. Theory base of research: we know some of our work is theory-based and some of it isn't. What

should we be doing in this regard?
B. Theory base of instructional development.

1. As an approach.
2. For specific projects.

C. Instructional Theory
1. What is the status of instructional theory?
2. How does it relate to I. T. concerns?

D. Communication of what we do and don't have in theory to:
1. Students
2. Practitioners
3. Colleagues in related fields (from which often our theory comes)

a. Disciplines outside Education.
b. Other Education profession areas.

(I) Adminstrators
(2) Curriculum specialists
(3) Reading, guidance, special ed., etc.

E. How might the following positions with regard to theory overlay both the mainstreams of thcught
in the I. T. area generally and the more specific dimensions illustrated above (research, instruc-
tional development, teaching)?
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1. atheoretical
2. antitheoretical
3. eclectic
4. grounded in one theoretically sound area
5. grounded in a number of sound areas
6. grounded in one weak area
7. grounded in a number of weak areas or a mixture
8. so diverse in activity and application that the question is irrelevant?

a. if so, then is I. T. an "area" or legitimate field of study?
b. if not, what is being done, or should be done?

31. PAULINE RANKIN (Arkansas)

I. The use of media in teacher education programs is somewhat less than desirable.
A. Many professors who are teaching in teacher education institutions demonstrate a lack of knowledge,

or apathy, concerning utilization of media.
B. After all the surveys and recommendations regarding certification standards, far too many states fail

to require an educational media course for teachers to be certified.

II. The relationship of instructional technologists to other educators parallels a pending divorce situation
rather than marital bliss.
A. Instructional technologists are a "brainy" group of people, but they must work compatibly with

others in the educational community instead of setting themselves apart.
B. Okoboji conferences, to name one source, have emphasized interpersonal skills and group inter-

action for years; yet, when an instructional technologist talks to elementary teachers, for example,
often he fails to relate to their real problems. They need to know how to utilize effectively an
overhead projector; the technologist is so busy talking about dial access, computer terminals, inputs,
and processing that the teachers discard what he is telling them. A person in the field of IT had
better decide to identify the need and carry his followers to its solution. We are failing to recognize
that the forest is composed of individual trees.

32. LESTER SATTERTHWAlTE (Arizona) - See pages 144-145
33. WILLIS SCADDEN (Wisconsin)

I. Instructional Technology Personnel Public School
A. Will the library and audiovisual join forces?
B. Will instructional technology contirue to be a service to educators?
C. What will be the role of the state departments of educational media support (Federal, State, Local)?
D. What will be the certification of Tomorrow's Instructional Technology personnel?
E. What will Tomorrow's Instructional Technology play in the public schools?
F. What role will the instructional technology personnel play in tomorrow's instruction or curriculum?
G. What "image" are we now pushing toward and trying to project?

II. Instructional Technology Future Usage
A. What research is there in study now that could be feasible for tomorrow's education 20 years,

40 years?
B. Are we aware of what is possible now in instructional technology?
C. Is equipment being produced faster than teachers can learn about it?

III. Instructional Technology In-Service
A. Equipment should be used as an aid to education.
B. Teachers and Administrators be educated for Tomorrow's Instructional Technology for education.
C. Schools oriented on the instructional technology for individual basis.
D. In-service of education of instructional technology making a lesson more effective.
E. Successful in-service programs for teachers and administrators of instructional technology.

IV. Instructional Technology for Television
A. omorrow's education in the home via TV (cable).
B. Community TV programs (social service).
C. Tomorrow's education on cable, computers, eletype, etc.
D. Tomorrow's retriever system on cable.
E. What is the tomorrow classroom, library, home going to be like with cable education?

34. WILLIAM D. SCHMIDT (Washington)

L Terminology
A. From audiovisual to instructional media or instructional technology or educational communications

or media technology or - - - -
B. People outside our field are confused about what all these and other terms tnean and are unsure of

what we really do.

II. Media and the Student

It has been said that the present student generation is the most visually oriented and visually sophisticated
generation in the evolution of the human race. Are media specialists recognizing this and preparing
appropriate programs/services/facilities for students?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Student use of media.
Student production programs and possibilities
New curricular developments.
Visual /c ommunicati on literacy.

III. Media I; the Budget Crisis in Higher Education
A. What can media specialists do to help colleges deal with tighter budgets and declining enrollments?
B. Hcw lo media programs survive and grow in difficult times like the present period?

IV. Library--Audiovisual integration Problems
A. Adminisative.
B. Budget.
C. Philosophical differences.
D. Com.nunication.

V. Media Design
A. Definition.
B. Basic Fundamentals and Processes
C. New approaches.

VI. Training of Media Specialists.
A. New approaches.
B. Areas of greatest need.
C. Job market situation.

VIL What About Raymond Wyman's Editorial in AVI (A1 i1, 1974): "The Unmet Promise of Tele-
communications"?

33. MICHAEL R. SIMONSON (Iowa)

I. Youthful vigor should be an ageless commodity. One indication of this vigor in a profession is the
presence of individuals and groups brash and free-thinking enough to perceive themselves as equal to
any prollem. Concerns of Educational Technology, for the sake of simplicity, can be categorized
into twc areas: professional and technological. These areas should, in varying degrees, be of prime
importance to the vigorous individuals who call themselves Educational Technologists.

Professional Concerns. (Those dealing with the persons, places and things that cause problems. )
A. Public Relations. The subject of previous Okoboji group study, it is woefully obvious that the

Educational Technologist and Educational Technology do not possess the public support needed
to allow for the efficient alleviation of other concerns.

B. Accreditation. Until some specific requirements for technological facilities and materials are
recommended and eMorced, there will be hit-and-miss utilization of concepts "proven" to be
beneficial to learning.

C. Certification. Personnel do make the program. Humanism works in more than one direction,
thin., the correctly trained media specialist is an important concern for the profession. Specific
guidelines must be recommended, and enforced, for training of personnel.

D. Finances. Dollars are important, and considerable study to assist in fiscal policy making is
needed, but alternatives to increased funding must be evaluated.

E. Consolidation. Similar groups may solve similar problems more efficiently when working
together. However, under no circumstances should a vigorous organization consider diluting
itself by combining with a group that has lost its vigor or that has stagnated, even if short-term
gains seem high.

Technological Concerns. (Those dealing with the philosophical and technological problems. )
A. Research. A theoretical framework must be established. More and better research attempted,

reported and employed should be the concern of the vigoroas professional. Also, an in-house
consolidation of what research tells us must be completed--immediately.
Standardization. If our efforts are to be meaningful, they must not be duplicated or conflicting.
An efficient, flexible-yet-firm, policy of standardization needs to be developed.
Types. What technological advancements should concern the Educational Technologist? Some
professional guidelines need to be studied and implemented to focus our efforts on what types of
technological advancements are important. We cannot embrace all of technology as some would
suggest or imply.
Instructional or EducationalMore Than Semantics. Who determined that "IT" would be the
"catch-phrase" of the profession, and why? In a "Statement of Definition" Ely used Educational
Technology. It would seem to layman and educator alike that this title is more appropriate.

E. The Future--A Fruitless Worry. The present should be the concern. We must understand what
we did yesterday and what we are doing today, and not dilute our vitality by worrying about what
may or may not occur tomorrow.

IV. This profession is fortunate to possess a youthful vigor not necessarily common to the field of education.
By applying this noteworthy trait to our recognized concerns, we can provide leadership and innovation
for our more complacent colleagues.

B.

C.

D.
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36. CAROLYN R. SKIDMORE (West Virginia)

Being a public school employee my concerns revolve around the Classroom Teacher, the Building Level
Media Professional, the District Level Media Professional and the State Level Media Professional.

I. Instructional Technology - Concerns
A. Certification of Media Professionals

1. What direction are we going in?
2. Should we have unified certification?
3. Should we have uniform certification across the country?

B. School Plant Planning
1. Should there be National Guidelines and/or requirements for Media facilities within the school?
2. How do we help a State develop regulations for media facilities?

C. School Media Programs
1. How to start Media programs in schools and states like West Virginia?

D. District Level Programs
1. How do we start District Level Programs in states like West Virginia?

E. State Level Media Programs
1. Are there Guidelines for a good State Media Program?

F. Budget
1. How can we encourage schools, districts or states to budget for -1edia?

G. Teacher Preparation
1. How do we insure classroom teachers with the knowledge of media utilization, when higher

education does not require it or certification does not require it?
IL Classroom Utilization

1. What type media can we expect the school level program to incorporate into the classroom?
2. What type media can we expect the classroom teacher to utilize?

1. ETV/ITV
1. Where are we now?
2. How can we encourage closer cooperation between State Educational Broadcasting Systems

and Departments of Education?
J. Federal Funding

1. What part will Federal Funding play in the future of Instructional Technology?

II. Instructional Technology - Issues
A. Instructional Design

1. Does the future of media fall entirely within the realm of Instructional Design?
2. What role does Instructional Design play at the school level, district level ana state level?

B. Unification: Library + Audiovisual = Media
1. Must Librarians and Audiovisual specialists unite?
2. Must book and non-book collectors be placed together?
3. Must there be joint certification?

C. Cart and Book Pushers
1. Are media professionals still considered cart pushers and book keepers?
2. What should we do to strive for a new image?

D. Equipment Operation
1. Does equipment operation still have to be taught to the modern college students?

E. ETV/ITV
I. What role should television play in the classroom?

F. Media and the Public Library
1. What should this concept be?

G. Leadership
1. Where will we get the new leaders for the field of media?

37. JAMES R. STRASBURG (Wisconsin)

I. General
'A. Copyright - what can be used and saved and what can't.
B. Validation of locally produced materials.
C. Funding

1. Federal
2. NDEA and ESEA in its new forms
3. State
4. Local

D. Delineation of roles between AV/Library
1. Integration or non-integration of state affiliations

E. Cable TV and the public schools
I. Federal regulations
2. State regulations

F. Total commitment to I. T. in education rather than peripheral
G. Utilizing the creative inquiry approach and LT.
H. Trends in media preparation programs
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38. JAMES E. THOMPSON (Indiana)

1. How can we increase the importance of released time for qualified media resource specialists in
elenwntary :md secondary schools?

11. How do colleges break into the market of placing media graduates into industry?

III. What new techniques (e.g. , visual) are being used in evaluation of media?

1V. What type of education will be needed for further media specialists?

V. What future sources of revenue will be available for school media programs?

39. CONNIE TRONE (Colorado)

1. Management
A. Shared-decision making by all parties involved.
B. Increased funding for educational technology from federal, state, and local agencies.
C. Better communication with administration and board members in the needs and purposes of

instructional technology as it relates to the learner.
D. More adequate utilization of the resource person as a vital role in instructional technology.
E. Need to educate school authorities that the role of the elementary school is increasing as the

leader and innovator in instructional technology, and tbat, therefore, priorities should be met
concerning adequate staffing, increased funding, and more effective facilities.

F. The need to "open up" Ow school or classroom to include the "outside" world as a source of
learning for students.

G. Improved commitments to the learner in the field of instructional technology.
H. Development of strategies for "opening minds" among instructional technologists, teachers,

and administration.
1. Provide more flexibility in the training of instructional technologists.

J. Need to reach a concensus regarding role of the instructional technologist in the learning
process.

II. User
A. More and better communication between the producer and the user, i. e., between the com-

mercial producer and the instructional technologis'.:, between the instructional technologist
and the teacher, and between the teacher and the student.

3. More effective training of teachers in the use of material and the media center through
teacher education rrograms and in-service workshops.

C. Strategies for developing better use of material and equipment in an open-space and/or open-
concept Achool.

D. Increased awareness of the purpose of the media center as the "hub of the school".
E. Strategies for developing more effective use of instructional technology in individualized,

continuous progress, instructional programs.
F. Providing alternative learning methods and experiences for the learner, including the emotionally

handicapped, the perceptually handicapped, the "fast" learner.
G. Better means of motivating the learner to think, to be creative, to use his imagination - an art

that seems to be losing ground instead of gaining.
H. Need to "humanize" instructional technology for the teacher and the learner.
I. Need to train the learner in how to evaluate his own learning needs.

III. Public School System
A. The role of the public school system as it relates to staff and students: is it changing? should

it change?
B. Does the structure of the hierarchy in the public school system need revision? If so, how?
C. How cod the home and the public school system better communicate the needs of the student?
D. Valid instructional programs need to be developed to meet the needs of individual learning

styles.
E. The need to increase the role instructional technology plays in the public school system.
F. The need to integrate print and non-print programs within the instructional program.
G. Need to involve instructional technology in the development of curriculum and the planning of

the system budget.

40. THOMAS C. WILSON (Florida)

Listed below are a variety of issues and concerns related to the field-of instructional technology. These
concerns are not new; most of them have had cursory coverage in a variety of publications, but the problem
is that few, if any, have been systematically explored. Ironically, in a dircipline that constantly speaks
of specificity we rarely attempt to formulate concise information relating to our own field.
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I. Identify the components that comprise the ld of instructional technology.

II. Define the relationship of instructional techn( Igists to:
A. Teachers
B. Administrators
C. School librarians%
D. Audiovisualists*

*I use these terms advisedly as far as I can discern, the term media specialist is a misnomer.

III. Develop means of useful communication with:
A. Teachers
B. Administrators
C. School librarians
D. Audiovisualists
E. Instructional technologists
F. Other allied fields, such as educational psychologists

IV. Generate relevant rcsearch and use the data, rather than publishing it and forgetting it.
A. How does /earning take place?
B. Media taxonomy

V. Develop procedures for internal competency based certification of instructional technologists based on:
A. Degrees
B. C ourse work
C. Field experience

41. RALPH L. WOODEN (North Carolina)

I. Deriving - Guidelines for instructional development
A. Philocophy
B. Objectives
C. Functions
D. Services
E. Organizational Model
F. Implementation
G. Dtaluatiat

U. In-Service Education
A. Planning

1. Committees
2. Consultants

B. Development
1. Determining needs
2. Participants
3. Time
4. Resources

a. Human
b. Equipment

5. Space
6. Time
7. Organization

a. Institute
b. Workshop
c. Frum
d. Panel
e. Round Table
f. Seminar
g. Formal Courses
h. Internships
i. Informal Travel

III. Leadership Training
A. Levels

1. Local
2. State
3. National

B. Scope
1. Professional
2. Para -professional

C. Kinds
1. Conferences
2. Conventions
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D. Organization
1. Theme, purposes and needs
2. Obj ectives
3. Planning Committee
4. Public
S. Financial considerations
6. Space needs
7. Times
8. Public ity
9. Loc ation

10. Evaluation and feedback
11. Proj ections
12. Upgrading senior personnel, young adults, youth

IV. Human Relations
A. Family
B. Civic
C. Professional
D. Religious
E. Fraternal
F. Social
G. Political
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32. LESTER SATTFRTIIWA1TE (Arizona)
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